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THE STORM

Like the sigh of the psalm,

Seeking quiet and calm,

Was the wing of the breeze in its motion

,

And the soft moonlight fell

Over meadow and dell,

And the starlight streamed over the ocean.

All so peaceful it seemed,

Never one of us dreamed

Of the foe that lay close to our dwelling,

And the child on the breast

Of its mother at rest

Breathed as soft as the breeze in her swelling.

But the dread and the fright

Of the sudden midnight,

And the fear of the flood and the foam,

And the terror and clangor

Of the flood in his anger

Broke in on the brightness of home.

Ah, how sad, one and all,

We arose at the call

Of the little one crying to mother !
-

And she looked helplessly

On the dark foaming sea

—

They are struggling—our father and brother'

Lo, the oak-tree's huge form
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Is now borne in the storm,

Till it strikes at our poor cabin door:

Ah, the home that we love

Next to heaven above

—

Shall it soon be our home nevermore?

See the tall giant pine,

Which the vine did entwine

Till it seemed like some citadel-spire

—

See it tottering—tossed

—

See it borne away—lost

—

It will soon be but brush for the fire

!

How the heart and mind saddened,

When we saw the storm maddened
O'er the vessels of loved ones all shattered

:

For the ships, proud and grand,

Were, in his mighty hand,

But as grains of the sand, that he scattered.

Hear the crash !—By the bay,

Like a poor carcass lay

What we once called our own home, sweet home I

But its watch-tower lies low

'Neath the hand of the foe,

And its beauty is gone with the foam.

By the wreck, weird and wild,

Weeps a poor orphan child,

Alone—without guardian to save:

For a kind mother's care,

And a sweet mother's prayer

Have gone down in the depth of the wave

!

It is morn ! Lo, the sun,

Where the wreckage was done,

Where the victims were strewn on the altar,

Makes the meadow look pleased
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And the heavens appeased

—

While the breezes sing on in their psalter.

O God ! In the strife

And the tempest of life,

As we strive for eternity

Oh, avert Thou the error

Of the shoal, and the terror

Of the wreck, on the Infinite Sea!

A. C. M

CATHOLIC EDUCATION

UNDER THE JESUIT FATHERS

An Oration Delivered in the College Hall by the Hon. John

St. Paul

Just now a cry arises throughout the land for a freer and

more widespread education of the people, and in the South

especially that cry has become well nigh the shibboleth of

good citizenship. But if that education is to be a Godless

one then I fear that we shall but continue to experience what
a distinguished educator, Mr. Eliot, president of Harvard, has

frankly termed the "failure of our popular education," in les-

sening the number of crimes and in suppressing criminal ten-

dencies.

The necessity for man's belief in a personal God and in his

responsibility to Him underlies all the affairs of men. With-

out it, organized society could not exist nor human government

endure. The great Corsican is reputed to have said that if

there were no God it woud be necessary to create Him; and

Wellington, the hero of Waterloo, declared that education not

based on religion would produce only "clever devils." De-

precating such education he exclaimed, "I doubt if the devil

himself could advise a worse scheme of social destruction."

Washington in his last public utterance charged us to
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"indulge with caution the supposition that morality can be

maintained without religion. Whatever may be conceded

(said he) to the influence of refined education, reason and ex-

perience both forbid us to expect that national morality can

prevail in exclusion of religious principle."

To the precepts of these great military leaders and states-

men let me add the example of that matchless soldier and gen-

tleman, the Bayard par excellence of all times, our own peer-

less Robert Lee, who as president of Washington College,

showed more solicitude for and devoted, if possible, more at-

tention to the moral and religious progress of the students un-

der him, than to mere training of their mental faculties.

For Catholics, and others who realize that education is

not in itself an end, but only a means to a higher end, no au-

thority would be needed to establish that education without

religion were worse than useless, but for those who fail to

recognize this it is well to remind them that no less a person

than Martin Luther himself, speaking of high schools and

universities in which the youth "are instructed in false heathen

art and Godless knowledge" termed them the Moloch over

whose fire "no one can weep enough ; through which the most

pious and clever boys are miserably ruined," and he deplored

the scarcity of good common schools, exclaiming, "The chil-

dren are neglected, no one teaches them to serve God, whilst

they are joyfully immolated to Mammon."
But if the child must be "taught to serve God," where

and when must it be? Catholics held, and Luther taught, as

I have shown, and so also believes that sect which still retains

his name, that in the school-room and side by side with his

other studies must the child obtain his training in Godliness.

On the other hand, many denominations believe that the home

and -

the Sunday school afford the best means of thus instruct-

ing him. Let us, however, waive discussion as to the compara-

tive merits of the two systems ; not, however, without the ob-

servation of my own, that however efficient in theory the

home method be, the result in practice is generally that the

child grows up neglected. For it is not my purpose to speak

to-day of the primary education which the child receives whilst
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he is yet under the roof of his parents, but of higher education

at boarding schools and colleges, when the youth must leave

his home and the parental influence. This occurs often at

what is yet a tender age and generally before maturity of

thought or judgment has been reached. So that with all

home influences removed the child must either receive his re-

ligious training from his preceptors, or have the same neg-

lected, or else we must conclude that he has at that youthful

age received all the religious instruction necessary for him in

after life ; a conclusion fraught with consequences too serious

to be contemplated with indifference. Suffice it to say that

Catholicity takes no chances and hence finds fault with purely

secular education, not so much indeed because of what is

taught but almost exclusively because of what is not taught.

Of what, then, should a Catholic education consist? Of
course, the first place in any plan of education, to meet with

the approval of Catholics, must always be given to religious

and moral training. Daily precept and constant example alone

suffice, according to our views, to instil into the youthful mind

the knowledge of that first and greatest duty towards Him
who created it and who, when He comes, will require, as the

great Kempis has said, "not how well we have read, or spoken,

or argued, but what good have we done and how righteously

have we lived." And thus it is that the first object of a Cath-

olic education is so to rear the child that he may be prepared to

answer promptly and fearlessly and in the knowledge of duty

well done, when he obeys the awful summons to judgment, as

he some day must. Needless to say, knowledge of our duty

to God includes of necessity knowledge of our duty to our-

selves and our fellow men.

But if the moral and religious training hold the first place

in our scheme of education, it by no means excludes or even

hinders development along all legitimate secular lines ; on the

contrary, jealous of a prestige justly earned and anxious to

emulate, Catholic educators everywhere seek to give their

youth, when once equipped with the necessary moral train-

ing, all the latitude possible in the matter of mental develop-
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ment and ever take pardonable pride in the successes of their

pupils.

In education as thus understood, none perhaps have
proved so eminently successful as that wonderful body of men
known as the Jesuits. Founded especially for the higher edu-

cation of young men, the society from its birth had kept stead-

ily in view that high object until Jesuit colleges now mark
the remotest confines of the earth, rearing aloft side by side

the symbol of salvation and the glorious motto of St. Ignatius

—Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam..

The extent of that success and the causes thereof it is

now the grateful and pleasant task of one of their former pu-

pils to discover.

First, then, it is well to know what the Jesuits understand

by an education. With them it does not mean mere imparting

of knowledge to youth as would be a simple course of instruc-

tions. On the contrary, like the Germans, who very appro-

priately call their colleges "gymnasia," they conceive that

the object of education is rather to train the mental faculties,

just as the object of gymnastic exercises is not merely t^ en-

able the athlete to perform the very feats through which he

is made to go day by day, but rather to develop and harden

the muscles and train the man to skill and endurance.

Hence the Jesuits reject the so-called elective system

under which the pupil selects the course of studies which he

chooses to follow. For they argue, first, that it leaves to the

unskilled mind the choice of methods, when on the contrary

this ought to require the exercise of the very highest skill and

maturest judgment of the teacher himself. Nor are they alone

in this view ; said ex-President Cleveland in an address deliv-

ered October 25, 1902, at the inauguration of a new president

for Princeton, "We of Princeton are still willing to declare our

belief that we are better able to determine than those com-

ing to us for education, what is their most advantageous course

of instruction ; and surely every phase of our history justifies

this belief." So also may the Jesuits well say.

Again, say they, the pupil will generally choose that

course of studies which is most to his liking or which requires
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least effort on his part; his education then fails in two essen-

tials, that of learning to do his duty even though unpleasant,

and that of controlling himself and subduing natural inclina-

tions ; in other words, of conquering self.

It will be time, they say, for students to specialize their

studies when their minds have first been thoroughly trained,

and when they have progressed so far in their general studies

that they are capable of judging properly the true bent of their

own mind. In other words, they believe that the elective sys-

tem ought to be confined exclusively to the professional de-

partments of the universities, and to the technical schools,

whose object, as distinguished from that of the college proper,

is instruction rather than mere training.

For similar reasons the Jesuits attach particular import-

ance to the study of Latin and Greek. Being dead languages

nothing is to be caught by instinct or owing to the community
of idioms which exist between many modern languages ; but as

everything must be worked out by rule and formula the study

of these languages is a most excellent training for the mind.

For their value in this respect, I can quote no better authority

than that great English statesman and orator, the younger

William Pitt.

Said he: "The practice of rendering the Greek and Ro-

man classics into English, and of committing to memory the

most eloquent passages which occur in reading, is the best

exercise in which the young student can engage. It imparts

a command of language, aids him in acquiring a forcible style,

affords the best mental discipline, strengthens the memory*

cultivates his taste, invigorates his intellect, and gives him a

relish for the sublime and beautiful in writing."

But if special attention be given to Latin and Greek be-

cause of the peculiar value for purposes of mental training,

it must not be supposed that the mother tongue of the stu-

dents is neglected or that mathematics and the natural sciences

remain uncultivated, that history and geography are not

taught. I am yet to learn that Jesuit pupils in these branches

fall below the average of other colleges.

Indeed it would be strange if this were otherwise, when
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it is remembered that the society has been engaged nearly

four hundred years in teaching and that their celebrated Ratio

Studiorum or Program of Studies is the result of the experi-

ence of their most successful teachers and was finally adopted
only after more than fifty years of learned discussion and
grave consideration.

It would be beyond the scope of my subject and surpass

the limit of my time to enter into a detailed explanation of

the method of instruction in vogue in Jesuit colleges; suffice

it to say, that the whole is strictly in accordance with the plan

proposed, viz : the training of the mind which in a general way
is uniform in all their houses. When I add that no one can

be admitted to the society who has not received a finished

classical education and that six years more must be spent in

classical studies after admission before a Jesuit is allowed to

teach even the lowest classes, it will be seen that there are no

Jesuit teachers with less than twelve years' schooling in the

higher branches of education.

But if the end of Jesuit education be not so much instruc-

tion as training, it is none the less a fact that a vast deal of

information and knowledge is at the same time imparted to

the pupil. For the advancement of science is one of the objects

of the society and in the pursuit of that object its members
have contributed not a little to the sum total of human knowl-

edge, much thereof being the result of original search. Thus

I may mention, by way of example, the discoveries of Mar-

quette and the Jesuit missionaries and explorers in both Amer-

icas, of whom the historian Bancroft says, "Not a cape was

turned, not a river entered but a Jesuit led the way;" the re-

searches in the heavens conducted by the late Father Secchi,

noted astronomer; and the wonderful results of the painstak-

ing and tedious observation of the habit of ants and bees, by

the living Jesuit, Father Wasmann.

As to scholars and authors in the society, their number

runs into the thousands. Of course I shall mention only one,

the Spanish Jesuit Hervas who accomplished the wonderful feat

of mastering three hundred languages and composing gram-

mars for forty of them.
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How indeed could men thus equipped and devoting them-

selves, as in duty bound, to the life long task of teaching, fail

to make of it a success, particularly when living and working

in the firm belief that such labors are especially pleasing to

the Deity, and thus animated by that supreme zeal which we
know makes of the followers of the prophet the most intrepid

soldiers on earth.

As we judge of the tree by its fruit so must we judge of

a system by its success ; and a long line of distinguished

names attests the merit of that of the Jesuits. These were

some of their pupils : Corneille, poet and dramatist ; Moliere,

comedian and author of comedies; Bossuet, pulpit orator;

Galileo, astronomer; Buffon, naturalist; Descartes, philoso-

pher; Montesquieu, philosopher and publicist; Richelieu,

statesman and ruler; Tilly, Wallenstein and the great Conde,

warriors of renown ; Benedict XIV, styled "the most learned

of all the popes; " Charles Carroll of Carrollton,, patriot

of the revolution; and the late Holy Father Leo XIII, looked

upon by many as the ablest statesman and diplomat of the

century just closed. These are but a few of the brightest

jewels in their crown. To call over the entire roll of immortal

names and lesser lights that drew their first inspiration from

Jesuit sources would consume the day; nor need the list in-

clude some stars of first magnitude indeed, but whose bril-

liancy their old tutors behold with sorrow only, bright minds

(fortunately few in number) who in the pride of intellect

turned away from religion and from God and battled for

the powers of darkness; chief among whom was the gifted

Voltaire.

And let it be remembered that under the old system,

before the suppression of the society nothing was ever

charged in a Jesuit college for tuition, although more than

two hundred thousand pupils attended their seven hundred

institutions and upwards at the time of the suppression (1773.)

It was of the plant of which such was the bloom that even

enemies were compelled to speak and write in terms of praise.

The unfriendly author of the Article on Education in the En-

cyclopedia Britannica was obliged to admit that, "for nearly
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three centuries they (the Jesuits) were the best school masters
of Europe; they revolutionized instruction as completely as

did Frederick the Great modern warfare, and have thus acted,

whether they meant it or not, as pioneers of human progress."

And Buckle, the learned but not unprejudiced author of

the "History of Civilization in England," was compelled to be-

stow this scant meed of praise: "The Jesuits, said he, for at

least fifty years after their institution, rendered immense ser-

vice to civilization, partly by organizing a system of educa-

tion far superior to any yet seen in Europe. In no university

could there be found a scheme of instruction so comprehensive

as theirs, and certainly nowhere was there displayed such skill

in the management of youth or such insight into the general

operation of the human mind.

"The society was, during a considerable period, the steady

friend of science as well as of literature, and allowed its mem-
bers a freedom and a boldness of speculation which had never

been permitted by any monastic order."

Such is the order which Pope Clement XIV was obliged

to suppress not on account of their doctrine or their morals,

but "to preserve peace," and because of the demands and of

the threats of the Bourbon kings urged thereto for purposes

of their own by the infamous Pompadour and the Apostate

Voltaire and their crew of infidel philosophers, the same Vol-

taire, for shame, who himself had written : "The best years

of my life have been spent in the schools of the Jesuits, and

whilst there I have never listened to any teaching but what

was good or seen any conduct but what was exemplary."

And it was to the members of the same society that the

atheist prince, Frederick the Great, and that profligate but

wise monarch, Catherine II. of Russia, both friends and pa-

trons of Voltaire, offered an asylum in their realms, because,

said Frederick, "their place in the instruction of youth it

would be difficult, if not impossible to supply," and "their ser-

vices are useful to civil society," and Catherine "was resolved

to maintain these priests for the welfare of her states against

any power whatsoever."

It was these same Jesuits of whom Pope Pius VII
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spoke in his bull restoring their order (1814) as "the very

stones of the sanctuary" that had been dispersed ; and to whom
the late Senator Vest of Missouri, in addressing the senate of

the United States on April 17, 1900, paid this well-earned trib-

ute: "I was raised a Protestant; I expect to die one; I was
never in a Catholic church in my life. * * * Some years

ago I was assigned by the senate to examine the Indian schools

in Wyoming and Montana. I visited every one of them. * * * *

I did not see in all my journey a single school that was doing

any educational work worthy of the name, unless it was under

the control of the Jesuits."

I shall detain you but a few moments longer. No man or

set of men ever rode to prominence without exciting jealousies

and raising up enemies, and this was well foreseen by that

splendid intellect which conceived and organized, almost un-

aided, the "Company of Jesus." Legend, however, giving

more of credit to the piety than to the foresight of the founder,

tells us that the saint in all his prayers asked of heaven as a

special boon, that the society might ever be maligned and

persecuted as had been the master whose name they bore, and

in whose footsteps he designed that its members should ever

follow. Be this as it may, events have amply justified his

foresight, or shown, if you will, that his prayers have been an-

swered even be}rond expectation. Indeed, merely to recount

the slanders and persecutions by their enemies would fill vol-

umes ; but as an example of what the society has suffered at

times, I may mention that no less than twenty times in the

last one hundred years have the Jesuits been driven from

their houses, despoiled of their property and possessions, and

expelled from the land in which they lived and had made their

homes, always however to be recalled in time, though I am
yet to learn of any restitution of their property. Three times

were they driven out of France, three times expelled from

Spain, three times from Italy, once each from Austria, Ger-

many, Russia, Belgium, Switzerland and Portugal, in Europe:

once each from Costa Rica and Nicaragua, in Central Amer-

ica; and once from Argentina and twice from New Grenada,

now Colombia, in the southern half of this continent. But,
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despite those slanders and persecutions, perhaps because of

them, since the blood of martyrs ever enriches the soil for the

cause in which they suffer, the society has flourished won-
drously, until now Jesuit colleges abound in every land and in

every clime, spreading everywhere the gospel of religion and

learning, "All for the greater glory of God."

In the United States alone their colleges of the first grade

number twenty-six, of which many are endowed with all the

privileges and enjoy all the rank and standing of universities.

Of these not the least is our beloved Spring Hill, the alma

mater of so many of us, and counting among her sons, living

and dead, some of the most distinguished citizens of the South.

May her days be multiplied, and may her influence be ex-

tended, until her fame shall fill, as it some day must, every

nook and corner of this broad land to the uplifting of its man-

hood, and to the raising of the standard of its citizenship.

Such is the sincere wish of one who is proud to call himself an

alumnus of Spring Hill.

R QUERY

Life is fleeting, life is vain,

So our elders tell us
;

Life is pleasant life's our ain,

So our youngers tell us.

Between these two we stand, 'tis plain,

Now Which to choose, you tell us.

08.
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IN THE LAND OF THE SLAV

It is winter; winter, in cold and frozen Russia; winter,

cruel and unmerciful, in the dismal land of the Slav. Every-

where around us we see the marks of its supremacy. On all

sides we behold the vast white, limitless pall with which it

overspreads the country in proof of its power. The trees like

huge, foreboding spectres, immaculate in the fast falling snow,

are gripped in its crushing grasp. The fences, the fields, the

river frozen in its course—are all beneath the tyrannical sway
of its iron rule.

We are overlooking the fertile country to the north of

the Russian capital. Scattered about like tiny dots on the

great snow-covered landscape before us, we see here and there

the winter palace of a nobleman, shutting out with its great

thick walls the bitter cold winds which sweep down from the

vast naked plain on the north.

One castle in particular, far off at the base of a craggy

hill, attracts our attention on account of its size and magnifi-

cence. We approach nearer. The huge turrets and lofty

towers speak of the architecture of a bygone age. The classic

outlines of the majestic, old building, covered with the spot-

less snow, make a beautiful picture. But let us hasten within,

to a small room in the southern wing, where the first act of

a soul-stirring tragedy is about to be enacted.

The room, a large and magnificent one, adorned with the

wealth of aristocratic Russia and the profuse riches of the

Orient, is but one of the numerous lounging rooms in this

splendid palace. Before a hearth, in a far corner, a young girl

reclines upon a divan. She is garbed in a plain white dress,

strangely in contrast with the richness of her surroundings,

and a diamond crown, flashing and sparkling from amid the

coils of her silken hair, is all that proclaims her one of the

hated upper class. At the other end of the room a door opens

and Maxinoff, the brother of the girl, walks with heavy steps

towards the figure by the fire.

"Well, no decision yet? Has not the light dawned upon

your silly, girlish brain? Enough of this pondering; decide

quickly, and take care that it shall be favorably!"
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"Be cool, brother, there is no cause for haste, I have de-

cided already."

The calm, even tones of his sister reassured Maxinoff, and

with a smile more akin to a leer than expressive of happiness

on his face, he again addressed the girl.

"Good; I am rejoiced to see that your senses have re-

turned and that you have given up the idea of marrying your
peasant hero."

The smile was now a sardonic grin and the devilish lines

of debauched luxury stamped upon every part of his counten-

ance deepened into cruel satanic arrows of undefinable aver-

sion for the pure girl before him. Pavel Maxinoff apparently

did not love his sister. Had she been anything else but the

chaste girl she was, living in the polluted and corrupt society

of the Russian capital, Maxinoff might have had more regard

for her ; but now, pooh ! "a very foolish girl" he told his friends,

"and one entirely unfitted for her station in life." Yes the

lady Maxinoff was unfitted for her station in life. She was

out of place in the poisonous atmosphere which surrounded

her; a pale flower enclosed in a noxious contagion-breathing

cell; an angel in a tartarean pit.

The girl looked at her brother, but the expression on the

face of the brute before her shattered the resolve in her mind

to face it boldly and tell him all. Would she never be able

to face this man? The brown eyes wandered back to the fire

and a little white hand toyed nervously with the silken tassel

of the divan pillow. Then she rose and walking to the large

double window near the fire looked out over the frozen woods

to where in the distance a wreath of blue smoke rose from the

lowly hut of a peasant. She thought of a man dear to her who
might be out in this cold without the comforts in which she

lived. The thought gave her new strength and she turned to

Maxinoff who was now sitting on the divan apparently in a

better mood, and, with a perceptible tremble in her voice, be-

gan speaking.

"You have mistaken my meaning Pavel ; I fear my decision

will scarcely please you. No, do not interrupt me ; I must say
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it now or never. I am not going to marry Count KrelofT, I

have seen enough of royalty. I would rather be the humblest

peasant in the empire than be such as you and your friends.

I was born to this position but it disgusts me and God knows
I am willing to part with it."

She finished with a sob and stood trembling as she

watched the man before her. The girl's defiance nettled the

count and for a while he sat silent and scowling, on the couch.

Then the red mantled his face and he was on his feet with an

oath.

"Then, by St. Nicholas, you shall have your way. Since

you wish to leave this house and go elsewhere, I will see that

your desire is gratified. Ha ! You'll get all the cold you want
and nice society too; you won't have to bear me any more.

Out with the peasants where you belong! Go you silly fool!

Get you to your peasant lover ! Perhaps he will content

you !"

"Cease Pavel ! I am not here to be insulted by my own
brother While I remain beneath your roof I will be re-

spected."

The eyes of MaxinofT blazed fire and running to his sister

he seized her roughly by the shoulders.

"Insult you, eh? That for your insults!" and Maxinoff's

hand raised a purple line on the girl's cheek. He was in a

frenzy now and, as she drew back weeping and frightened, he

followed her preparing to deal another blow. As he raised

his arm he did not hear the door open at his back. The blow

descending struck the bosom of the girl but MaxinofT could

not deal another. A huge figure, one mass of strength, threw

MaxinofT to the floor and pinned him there. Then a dagger

was slipped quickly from the giant's belt and poised over the

Count's heart.

"Ha! MaxinofT! You fiend! Would'st kill your sister, eh?

Well you shall never attempt it again—that I swear." Swift

and sure the steel descended towards MaxinofT's heart but the

girl who stood all the while petrified at the scene before her

now threw herself towards the man and grasping his arm

stayed the weapon.
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"No Stepan, spare him ! do not make yourself a murderer

!

Spare him, for my sake."

"Since you wish it, Ena, I will spare him, but to insure

our own safety I must prevent him from following."

He struck Maxinoff a heavy blow and the head rolled in-

sensibly over.

"Now," said the peasant quickly, "are you willing to fol-

low me?"
"Yes" answered the girl unhesitatingly.

"Remember" warned Stepan, "I will not be able to give

you the comforts you have had here. You may even suffer

from want. The peasant's lot is not the best in the world

and misery is his most frequent reward. You will sometimes
have to stand the cold, though God knows I will do all in my
power to shield you."

"Enough" broke in the girl, "think you a Maxinoff knows
not how to suffer? Come let be gone before my brother

awaker. ; remember he is unforgiving."

They walked quickly from the room and, descending the

broad carpeted stairs, made their way to a side door through

which they passed. On the outside was a plain, rough sledge,

attached to which was a horse, shivering and cold, with the

smoky breath issuing from his nostrils. Into the sledge Stepan

lifted the girl and taking his place beside here he spoke a few

words to the horse and drove away.

That night in a small church on the outskirts of the great

Russian capital, the princess of the royal house of Maxinoff,

and Stepan, the peasant, the outcast, the man of the great

and degraded lower class, were married. And at the same

time, in the mansion which they had left but a short while be-

fore, Count Maxinoff drank and smoked, and swore a thous-

and oaths at the pair that had escaped him. Late in the night,

he was carried to his room, senseless and intoxicated.*****
St. Petersburg, cold, dark and silent was slumbering in

the folds of the white mantle enveloping it. In the streets,-

the quiet was unbroken save by' the soft step of the sentry

as he trudged through the snow, in front of the Imperial Pal-
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ace. The people, from the Czar resting securely amid the

luxuries of the royal apartments, to the starving laborer

stretched upon his bed of straw, were sleeping. A heavy snow
interspersed with an occasional shower of rain obscured ob-

jects that were but a few feet away. At each corner there was
a dim street lamp by the light of which two sentries could be

seen to meet occasionally, exchange greetings and turn to

move wearily on their way. St. Petersburg was under martial

law.

The first signs of dawn had not appeared in the east

when the people as if by common consent arose and wading

as best they could through the slush and mire of the streets

made their way to the Palace Square. The snow had ceased

falling only to be followed by the rain which descended in

sheets and penetrated the scanty attire of the gathering throng.

Dawn had appeared seemingly compelled to do so by some
invisible power, but the sun rebelled and, as if unwilling to

venture forth on such a day, remained securely hid behind the

overhanging clouds. The large clock in the Ministry Building

struck seven and the people looked from one to another, but

no one spoke above a whisper. Eight, and in response to

someone's impatient taunt, a figure ascended the steps of the

building and began speaking. Hush! What is he saying?

"At half past eight?" Ah, there is a sigh of relief. It is

Father Gapon and as he steps down to his place in the crowd

he is cheered wildly. The minutes roll by ; eight thirty, and

the people, like some huge monster, move in perfect unison

towards the Imperial Palace.

Drawn up in front of the Narva Gate, choking its entrance,

extending in lines five deep around the Imperial Palace, were

the soldiers chatting together carelessly, their muskets hanging

loosely from the straps upon their shoulders. Across the

square, towards the Ministry Building, the mob headed by

Father Gapon with the sacred ikons held above his head could

be seen bearing down upon them. The low mutterings of the

rabble were now and again borne across the square. They
sounded omnious and yet a look of disdain and contempt was

all these mercenaries of the Czar bestowed upon the advancing
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body. As it came nearer the interest of the soldiers despite

their apparent indifference was fixed upon it. It was com-
posed almost totally of the strikers from the mills with their

wives and children. The faces of the men, stern, and grave,

with resolute, flashing eyes, were not the faces of mere vag-

rants or idlers. Scattered about in the crowd were men speak-

ing excitedly, gesticulating violently and pointing very often

to the Imperial Palace with its cordon of soldiers. Around
these men the murmurs grew louder a;id louder finally swell-

ing into an indistinguishable jargon; the faces lost their set

dogged look and flamed into wild, uncontrollable anger; the

temper of the mob, a moment before hidden beneath those stern

faces, smouldering as it were in those hearts, now leaped for-

ward and threw itself towards the Imperial Palace to con-

sume, by one sweep, the despotic power supported by that

soldiery.

"Halt I" rang out the command, and the military governor,

stepping from behind a wall of guns, waved the mob back with

his sword.

"The Little White Father! The Little White Father!"

the people shouted, but the soldiers were firm and would not

allow them to advance.

"Let us see the Little White Father ! He has always told

us that if we came to him he would help us ; Let us see the

Little White Father!" The military governor grew white

with rage and drawing his sword, shook it in the face of Father

Gapon who was standing in the foremost rank.

"Listen once and for all, you heretical dog of a beggar.

Neither you nor any of those with you shall see the Czar!

Now leave the square with your poverty stricken villains or

we will run you out."

But the people were not to be deterred thus easily.

Urged on by their long oppression they forgot the muskets

pointed towards them and with a wild siren-like yell charged

the soldiers.

Above the noise of the mob now within a few feet of the

guard rang out the command of the military governor.

"Fire !"
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The front row of the mob pitched forward and fell dead

at the feet of their slayers. Those in back disconcerted at

the sight before them turned to flee. The density of the mob
prevented its moving quickly and before they could escape they

were attacked by the soldiers who were advancing from the

rearwith fixed bayonets and moving forward in double-quick

step. In vain did the people turn and cry out for mercy, in

vain did they ask for pity. Many of the women, terror-stricken

by the horror of the situation fell in a swoon, and were tram-

pled under foot, while their babies, crying and screaming as

they clung to their senseless bodies, shared a similar fate.

Strong men frantic with the thought of being butchered in

cold blood broke down and sobbed like children. Cool leaders

ran about in their frenzy looking in vain for a place of escape.

In the back was a half-crazed, seething mass of humanity, in

front, a wall of steel. It was useless to resist ; the hand of the

autocrat had fallen, and escape from it was impossible.

Yet, the sport had but commenced. To the horrors of the

bayonet were to be added those of the lance and the cavalry.

From the armory stables close at hand came the Cossacks.

They rode in a solid colmun, extending the length of the

square with their horses racing at full speed and their long

bright lances before them. As they bore down upon the peo-

ple they looked magnificent in their very ferocity.

"Oh, spare us for the love of God !" the people cried. "Oh,

how can you kill your brothers? Have you no mercy?

But these were the horsemen of the great steppes. These

were men who were brought up in the coarse surroundings

of a peasant's life. No feelings had they. They came from

another part of the great Russian Empire. What kin were

these beggars to them?

In front of the Cossacks rode Count Maxinofr" their com-

mander, exceeding even his rough troopers in brutality. He
dashed forward at a merciless pace, striking right and left with

his sword.

Before him knelt a young mother, clasping to her breast

a tiny infant. As he bore down upon her with his sword flash-
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ing in a half circle before him she recognized the man and gave
one agonizing plea for mercy.

"Oh, Pavel! Help me and my child! Oh, brother, you
would not kill your sister? Pavel! Spare my child!"

A cruel smile crept over MaxinofFs face. A black shadow,
the incarnation of Hell overspread his features.

"Ha, vixen you ask for mercy! Where is your peasant

lover now? Where your low-born husband? Why girl I

would have killed you long ago had I but found you and

think you that I will spare you now? You, who have trailed

the name of Maxinoff in the dust! You, who have brought

us to the level of this peasant mob ! Mercy ! That, for mer-

cy!" and his saber descending struck the chestnut-crowned

head. The girl lay senseless on the ground. With a lunge

of his sword Maxinoff put an end to the child's life ; then with

a demoniacal laugh he rode on, on, ever on, until the last

peasant's blood stained the blue steel of his blade.

As he rode away, a scream pierced the air and a man
quickly ran to the side of the prostrate girl and her child. He
looked after Maxinoff with a look of undying hatred in his

eyes. Then, seeing the uselessness of pursuing, he fell upon

his knees and taking the limp bodies in his arms pressed them

both to his bosom.

"Ah, Maxinoff," he cried, "you shall pay for this ! Before

God you shall! Your hands are red with the blood of your

sister, and I swear I shall avenge it. Go! You have escaped

me. I could not rescue them, but you shall pay for this with

your life. I will not rest until I have sent you to your doom."

The girl slowly opened her large eyes, already becoming

glazed in death. The lips moved and the faint words came

to the peasant's ear.

"No, no, Stepan! You must not! Promise me Stepan

that you will not avenge this deed and I shall die happily."

The peasant's brow contracted in a frown.

"Oh! Just God! Not revenge this murder?"

Then as he saw the pain he gave his wife his tones changed

and his brow cleared.
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"I promise Ena, for your sake, and may God help me to

keep my promise."

He took her hand and layed his own in it as his pledge,

but it was needless, the girl was dead.

Then Stepan rose to his feet and carried his precious

burdens from amid that scene of slaughter—carried them to

where he could lay them to rest, with the cold gray sky above

them.
5}C Jfc ifc >JJ 5ji

The scenes are again changed. It is over six months since

the massacre in front of the Narva Gate and Russia, driven to

the wall by the little yellow men of Japan, is now suing for

peace. On the steamer Princess Victoria outward bound from

Paris to New York are her diplomats and their wives and

friends, on their way to Portsmouth to attend the Peace Con-

ference. The ship is in mid-ocean. It is a moon-lit night and

most of the passengers are on the decks enjoying the beautiful

spectacle. Near the bow of the steamer on the uppermost

deck is a group of four men and three women. The former are

clad in uniforms such as are worn by Russian officers of high

rank. The latter are the wives of three of the officers. The
men most probably are attached to the Peace Delegation. But

the entire party does not claim our attention. One man with

a weak mouth, low forehead and small, wicked eyes attracts

our notice. It is Maxinoff. The face has not changed, except

that it has assumed a more brutal expression. The hair is

grayer than before and the six months which have elapsed

since we saw him leading the Cossacks in the Palace Square,

have acted as six years upon his countenance. The conversa-

tion is in French and Maxinoff's remarks uttered in deep gut-

tural tones come to us distinct from those of the rest of the

party.

"So, Count," one of the ladies was saying "you stated that

your sister was killed by the troops in the uprising in the

Palace Square, did you not?"

"Yes," drawled Maxinoff. "By my own division."

"How unfortunate that Ena was so easily misled. Ah,

Count, the sweetest girl in St. Petersburg society, so we all
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said. So sweet-tempered and kind, with such a loving dispo-

sition
—

"

But Maxinoff waited to hear no more. With a muttering
apology he quickly left the group and strode down the deck
to the stairway descending to the bar.

"Some liquor" he called to the attendant, and soon the

girl whom he had murdered with her little child nestling on
her breast were forgotten, their pictures erased from his mem-
ory by the burning brandy.

When the Princess Victoria arrived at New York the

peace convoys proceeded at once to Portsmouth. Maxinoff,

however, found a few days in the great metropolis more to his

liking and, accordingly, remained behind. He established

himself in comfortable quarters at the St. Aubyn and com-

menced at once his sight-seeing visits. Quite frequently he

would take long horseback rides through the country, some-

times not returning to the city until six or seven o'clock at

night.

One afternoon during the second week of the Conference

Maxinoff decided upon a ride to a small town on the Jersey

coast. The weather, almost ideal for riding, had evidently

lent something of its beauty to the count's usually sour dispo-

sition, for he sallied forth from the stable where he hired the

horse, humming snatches of tunes from French operas and

with the sign of a smile playing about his mouth. Choosing

one of the quieter streets, Maxinoff rode to the ferries. He
was just in time for an outgoing boat and that, too, seemed to

increase his good spirits. As the gang plank was being pulled

in, a man came rushing down the landing. With a bound he

cleared the three feet between the boat and dock and landed

safely on the ferry. Maxinoff barely caught a glimpse of the

man's face but it was enough. His own face paled, the hand

which held the reins trembled and he plainly showed signs of

agitation.

"By my soul, the picture of Stepan, the peasant." Then

as the strange man vanished from his sight he resumed some-

thing of his former happy manner.

"Bah, what a fool I am," he mused. "How could it be he?
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Where could he secure money to pay his passage from Rus-
sia? Besides why should I fear him? I, Count Maxinoff, fear

this cur of a peasant."

But he had forgotten. He was not Count Maxinoff now.
From the moment he had passed the statue of Liberty guard-

ing the entrance to the harbor he ceased to be Maxinoff the
(j

Count, Maxinoff the nobleman, Maxinoff the hireling of the

Great White Czar. Now he was Maxinoff the brute, Maxinoff

the animal, not even Maxinoff the man was he; man he had
never been and never would be.

And Stepan, for something in his innermost soul, if such

it was, told him that it was he, was no longer Stepan the peas-

ant. Now he was Stepan the man, the hound of vengeance,

tracking the demon-incarnate with the sureness of death. So

at least it appeared to Maxinoff's feverish and excited brain.

When the ferry reached the Jersey shore Maxinoff has-

tened away from the crowds leaving the boat and urging his

horse into the thronged streets tried to hide himself so com-

pletely in the mass of vehicles as to elude any chance pursuer.

When a few squares away from the ferry he turned down a

side street and set his horse at a brisk trot. This he maintained

until he reached the outskirts of the city, then feeling secure

he swung into a shady road, and went slowly on to the little

village which he had decided upon as the terminus of his ex-

cursion.

It was already dark when Maxinoff drew rein at the sta-

bles that evening. Having paid for the hire of the horse he

hastened to his hotel. The Count's apartments were on the

second floor ; so he did not wait for the elevator but ascended

the stairway. He reached his rooms and inserting the key,

threw back the heavy oaken door of his bed chamber. He
felt sharp pains around his heart and as he turned on the lights

he remembered the prediction of the old family doctor back

in Russia when he was still a young man, "If you don't stop

drinking Count, you will not live to see fifty. You have a

weak heart and the liquor is gradually making it unable to

perform its task."

"Some brandy will fix me all right," he muttered and turn-
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ing he rang for the porter. Then he staggered backwards, and
fell heavily to the floor. The doctor was right, the heart could

no longer do its work ; it had stopped forever.

There was a knock on the door, and the porter entered.

"Did you ring, sir?" he asked. Then his eyes fell upon the

figure on the floor.

"My God ! Maxinoff !"

He bent over the prostrate form and held his hand to the

heart and feeling no movement there he again left the room.

At the office he reported the sudden death of the nobleman to

the manager.

"What, Stepan, the Count dead? Surely you must be

mistaken. Perhaps it is only a fainting spell."

"No sir, I pressed my hand to his heart and there were no
signs of life there."

The manager summoned a doctor and then went hastily

to the Count's room. Silent and apart stood Stepan, the porter,

who had discovered the dead body of the nobleman. It was
the Stepan of old, the husband of the murdered Ena. After

his promise to his dying wife not to avenge himself on her

slayer, he had departed for America in order to more surely

avoid meeing the Count. He had secured a position in the St.

Aubyn and had done so well that he had become the chief

porter. On the afternoon that MaxinofT had seen him board-

ing the ferry, he was not, as the former thought at the time,

pursuing him, in fact he was unaware of his presence on the

boat. Now he stood rigidly erect, his massive brow clouded.

"Ah, Ena I have kept my promise," he was thinking. "A
justice surer than mine has overtaken him. He has gone to

answer for his deeds but thank God it was not my hand that

sent him thither."

Samuel L. Kelly, '09.
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WHEN I AM DEAD.

When I on] dead, place not rne

In torrjb or Vault, where 'er it be;

But 'rjeatti that tree where once I stood,

H joyous lad in boyhood's rnood,

And thought of one, in sootin 'twas she

Who sang to rne frorri 'neath that tree

Those songs of old that used to free,

And fill rny heart with ectasy —

When 1 arn dead.

When I arn dead, God, grant rne

Once rnore. in heaven eternally,

To hear her sing that song of old,

Which thrilled in rne when she Was cold.

nqother sing rny lullaby,

When I arn dead.

P. B.
f

'08.

THE FIRST MASS OF REV. DON BENITO AZNAR

SANTAMARIA

The following account of the First Mass of Mr. Aznar,

as we are accustomed to style him, is taken from "La Verdad,"

the Catholic paper of Merida, Yucatan. It will be of interest

to every boy of Spring Hill for every one knows and reveres

Father Aznar, as we must hereafter call him. Besides, the

newly ordained was a student of our Alma Mater for six years.

He left college when in Poetry Class in 1869. Thirty-four
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years later he returned to take up the study of Theology, and
to-day he is a priest of God.

The translation of the account is the work of Antonio
Laviada of Third Grammar Class, who has retained much of

the idiomatic setting of the original.

"The ordination of Mr. Benito Aznar Santamaria to the

priesthood was indeed an event somewhat like a triumph for

the Catholic Church in Merida.

"The distinguished name of Mr. Aznar's family, the vir-

tues of his parents who were persons of much merit, and his

spotless life, together with his well known intellectual gifts

and refined education, all combined to increase the joy of the

Church in receiving for God's service the highly esteemed Mr.

Aznar.

"In the accomplishment of his noble purpose, Mr. Aznar
exhibits his lively faith in the virtues and merits of the sacer-

dotal life.

"The priesthood is the tabernacle of sanctity, and faithful

souls find therein the goal of their loftiest aspirations, the ful-

filment of their yearnings after perfection and of their gen-

erous zeal for the sanctification of souls and the glory of

God.

"As Catholic writers we are happy in being able to extoll

the priesthood on the occasion of the ordination of Mr. Aznar,

who will be a column of truth, a bright beacon of Catholic

light and a model of ecclesiastical virtues.

"With good reason then, all our faithful people received

with enthusiasm the good news and the invitation to assist

at the First Mass of the highly esteemed Mr. Aznar ; with good

reason all the Catholics of Merida hastened to fill the pretty

church of St. John the Baptist, on Sunday, September 23rd,

to be present at the touching ceremonies of the mystic union

of a man's soul and heart with the soul and heart of Jesus.

"We write the account of this solemn feast in order that

its remembrance may last and may pass into the history of

the Catholic Church of Yucatan.

"Ten minutes before eight o'clock, the hour appointed for

the beginning of the Mass of the newly ordained, His Lord-
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ship, the Rt. Rev. Don Martin Tristchler y Cordova arrived

in his carriage of' state and was received by the Rector of the

church who presented to him the holy water, and by several

well known gentlemen. Among them were : Mr. Ignacio

Peon, Mr. J. Vales Castillo, Mr. Bernardo Cano C, Mr. Arturo

Peon Aznar, Mr. Justo D. Peniche, Mr. Anacleto Patron, Mr.

Jose Dominguez P., and Mr. Aldana S.

"As early as seven o'clock nearly all the pews of the

church were occupied, as well as all the chairs which had been

placed in large numbers from the chancel to the first row of

pews. At the left sat the gentlemen, and at the right, the

ladies.

"There were three sponsors chosen by Mr. Aznar : Mr. Ig-

nacio Peon, Mr. Bernardo Cano C, and Mr. Arturo Peon Az-

nar. These knelt on priedieux behind His Lordship's throne

on the Gospel side. At the Lavabo they presented the scented

water and the towel ; from the Sanctus to the Post-Communion
they held lighted candles in their hands and were, at the end of

the Mass, the first to kiss the hands of the newly ordained.

"In the first place on the Epistle side were Mr. Aznar's

sisters and the other ladies of the family. It could easily be

seen that they were all under the combined influence of the

emotion and joy that filled their souls.

"St. John's altar is acknowledged by all as the best in

Merida. This was tastefully decorated with tuberoses whose

spotlessness and fragrance symbolized the soul of the priest

who consecrates himself forever to God.

"The body of the church was adorned with potted plants

and the walls were hung with rich curtains. Everybody was

pleased with the simplicity of the decorations which kept in

the background in order to give a fit setting to the august

ceremonies.

"At eight o'clock the First Mass began. His Lordship

occupied the throne and was assisted by Very Rev. Celestino

Galan, dean and vicar-general, and ReV. Pedro Puras. The
assistant priest of the Mass was Rev. P. Retolaza, representing

the Jesuit Fathers of Spring Hill College, the professors of

Mr. Aznar. The Deacon was Rev. J. Marti, and the sub-
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deacon, Rev. Julian Santamaria. Before the Mass the Veni
Creator was sung.

"Although the Reverend Aznar could not but betray his

holy emotion, yet the graceful and ready ease with which he

performed the sacred ceremonies did not escape notice. It

seemed as if an old priest was celebrating the Mass.

"The music was in charge of the choir director, Mr. Felix

Ochandino, and added not a little to the brilliancy of the cele-

bration

"The Mass ended, the Te Deum was sung and immediately

after, the newly ordained blessed the people with the Blessed

Sacrament for the first time, and this was followed by the

kissing of hands. This was, indeed, a touching ceremony. The
most distinguished matrons and young ladies of the city, and

the best known gentlemen from professional and business

circles came up with reverence to kiss the hands of the Lord's

newly anointed. It was an act which gave striking evidence

of their strong faith.

"These ceremonies over, Air. Aznar received the congrat-

ulations of his Bishop, the Rt. Rev. Tristchler, and of all his

friends.

"At the close of this chronicle, we pray that God may
keep in our midst for many years the newly ordained priest

so that he may work hard for the glory of God and the salva-

tion of souls. Ad multos annos!"

THE CYCLONE

I. Its History

The West Indian hurricane which struck the Gulf Coast

near the dividing line between Alabama and Mississippi on

the 27th of last September, developed in the Caribbean Sea,

south of Grand Cayman Island. On Saturday, September 22nd,

it started on its journey northward, and at first kept to an al-

most due west course. On Monday the 24th the disturbance

was off the coast of Yucatan in the channel of the same name.
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It now took a northerly direction and was lost in the Gulf of

Mexico during the 25th and 26th, causing much damage to

shipping interests. As early as Saturday the 22nd, the U. S.

Weather Bureau sent out storm warnings. But on Monday
the 24th, when it became evident that the storm would strike

the coast somewhere between Louisiana and Florida, the fol-

lowing telegram was sent to all the ports along the coast.

"It is believed the tropical storm will move inland east

of New Orleans, and it now seems probable that the Texas
coast will not suffer."

Until Tuesday no unusual cloud formation was visible

and the storm scarcely made its approach felt by the fitful

winds blowing from the north. Cloudy weather prevailed on
Wednesday, but there was occasional sunshine until noon of

the 26th. The drop in the atmospheric pressure had been

gradual and the wind velocity moderate until Wednesday,

when both began to increase at a rapid rate.

Barometric observations taken at the College at 5 P. M.
and 9 :30 P. M. showed a fall of .22 of an inch in four and a half

hours. The lowest pressure recorded during the storm was
28.81 in. From 5 o'clock on the evening of the 26th, until 6

of the next morning, the mercury fell one inch. It then stood

perfectly stationary for an hour, without any trace of a convex

meniscus. After 7 o'clock it began to rise again and took just

24 hours to regain the inch it lost during the storm. The wind

which was blowing due south on Wednesday changed its

direction to northeast towards midnight, when it developed

into a regular gale. From 6 to 8 on Thursday morning east

wind prevailed, with momentary gusts from northeast and

southwest which kept the weather vanes busy. The storm was

then due west of Spring Hill.

The wind velocity had been variously estimated by our

observers at from 60 to 80 miles an hour. Great was their

astonishment when they heard that the o'fiicial anemometer 6

miles from the College showed only a velocity of 50 miles an

hour with occasional gusts speeding at the rate of 55 miles.

The storm which visited the country in 1893 developed a
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maximum velocity of 72 miles an hour and still, comparatively
speaking, did very little damage.

The peculiar gyratory motion of occasional gusts will no
doubt account for the destructive character of our late storm.

Otherwise how could we account for the fact that stately pines

were wrenched from the ground by their tap-roots, and that

sturdy oaks, which had baffled the onslaught of many a stormy
gale for almost a century, were snapped in twain or terribly

disfigured.

It was while the storm's center was hovering directly west
of the College that the wind seemed to have all its own way.
For more than an hour it blew with terrific speed, lashed into

fury and howling as it leaped along its wavy tracks; now
bounding over clumps of oaks, pines and magnolias leaving

them unharmed save for a rude shaking; now striking in its

downward course beautiful shade-trees and shrubs, laying

them low.

For more than an hour we watched with ever increasing

anxiety the cupola on the top of the main building of the Col-

lege as it swayed to and fro under the terrific onslaughts, ex-

pecting every moment to see it wrenched from its aerial posi-

tion. It nevertheless withstood the storm's violence ; but when
the long struggle was over, it leaned wearily to trie northwest,

as if exhausted by the wrenching and twisting. There was
even an element of picturesque beauty in nature's wrecking

crew let loose to scatter helter-skelter the flying missies gath-

ered on the way. Slates and shingles, ripped off the roof, were

carried away like autumn leaves. Tin roofs were rolled up

and hurled through space like so much chaff. The long shed

fronting on the Senior campus was soon a total wreck. Fences

were laid low in all directions and windows blown in by the

score. The statue of the Blessed Virgin erected in 1855, an

old landmark on the north side of the College, was knocked

down and crushed by the canopy erected to protect it from

wind and rain.

Born in the doldrums about 12 degrees north of the equa-

tor the mighty giant was ushered into this world by salvos

of thunder-claps and a grand electric display. He grew in
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strength as he proceeded on his journey and seemed to delight

in the destruction wrought by his mighty breath. And after

claiming hundreds of victims both on land and sea, he rushed

across the continent in a northerly direction.

On the morning of the 28th, he reached southern Arkan-

sas, pretty well spent but still violent and breathing destruc-

tion. On the 29th he died of exhaustion in the Missouri valley,

after having traveled in a week over 1,600 statute miles. Such

is in short the history of the cyclone that visited Spring Hill

on the 27th of last September.

II. Its Dynamics

The dynamical problem of a cyclone, though somewhat
complicated, is most interesting. The air within the disturbed

area has not merely a movement of translation, but also a

gyratory motion about its center, as well as a great spiral mo-

tion along its vertical axis. Even amateur observers of our

stamp may readily convince themselves of this fact.

Let us suppose we look down from an air ship, sailing

quietly a mile or so above the region where the September

cyclone is in progress of formation. To the north we see

Grand Cayman Island, to the south, east and west, the vast

expanse of the Caribbean sea. The air over the waters be-

low is sultry and heavily laden with vapor. Fitful winds blow

now in one direction, now in another, as is generally the case

in these zones of calms and variable winds, known to sailors

as the doldrums.

A thunderstorm is just gathering. In the twinkling of an

eye, the winds blow from all points of the compass. A column

of air, many miles in diameter, is set in motion about a vertical

axis. First slowly, then faster and faster, it gyrates in a direc-

tion opposite to the hands of a watch, i. e. from east to west

on the northern side, and from west to east on the southern.

Instinctively we are reminded of those whirlwinds we some-

times see twirling about on our streets. A cyclone is nothing

else but a whirlwind on a larger scale, in which not dust and

leaves, but water and vapor, condensed by the sudden expan-
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sion of the air, is carried spirally upwards through the rotating

mass. And again, as we see this vast column sway to and

fro under the influence of the changing pressure from without,

we picture to ourselves an immense waterspout, churning

within its vortex condensed vapor, squeezed from the hot and
moist air at its base.

During the months of September and October, the air

current of the upper regions, where we have established our

observatory, usually flows from the equator towards the pole.

Hence on the morning of September 22nd, the immense column

of condensed water, vapor and air, continually discharged from

the top of the slowly moving storm center, is carried far ahead

towards the north. Just as the smoke belched forth from the

monster stack of a slowly moving ocean liner is driven far

ahead of the steamer by a brisk gale blowing from its stern,

so the heavy clouds move on in the van of the cyclone. Hun-
dreds of miles to the north, the cloud formation may thus serve

as a premonitory sign, if only well interpreted by competent

and experienced observers. Far in the vanguard of the coming

"low," fleecy cirrus clouds spread themselves out like a feath-

ery fan soon followed by an embankment of cirro-stratus,

which turn into a heavy stratus formation.

But we have drifted away from our cyclone. Meanwhile

it has taken a westerly direction, towards the coast of Yucatan,

and moving northward through the channel of the same name,

it has reached the Gulf Coast, with its center resting on the

dividing line between Alabama and Mississippi. The accom-

panying map points out the curve traced by the storm, as

also the positions it occupied on the successive days of its

short life. The path, if not parabolic, at least resembles a para-

bola, with its diverging branches and sharply curving vertex.

A reference to the same map will show that the October

storm followed a similar path. Indeed all West Indian hurri-

canes that strike our coast line either east or west of Florida,

follow parabolic curves. They first move slowly in a westerly

direction, then, as they gather speed from the inflowing winds,

they suddenly swing northward at the apex of the trajectory

and pursue a more northeasterly direction.
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Let us now shift our observatory from our airship above
the clouds to the very heart of the cyclone, at the moment it

enters the states 25 miles or so southwest of Spring Hill Col-

lege. To reach this center we have to pass through an area

of rapidly decreasing barometric pressure, where the wind
velocities are extremely high and the destruction very great.

Such is, however, not the case within the central area of lowest

pressure. Here, for over an hour, the atmosphere is perfectly

calm. Not a leaf is stirred upon the trees which but a moment
ago swayed heavily under the terrific onslaught of a stiff gale

from the east. What has happened? Did the storm perhaps

take an upward course, and is it raging high above the earth's

surface? The rain too has suddenly ceased. Not long ago it

fell in torrents and was beaten into every brick structure.

Scarcely a drizzle is now perceptible. The barometer, it is

true, has dropped below 28.8 inches and is at a standstill.

Suddenly the mercury in the barometric tube quivers, then

rises. A strong wind of hurricane strength suddenly springs

up from the west. Like a mighty giant awakened from his

slumbers and lashed into fury, its velocity rises to 60 or 80

miles. At times it seems to blow from every point of the com-

pass at once, then, like a mighty battering ram hurled against

an enemy's fortifications, it proceeds in gusts, dealing out de-

struction on all sides. And to add to the horror of the situa-

tion, the waters of the Guif brushed before the hurricane, cover

the low shore line and rise to a height of 10 or 15 feet.

At Spring Hill, 20 miles or so east of the central path

there was no lull in the storm as it passed by. The wind blew

steadily, changing in direction as the cyclone came up the Gulf

and moved across the States. Our diagram indicating the

direction of the wind at the various stages of the storm speaks

for itself and needs no further explanation—if we remember

the general law followed by the winds within the area of a

cyclone; namely, that in our hemisphere the winds blowing

from the north are deflected so as to enter to the west of the

center, whilst those from the south are deflected east of the

same center. Comparing the successive positions of the storm

center with the winds prevailing at the same time at Spring
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Hill, our readers may easily understand why at midnight of

September 26th, the wind, which the day previous blew from

the north-northeast, had become northeast; and why during

the height of the storm, it dashed in from the east-southeast

and southeast. As the "low" moved on towards Memphis,
Tenn., diagonally across Mississippi, the winds, setting them-

selves in accordance with the above law, veered to the south-

west through the south and then back again to the southeast.

The above map of barometic gradients, based upon obser-

vations taken about the time when the storm was central near

Spring Hill, will supplement the diagram just explained. The
various curved lines on the map are drawn through localities

where the barometric pressure was the same at the time of the

observations. Between these lines known as "isobars," there

is a change in the air pressure of one-tenth of an inch. The
central curve passing through Mobile encloses an area within

which the pressure was below 29 in.

Judging from this map, the area of the storm between

the gradient of 29.9 in. measured over 800 miles in length

and 1000 or more miles in width. And since velocities, accord-

ing to a well known law in Meteorology, increase with the

steepness of the gradients, we are not astonished to find that

the government anemometers recorded the following velo-

cities within the area of the cyclonic vortex: Mobile, 55

miles an hour; New Orleans, 36 miles an hour; Montgomery,

30 miles an hour; Jacksonville, 20 miles an hour; Galveston,

18 miles an hour; Tampa, 18 miles an hour; Shreveport,

14 miles an hour; and Memphis, 12 miles an hour.

The map shows the direction of the winds then prevalent

at the above stations. As is evident from the arrows that

fly with the wind, the air currents flowed in a west-

erly direction at Augusta, Montgomery, Chattanooga and

Shreveport ; while at San Antonio and Galveston they moved

southward, and at Tampa, Jacksonville and Savannah they

poured in from the southeast.

And now that we have followed a West Indian hurri-

cane through all its phases we have but one more remark to

make. Storms, like revolutions, develop from small begin-
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nings, have their period of violence, and then die a natural

death. On the morning of September 30th, the equilibrium

of the atmosphere was almost entirely re-established along

the Gulf Coast. A broken vein of clouds ejected from the top

of the seething crater of the great moving volcano, was all

that was left to tell the story of the great disturbance.

•

J. O'LEARY, '07,

Ass't Vol. Observer, S. H. C.

FATHER BUTLER'S DIAMOND JUBILEE

On Tuesday, September 25th, Rev. Fr. Theobald W. Butler

celebrated the Diamond Jubilee of his entrance into the So-

ciety of Jesus. Sixty years of unwearied toil in the service of

the Master ! A rare thing it is for a son of Loyola to see the

day when the crown of diamond years rests on his reverend

head. Hence it is that the jubilee day of the venerable Father

was celebrated with every mark of reverence and affection. Few
priests in the Southern section of our great Republic have done

so much for the cause of religion as Rev. Fr. Butler. Many
churches and institutions of learning that deck our Southland

are proofs of his devotedness and unbounded zeal.

About 11 o'clock on that fair September morning the

Senior and Junior divisions gathered beneath the southern

entrance of the main building. The Senior brass-band under

the direction of Prof. A. J. Staub, a time honored friend of the

Jubilarian, rendered some appropriate selections. Then Rev.

Fr. Tyrrell, President of the College, in a few heart-touching

words explained the meaning of the day's celebration, point-

ing out what such a long career in the service of God meant

and how faithfully Fr. Butler had accomplished the end of his

sublime calling. The venerable Jubilarian then addressed the

students. He recalled the early days of Spring Hill when the

grandfathers of several of the boys present were students at

the College—how many of those men distinguished themselves

in after life, ever remaining loyal and faithful to their Alma

Mater. Finally he exhorted the boys to follow in the foot-
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steps of such men, so that they too might be an honor to Spring

Hill.

Amid the deafening applause of the students the Senior

brass-band closed the morning's celebration with "Dixie."

His Lordship, the Rt. Rev. Bishop of Mobile, Dr. O'Callahan,

Vicar General, and others of the clergy called at the College

that day to offer the honored Jubilarian their hearty congrat-

ulations.

A brief account of Fr. Butler's life in substantially his own
words may prove interesting to our readers. He was born

July 13th, 1829, at Ballycarron, Co. Tipperary, Ireland, under

the shadow of the Galtee mountains. Here his ancestors had

preserved their independence and their faith for centuries, de-

spite all the pressure social, political and religious which had
been brought to bear upon them. His maternal uncle, General

Standish Barry, of Lemlara, was the first Catholic member of

Parliament for Cork county since the time of James II. His

(first) cousin, General Sir William F. Butler, was born at

Suirvale near "Cashel of the Kings," a property adjoining

Ballycarron.

At the early age of ten, together with his brother, Major

General Henry Butler, he went to Clongowes College, Co.

Kildare, an institution under the direction of the Jesuits.

Henry afterwards entered the army, joined the famous 57th

regiment, and went through the entire Crimean campaign,

being in the trenches before Sebastopool, where many of his

fellow officers lost their lives. From 1839 to 1844, Theobald

was a student at Clongowes and during this time he obtained

many distinctions in the classics. Of his first teacher, he says

:

"He gave us boys a proof of his astounding humility by kneel-

ing down in the class-room on the last day of the school year,

and asking our pardon for his shortcomings. This act left

an indelible impression on my mind, although at the time, I

was not able fully to comprehend its import."

In 1845 the young Butler went to Oscott, the great Car-

dinal Wiseman being President. In 1846, he entered the Jesuit

Novitiate at Dole, Jura, France, with William Kelly, after-

wards a distinguished Irish Jesuit. The revolution of 1848
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brought about the dispersion of the Jesuits throughout France.

When the young novice was on his way to his native land, he
met at Havre, a small band of Jesuits bound for New Orleans.

The venerable Father Roduit, who was one of the little band,

tells how Father Butler offered to join them and was at once

accepted. "Not one of us," Fr. Roduit says, "could speak a

word of English, hence he was very useful to us, especially

during the voyage across the Atlantic."

In September, 1848, he took his vows at Spring Hill,

taught at New Orleans for the next twelve years, studying

Philosophy and Theology meanwhile. After his ordination

in 1864, he sailed for Fourvieres, France, to study Ascetic

Theology and passed through Ireland. "Having obtained per-

mission to visit home," he says, "I landed at Queenstown, took

the train for Limerick Junction, and reached the old home un-

expected. No one recognized me, and I had to make myself

known to my mother and sisters. I had not seen the old home
for eighteen years and the Southern climate had wrought in

me a great change." Fr. Butler took his final vows before very

Rev. Father Beckx, General of the Order, in the Church of the

Gesu, Rome, on the feast of the Assumption, 1869, and re-

turned to the New Orleans mission in which field he has acted

a very important part. Ad Multos Annos !

Thos. J. Burns, Jr., '08.
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fl CHRISTMAS CAROL

Conqe, companions, blithe and gay,

Let Us pipe a Ctiristnqas lay
;

Let us by our n\easures sr\ow,

Let xls tell tl)e Winds tfjat blow
Tt\at tl)e joy l^hipft ir

l
^s lies

Is as bright as yonder sKies I

Con\e, coir\e I
' Tis Or\ristrnas Day I

Blithely, blithely, pipe oar lay I

We to-day Would t|appy be,

Rr\d fronq care our hearts Keep free,

For tt|e joy tr\at thrills our r\eart

Would t\ave all sad tr}oUglris depart. —
Loatiyd companion of rc\y breast,

Leave rc\y soul to joy ar\d rest I

Let rr\y Ijeart its praises sing

To our t\appy, t|appy King.

Lister) to sWeet nature's voice

Bidding ye, gay hearts, rejoice :

LoT tr\e King of Peace is born f

Bright tr\e sun tr\at peeps tr\is rqorr
( ,

Srqiling °'er trie gladdened eartrj,

Nature f\ails tl\e Savior's birtr\ I

HarKI tt\e birds attune tr\eir lays,

Join, proud r\earts,.witT\ tl]ern in praise!

Snow-capped r\ills of Northern clinqes,

Hear tr\e distant Christinas clijrnes;

Rr\d tr\ose silver-ton'd bells ring

Joyous tidings of tl\e King,

Born to break; tr\e bonds of sin,

Hnd a crown of glory Win
For trie nqan wr\o loves and serves,

Wr\o frorn duty never swerves.

F. fi. OLIVIER, '08.
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MY SQUIRREL

41

As squirrel-trapping has in its season as much fascination

for the small boy as baseball and other sports, no wonder that

nearly every boy in our division is in possession of a trap. Be-

ing a boy myself, I was naturally as enthusiastic over the

sport as the rest.

I had been lucky enough in one of my very first expedi-

tions to catch a pair of beautiful little flying squirrels, though

one was found dead in the trap as a result of a struggle, evi-

dently for supremacy, with the other. My timid little prisoner

was about two days in my possession, when through sheer

negligence on my part he escaped. I was not however dis-

couraged at this, and taking my trap once more, I planted it

on the very same tree and at the very same point where I was
so successful before.

The next morning as soon as I reached the yard, I made
straight for my trap with the assurance that I had at least one

captive, but alas ! there my trap was with its mouth wide open

just as I had left it on the previous evening. I was about to

descend when a peculiar noise came to my ears. Something

about it held my attention, and aroused my curiosity. I lis-

tened a moment and found that the sounds were coming from

an immense hole in a limb directly overhead. Climbing noise-

lessly up, I peeped into the cavity. The sight that met my
gaze, and the incident which I am about to relate, I shall never

forget.

Seated at what I thought was the bottom of the hole, were

a number of the finest little squirrels I ever saw. The speaker,

for it was he who had attracted my attention, was evidently

relating some incident in his own life, for he seemed greatly

excited.

"Well mother," said he, "when I left you that night, I

never expected to go through what I did, but it was not alto-

gether my fault for my hunger led me 'to it. Well, as I was

saying, when I left you in quest of my supper, I had not far

to go. Scampering up the road, (I guess he meant the tree) I

saw something shining before me. On nearer approach I be-
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held that in this brilliant object was a large piece of hickory
nut, just enough for a good meal. In I went, but before I had
time to secure that which I had come for, I felt a sharp scratch

on the head; and on looking up, I saw before me Hawkeye,
that terrible squirrel that you said tried to kill everyone he
came across. Whether to fight or flee, I knew not ; but seeing

the anger on his countenance, and his eyes piercing through
my very soul, my course was soon determined upon, and I re-

solved to flee.

"Imagine my bewilderment, when, on turning to the only

exit, that by which I had entered, I beheld with horror that

it was barred. There was nothing to do but fight. I knew
that my enemy would never consent to my remaining in what
he thought was rightfully his own, so advancing boldly, I

attempted to snatch the food from him. With an angry shriek

he was upon me. Over and over we rolled in deadly embrace,

struggling in mortal combat. By chance, I throttled him by
the neck, and sinking my teeth into his throat, dispatched him.

Reeling into the corner, he gave one or two convulsive kicks,

and passed into his happy hunting grounds.

"As the food which I had so earnestly sought, had rolled

away in the darkness, I not only had no supper, but was com-

pelled to remain in my prison with nothing to do but meditate

on the future, and on the murder I had committed."

At this point in the squirrel's narrative I gasped with sur-

prise. "So this was the little rascal that has escaped me,"

said I

"Time passed wearily by," he continued, "and I soon fell

asleep. How long I slept, I know not; but I was suddenly

awakened, by feeling myself being carried through the air,

prison and all, by what must have been one of those horrid

human beings, against whom you had so often warned me.

"Such indeed, was the case, for in a moment, the door of

my prison opened, and a large gloved hand was thrust in. I

was roughly pulled out, and though I squirmed and fought

with all "my might, it was all of no avail. When I quieted

somewhat, one of my captors produced a rope, (which was only

a shoestring), and proceeded to tie one end about my neck.
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This operation over, I was set free, and instead of finding my-
self once more at liberty, I was dangling at the end of the rope.

In rage I flew at the wretch holding me, and indeed succeeded

in biting him severely. With a howl of pain he dashed me to

the ground. Then he tormented me in every way. I was
thrust into a hole in his garment, (of course he meant my
pocket) where I found enough food to last me until I should

die, for I soon must pass away, if this was to be my abode. I

endured this treatment for some time, but at length determined

to make my escape by strategy.

"I therefore pretended to be very tame, and I was
given much more freedom. The rope was taken from my
neck, I was admired and petted by all ; still I was not satisfied.

Two nights ago, my master, after petting me a great deal,

placed me on the ground. The touch of soil beneath my feet

made me tremble. Now was my chance—with a bound I was

off. Before my captor could recover from his surprise, I was

hidden securely in a hedge."

"Oh, you rascal," said I to myself, "I'll get you yet."

And right here my thoughts were interrupted by the ring-

ing of the ten-minutes bell for morning class. My chance of

recapturing my squirrel was gone, and though I tried often and

long, I never succeeded in catching him again.

Arnold Bloch, '10.
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VERY REV. FATHER WERNZ

Those who followed the papers last summer must have
read a great deal in them about the election of the "Black
Pope." Now this so-called "Black Pope" is none other than
the General of the Jesuits, the head of the order whose mem-
bers we have the good fortune to possess as teachers. The
papers told us that a certain Father Wernz was elected but
could give very few particulars about the proceedings of the

election.

Now who is Father Wernz? And how was he elected?

Father Wernz is a German by birth and ancestry, but

cosmopolitan by reason of the many years he spent in the

various countries of Europe. He was born at Rottwell, in

Wurtemburg and entered the Society of Jesus at the age of

fifteen. He spent eighteen years in the study of the classics,

Philosophy, and Sacred Science, in Germany, Austria, Eng-
land and Holland. Then he taught Canon Law for two years

in Ditton Hall, England, where he first made a great name for

himself as a canonist. The fame of his powers as a teacher of

this intricate branch of Sacred Science reached Rome itself,

and accordingly we next find him occupying the chair of Canon

Law in the world-renowned Gregorian University.

This position he held for twenty years, teaching with

such success that he became even in Rome a recognized au-

thority on all matters pertaining to Canon Law. His great

abilities caused him to be raised to the Rectorship of the great-

est University in Rome, which position he occupied when

elected General of the Society of Jesus.

As head of this great Order, Very Rev. Father Wernz

rules the Jesuits of all nationalities scattered throughout the

civilized and uncivilized countries of the world, a responsi-

bility surpassed only by that which rests upon the shoulders

of the Vicar of Christ.

But how was Father Wernz elected?

The manner of electing the General of the Jesuits re-

sembles very much the manner in which the Pope is elected.

What is called a papal conclave is, in the Society of Jesus,
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called a General Congregation. This General Congregation

is made up of the late General's cabinet, or council, the Pro-

vincial Superiors and two delegates commissioned by each

province.

Let us in spirit attend one of these Congregations and see

how the Jesuits elect their General.

When the day appointed for the first meeting of the Con-

gregation arrives the meeting will be held if a majority of

two-thirds of the delegates are on hand. At this first meeting

the Vicar-General renders an account of what has been done

in regard to the General Congregation since the demise of the

fate General. The second session is held to choose the various

officers of the congregation ; namely, the orator who is to ad-

dress the delegates on the day of election, the secretary of the

election and the inclusor, whose duty it is to enclose' the elec-

tors in the hall of election. Several minor officials are also

chosen, but as their duties have no direct reference to the

election we will pass them over.

These meetings are not necessarily held on consecutive

days. As soon as the day for the election has been fixed the

Fathers electors enter upon a retreat, as we would call it.

They remain in this retreat for four days during which period

no one is allowed to leave the house without special permission

from the Vicar. At the latter's discretion, prayers, fasts and

austerities are appointed for each one in order to invoke God's

blessing on their work. During these four days the delegates

confer among themselves in private on the merits of those

who seem to them suitable candidates for this responsible

post.

On the first day of this retreat, the assistant of the election

is chosen. His duty is to open the ballots along with the sec-

retary and the Vicar. The Vicar then exhorts the Fathers to

recollect the responsibility incumbent on them and to make
such choice as will conduce to the greater service of God and

the good government of the Order.

On the day of the election, the Vicar, or some one deputed

by him, reads the Mass of the Holy Ghost in the public Church

rjefore dawn and in the presence of the electors. All receive
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Holy Communion. After the Mass they march in procession

in double file to the hall of election and the bells ring out the

news to the world until the doors are closed behind them in the

hall. The electors may not leave this hall or receive any food

but bread and water until a general has been chosen. Abso-
lute silence is now to be observed except in case of necessity,

when, whatever is said must be spoken so that all present may
hear it.

Immediately after the enclosure, the Orator who has been

chosen delivers a sermon on the obligations of all. After an

hour of profound silence and prayer the election is proceeded

with. The votes are then placed in an urn which is on a table

at which are seated the Vicar, the secretary and the assistant.

When all have cast their votes the Vicar reads them out in a

loud voice. A majority of more than half or of two-thirds

is necessary according as the number of electors is odd or even.

The General being elected, the Vicar and all present pro-

ceed to pay him homage in due form. The new general may
not decline either the office or the reverence, being bidden to

accept in the name of Jesus. This ceremony over the Inclusor

without is informed and the votes are burned there and then.

Truly the choice of a successor to St. Ignatius is a solemn

proceeding, surpassed in solemnity only by the election of the

successor to St. Peter.

W. Walsh, '08.
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SHAKESPEARE'S WOLSEY AND THE WOLSEY OF

HISTORY

"He was a man
Of an unbounded stomach, ever ranking

Himself with princes ; one that by suggestion

Tith'd all the kingdom ; simony was fair play

:

His own opinion was his law: i' the presence

He would say untruths and be ever double

Both in his words and meaning: he was never,

But where he meant to ruin, pitiful

;

His promises were, as he then was, mighty;

But his performance, as he is now, nothing:

Of his body he was ill, and gave

The clergy ill example."

Such indeed would Shakespeare have us believe was the

character of the great Cardinal Wolsey. He tells us that he

was a man ambitious of honor, greedy of wealth, cruel and re-

vengeful, double in his dealings, proud and vain. Again he

tells us that he was extremely jealous of others who stood

high in the favor of the king, and would employ every possible

means to prevent their gaining further favor.

That he was ambitious is shown in the lines where the

Duke of Buckingham, in speaking to the Duke of Norfolk of

the great celebration "where those suns of glory met in the

vale of Andren," says

:

* * * "No man's pie is freed from his ambitious

finger."

And again, when the Earl of Surrey tells Wolsey:

"Thy ambition,

Thou scarlet sin, robb'd this bewailing hand

Of noble Buckingham, my father-in-law."*****
From these lines Shakespeare also manifests the vindic-

tiveness of the Cardinal ; and he likewise shows the minister's
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jealousy of those who might perhaps have had some influence

with the king in the words that follow the foregoing

:

"You sent me deputy to Ireland,

Far from his succor, from the king, from all

That might have mercy on the fault thou gav'st him:

Whilst your great goodness, out of holy piety,

Absolves him with an axe."

And again in Act I Sc. I. when in the conversation be-

tween the Dukes of Norfolk and Suffolk concerning that same
meeting of the French and English monarchs on the "Field

of the Cloth of Gold," the former admonishes the latter to be-

ware of revengeful Wolsey:

"Like it your grace,

The state takes notice of the private difference

Betwixt you and the Cardinal. I advise you

—

And take it from a heart that wishes toward you

Honor and plenteous safety—that you read

The Cardinal's malice and potency

Together; to consider further that

What his high hatred would effect wants not

A minister in his power. You know his nature,

That he's revengeful. * * * *"

That he was exceedingly proud is plain from words of

Norfolk and others:

***** "but, spider like,

Out of 's self-drawing web, he gives us note

The force of his own merit makes his way;.

And Abergavenny says: I cannot tell

What heaven hath given him ; let some graver eye

Pierce into that; but I can see his pride

Peep through each part of him :"

But what counts most of all against the character of Wol-

sey as portrayed by Shakespeare is the manner in which he is

treated and spoken of by Queen Katharine. She who is such

a noble and beautiful character surely could only love that
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which was pure and holy. Now that the queen did not like the

Cardinal is only too clearly shown by her words in several

scenes. On one occasion she refers to him as a man of low

origin. And when brought to the court she fiercely arraigns

him in the following words which brand him as a hypocrite

of the worst type

:

* * * * "You're meek and humble mouth'd;

You sign your place and calling, in full seeming.

With meekness and humility; but your heart

Is crammed with arrogancy, spleen and pride."

From these and many other quotations that might be cited

but which the student of Shakespeare will easily recall, the

dramatist would have us believe that Wolsey was one of the

most consummate hypocrites that history records. This is

not true. Neither is it true that Wolsey was a model of the

virtues that should characterize a man, and especially an eccle-

siastic, in this exalted position. The truth of the matter lies

midway between those two extremes. He was not a saint,

nor was he a villain.

That he was of humble extraction we cannot deny. But

this does not in the least detract from his character; nay, it-

only adds to his honor that, being of such humble birth, he

should work himself up to such an exalted position. His am-

bition did for a long time so far get the upper hand of him

that it seriously interfered with his ecclesiastical duties.

Wolsey's was not the ambition to accumulate wealth

either for himself or his family, but to grasp and wield abso-

lute power. This we heartily condemn in Wolsey for being

a bishop he should have attended more to his duties. Suffice

it to quote here a summary of Wolsey's ambition from the pen

of a Protestant divine, Rev. Mr. Blunt : "Ambition leaves an

odious mark upon history only when it has been accomplished

by wrong and bloodshed; but not a single public act of this

great man can be proved to have been unjust, while the gen-

tleness and humanity of his government are conspicuous al-

most beyond belief when a shifting contrast comes to be
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drawn between it and that of his contemporaries or suc-

cessors."

The accusation made by Shakespeare that Wolsey was
envious and jealous of some of his contemporaries seems hard-

ly worth refuting for it has ever been the fate of all great men
to be misrepresented to posterity. And Wolsey has had his full

share of it. We might truthfully say that nothing was more
foreign to the nature of Wolsey than envy and jealousy. There
seems to be something vague and hidden in the conduct of

Wolsey regarding the divorce, it is true. He appears to advo-

cate it but at the same time his conscience forbids him. His

policy in the case seems to have been that, by continually de-

ferring the trial of Katherine, the eyes of the King might be

opened to his folly. To carry out this policy successfully he

was compelled to pretend to the King that he was in favor of

the divorce, when at heart he abhorred it. This fact also ex-

plains Queen Katharine's strong aversion for Wolsey.

But if we would see Wolsey, the man, as he really was,

we should study his life when he was freed from the embar-

rassments of political office.

Before he rose to the great height of power to which, as

Minister of Henry VIII., he attained, he was a model of the

virtues and accomplishments of his state. After his fall he

took up the duties of his office as Archbishop of York with such

earnestness, charity and devotedness that he became the idol

of his people. And when, scarcely a year after his fall, he was

arrested and ordered to London, the roads were lined with men
and women of every age and of every condition who had

learned to vlove the fallen minister, and who now came to

show that they sympathized with him in his misfortune.

But the great Cardinal never reached London. He died

on the way at Leicester Abbey. We cannot better describe

this last scene of an eventful career, than by quoting Griffith's

account of it to Queen Katharine—an account which is as true

to history as it is beautiful

:

"At last with easy roads, he came to Leicester,

Lodg'd in the abbey ; where the reverend abbot,

With all his convent, honorably receiv'd him;
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To whom he gave these words : 'O father abbot,

An old man, broken with the storms of state,

Is come to lay his weary bones among ye;

Give him a little earth for charity!'

So went to bed, where eagerly his sickness

Pursued him still; and three nights after this,

About the hour of eight, which he himself

Foretold should be his last, full of repentence,

Continual meditations, tears, and sorrows,

He gave his honors to the world again,

His blessed part to heaven, and slept in peace.

This Cardinal,

Though from an humble stock, undoubtedly

Was fashion'd to much honor from his cradle.

He was a scholar, and a ripe and good one

;

Exceeding wise, fair spoken, and persuading:

Lofty and sour to them that lov'd him not

;

But, to those men that sought him, sweet as summer.

And though he were unsatisfied in getting

—

Which was a sin,—yet in bestowing, madam,
He was most princely : ever witness for him
Those twins of learning that he rais'd in you,

Ipswich and Oxford ! one of which fell with him,

Unwilling to outlive the good that did it

;

The other, though unfinish'd, yet so famous,

So excellent in art, and still so rising

That Christendom shall ever speak his virtue.

His overthrow heap'd happiness upon him

;

For then, and not till then, he felt himself,

And found the blessedness of being little

:

And, to add greater honors to his age,

That man could give him, he died fearing God."

R. M. Breard, Jr., '08.
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JOHN ALLEN: HERO

Only that very morning Mr. Allen, while glancing at the

headlines of the Register, had noticed the accounts of no less

than four robberies in his immediate neighborhood. One of

them had been perpetrated just two doors away, and the old

gentleman's naturally timid disposition was much wrought
upon by the reading of these crimes.

He made up his mind then and there that he was not going

to be robbed and straightway took measures to carry out his

determination. He made a personal inspection of every lock,

bolt and window-catch in the house, and when he retired for

the night, he placed a big Colt's revolver under his pillow and

tried to persuade himself that he was ready to spring out of his

bed at any moment and fire upon the intruder. With this

comforting assurance of absolute safety he fell asleep.

About one o'clock he was awakened by his wife tugging

at his sleeve.

"John ! John !" she whispered timorously. "O John, wake
up. There is a burglar down stairs trying to get in."

At the word 'burglar' the brave man promptly covered his

bald head and trembled so violently that his wife thought the

tester would fall upon them. The noise from below increased

and th 2 blinds at the kitchen window were rattling vigorously.

Mrs. Allen could endure it no longer and she began to entreat

John to rise and slay the robber.

"Oh, John, please get up and shoot that thief before he

gets in. He will take all the silverware from the dining-room

and then you will have to buy me another set."

At this appeal to his pocket, John's head appeared from

under the blanket and he made an attempt to speak; but the

raucous sound which issued from his vocal organs bore no

more semblance to human speech than did the present senti-

ments of his heart to real courage. With a mighty effort,

John put one foot upon the floor, then the other followed, and

presently he stood upon the floor. A miracle had taken place.

John Allen was actually on his way to meet a burglar in mortal

combat.
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With a candle in one hand and his big Colt in the other,

the tail of his nightshirt flapping about his knees, he tiptoed

down the hall as far as the head of the stairway. Leaning
over the balustrade, he pointed the revolver at the window
from which the noise came and—no, he did not fire yet. He
tried, however, but his hand trembled too much. Setting the

candle on the floor he rested his right hand on the top of the

banisters and with his left tried to hold the pistol steady.

Then, with eyes closed and after many unsuccessful efforts,

he did finally succeed in pulling the trigger. There was a loud

report, a crash and then an agonizing scream from the outside.

Mrs. Allen was now on the scene.

"That was a good shot, John, I think you hit him. Go
down and see if he is dead."

Mr. Allen was brave now for he had heard the scream

from the outside followed by a heavy thud upon the kitchen

porch. Besides he knew the whole neighborhood would be up

and armed.

"Come along with me, dear, there is no danger now. I

heard him fall upon the porch."

Together they descended the stairs, together they ad-

vanced towards the window and together they beheld, stiff

in death,

—

the cook's pet cat.

D. A.
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A FOOTBALL GAME
In the Fifties

Oh ! Goddess fair, tune thy soft harp strings,

And make them rough to sing of warlike things

—

Tell me the names of all the heroes strong.

Who joined the football game's tempestuous throng.

Oh ! tell me those who fell, and say which side

Turned in its favor battle's mart : af tide!

The Club, of course, the warlike club was there

—

Immortal Tom, Alceus, Marmion fair,

And you, oh Heidelberger, powerful arm,

A rock you stood amid the game's alarm!

The boys, by lot, their equal force divide,

Between the Spartan and the Theban side

The Club was Spartan, worth the Spartans old,

Arminus too, and dark-eyed Oscar bold,

And other warriors live alike to fame,

On Spartan side enrolled a deathless name.

But who the heroes of the Theban band?

Th' undying Phosphor, named the "Mighty hand,"

Swift-footed Frank and young Achilles sweet,

Sebastian proud, who measures seven feet,

And countless others, famous on the field,

Who, bred to battle, scorned the prize to yield.

The sides are ranged, the warriors "all arrayed,

With hopes of glory their great hearts are swayed

—

A moment all was silent, all was still,

Save withered leaves that rustled on the hill.

As when two clouds by heaven's magic wrought,

Meet high in air with awful thunder fraught,

They stand awhile, till sounds the signal blast,

And at the shock all nature stnds aghast,

—

Thus stood the boys, when from the Spartan crew,

The valiant Marmion bold defiance threw:

"Are you ready to meet the Spartan band,"

To join with them in combat hand to hand

—

Are you ready?" The Thebans thus defied,
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"To fight always, but ne'er to yield," replied

—

"Then you have your boon and fight !" did Marmion cry,

And fast he hurled the football to the sky.

High sped the ball by Marmion's fury sent,

A wild halloo the blue-domed heaven rent,

Then rushed the boys the contest to pursue.

Who first was he among the Spartans true

Who Theban warriors boldly overthrew?

'Twas thou, oh Heidelberger, Spartan heart,

Thou skilled to chase the swiftly-running hart,

Who, Frank so bold, o'erthrewest in his might,

And broke his strength, the rash and hapless wight

!

For, Theban true, he caught the flying ball,

Just then thy arm compelled his form to fall

—

He fell and earth resounded with the shock,

So shakes the mountain 'neath the tumbling rock.

The Thebans mourned, but Heidel running fast,

Still held the ball, voluminous and vast

;

By him you fell, oh Harry, youth so fair,

You had a will to do, a soul to dare,

But weak your arm to Heidelberger's hand

—

You fell, a beauteous flower on the strand.

But who will stop the hero's powerful strides

As dashing on, he terror-dealing rides?

With him Arminius, youth exceeding strong,

With thin mustache, with silken curls and long,

To victory rides, pursuing for the ball,

—

Him swiftly follows proud Alceus tall.

But see Sebastian's giant form, headlong

Come rushing forth to join the battling throng

—

He comes, he joins, and Heidelberger falls

!

Oh, silk-haired youth, thou'lt ne'er boast in thy halls,

Of matchless laurels on the tented field

—

Sebastian's arm compelled thy strength to yield

!

Oh, Marmion, then, where was thy dauntless might?

Immortal Tom, why lived you for the sight?

Alceus bold, the club, the club is down,
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Proud Heidelberger's length upon the earth is thrown,

Come to the rescue, save the doubtful game
Oh hide thy head beneath thy hands of shame

!

But see the Marmion's anger-flashing eyes

—

See how to vengeance lightning-like he flies

—

Alceus, Tom, with Marmion smart amain,

T' avenge the club, or die on battle plain;

Oh ! Then there was so mad a battle sound

On Spring Hill's classic hero-bearing ground,

It seemed as fiends had pealed the battle yell,

And rose in arms the chivalry of hell

!

Like arrows from the Cretan archer's bow,

The raging fiends to battle onward go

—

They fly, they reach the mingled scene of fray.

Oh ! ne'er the sun beheld so glorious day

!

At their fell shock, four warriors measured the field

—

Yet still Sebastian valiant will not yield.

He holds the ball backed by our Theban foes

—

In Marmion's heart enkindled fury rose;

With one slight turning of his dext'rous feet,

He felled to earth Achilles' form so sweet,

And as the rose that lives a summer day,

At eve expires, perfumed it dies away,

So young Achilles, gentle summer rose,

Fell harshly trampled by unpitying foes

—

And then you fell, Oh ! valiant Macatchoo,

Beneath Tom's arm, and fell Ignatius too.

But Spartan heroes on the earth are strown

Like withered leaves when Autumn's breath has blown

;

They fell beneath Sebastian's powerful arm,

Nor could Alceus save their forms from harm

—

They fell like brave men on the battle ground,

And falling, earth was startled by the sound

!

The Theban warriors on the striving plain,

'Neath Oscar's hand fell thick as April rain,

As the golden harvest when the grain is ripe,

Falls 'neath the sickle in the laborer's gripe,

They fell beneath the youth's resistless blow,

Their backs all down, their faces to the foe

!
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But see the ball hurled from the battling crowd

;

The boys pursue with trampling footsteps loud

—

So, e'er the storm, the rumbling thunder far

Calls clouded heaven to black and lurid war.

And "Keep it up!" is heard the Theban cry;

"Kick down or die!" the Spartan's bold reply.

The ball's up in front, the warriors all pursue,

But Phosphor's strength the battle day shall rue

;

For swiftly dashing past the Theban throng,

The reckless hero dares Alceus strong.

Alceus saw, his wakeful ire rose high,

Shrill rang in air his dreaded battle-cry

—

He ran as flashes lightning on the storm,

Woe to the youth who meets that rushing form !

The warriors rushed, hell trembled as they rode,

And quaked the monarch of the dark abode

—

They met. Oh ! then, where was the Phosphor bold,

The "Mighty Hand?" Upon the sand he rolled—

He fell as falls the deeply rooted oak

When loud the woodsman plies his heavy stroke

—

He reeled, he tottered, then to earth he fell

The sounds awoke the direful fiends of hell.

Then Tom, you fell beneath a Theban's hand,

Your form adorned fair Spring Hill's golden sand

;

You're down, but cheered the Spartans as you fell,

Your shout swelled up the raging battle yell.

Who overthrew the immortal strength of Tom,
'Twas one who from fair Canton town had come,

T' enjoy the Latin poet's deathless names,

And show his might in Spring Hill's football games

;

'Twas mighty Sherrod—high his head he bears,

His golden hair in silken curls he wears,

His sinews steel, his heart is passing bold,

He boasts descent from Pelopidas old.

But Marmion and Alceus both unite,

To wreak their vengeance on the Sherrod's might,

And save the honor of the club in fight.
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They rush on valiant Sherrod raging high,

They meet, and Canton maidens loud will sigh,

For heavenly Sherrod on the ground lies low,

Hurled from his feet by warlike Spartan foe.

Bathed in the blood which trickles from his nose,

Long will the Theban feel Alceus' blows!

But while engaged thus, Alceus and his friend,

From Canton's brows the laurels green to rend,

Arminius, swift as arrow on the wing,

Seizes the ball—then with a sudden spring

He leaps in air and kicks the volume round

—

The ball emits a hollow, moaning sound.

Obedient to the Spartan's skilful care,

It rushes whistling through th' opposing air
;

Then , as a shell of blazing powder thrown
High in mid air, when rapid is has flown,

Describes a curving parabola there,

So turns the ball its bending course and fair,

It falls, and far beyond the Theban base,

With many a bound it stops its headlong race.

Thus in the wold, by hunter's arrow stuck,

High bounds in air the branch-adorned buck,

Some hundred yards with many a leap it flies

Then drained of blood, with tearful eyelids dies.

The victor Spartans loudly cheer the game,

Extoll to heaven Ariminius' glorious name

;

The Theben warriors mournful hang their heads,

And sigh t' enshroud their shame in drowsy beds.

The Spartan hero bears the victor's prize

A gorgeous football of prodigious size.

With dexterous kick he speeds the ball on high,

With many groans it dares the glaring sky

—

Then seek the feast, the friendly foemen all

With three hurrahs for Spartan skill at ball

!

J. Augustin.
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THE GUIDING HAND.

Thirty miles west of the city of M—, in North Carolina,

a picturesque log cabin was the only sign of human existence

for miles around. A few yards to the left of the hut rushed

the French Broad on its winding course ; now squeezing be-

tween lofty mountains, now throwing its waters over dizzy

heights, and then spreading out to flow quietly and peacefully

on its silvery way. On the right a rocky path wound its way
for a short distance and was lost in the thicket of cone-shaped

cedars and herculean oaks.

The hut was a model of neatness and rest. The owners

of this out-of-the-way cabin were rough mountaineers. Al-

though they possessed a wild appearance such as would startle

a lone traveler, their characters merited none of the aroused

suspicions.

No religion but that of honesty and hospitality governed

the household, consisting of a man, his wife and child, and a

lifelong friend. Each of these men had sworn when boys to

cling to the other for better or for worse. Well had they lived

up to this long respected promise until the single man whose
name was Shorty Loed began visiting town excessively. At
first he went once a week, then twice a week, and the visits

grew more in number and lasted longer.

Jim Nolde, the owner of the hut, could learn nothing about

these strange visits and was puzzled when, on a certain occa-

sion, Shorty had been absent over a week. But the missing

man finally put in his appearance. As they shook hands, Jim
detected the odor of whiskey on Loed's breath and suspected

something unusual. Not a word could be drawn from the

man. Later in the day, however, Shorty, who had continued

to satisfy the base craving, became very much intoxicated.

He cursed and mumbled and growled; and from his broken

speech Jim learned, much to his consternation, that his friend

was a smuggler. This was the result of bad companions who,

by their kindly ways and influencing manner, had lured their

victim to them.

The following morning Jim sternly reprimanded his way-
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ward friend, threatening to break off his friendly alliance. This

stung Shorty's mind beyond recovery ; and the result was that

the unhappy man left his home and sought happiness from the

very cause of his downfall.

Thinking he was already past redemption, Shorty engaged
more in the smuggling business and drank more freely. A
strange man now appeared in the smuggling vicinity and con-

cealed well the fact of his being a Government detective. He
associated with the suspicious characters, played cards, and

pretended to drink with them. He would treat them till they

were drunk, and then it was he learned enough to ruin them.

One night when these wretches sat in their den—helpless,

senseless victims of the freely distributed liquor—a raid was
made on them by the authorities and only one of the crowd
escaped. This was Shorty Loed, whom strong suspicion con-

cerning this liberal new-comer had prevented from over-indul-

gence on this occasion. Realizing his precarious position,

Shorty, full of sudden anger, dashed a wooden stool against

the sly detective's head ; and, as the latter staggered and with

a thud fell back on the floor senseless, Shorty, terrified at the

thought of having killed a man, jumped through the window
and lost himself in the darkness.

H* *** *** *l*

Two months elapsed. Still no one had seen or heard of

Shorty Loed. Even Jim Nolde had no knowledge of what had

befallen his old friend. Things bore heavily upon his mind

and his conscience seemed against him. He imagined that he

was responsible for Shorty's perverse life, and that, by harsh

treatment, he had driven the tempted man into the very abyss

of crime. He looked at the house and it, too, seemed to frown

on him. The banjo, which, when in Shorty's hands, poured

forth such noble sentiments, was silent now, and lay on the

shelf embalmed in a film of dust. The guns were rusty, and

the fishing poles deserted. The old dog no more romped

around the happy little soul, but lay pining near the old, unoc-

cupied bench under a large oak. For hours together he lay

there whining piteously, with a keen eye on the rugged pass

watching for some sign—but none came. Little Jim, as the
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youngster was called, often asked for Shorty, and what he was
doing and why he was not there; but the father would only

caress that curly head in silence and then bury his face in the

golden mass and weep. This was only a figure of the grief

that would some day fall on the head of his son.

One night after all had retired, a short stumpy form crept

into the little flower garden. He tried to sneak around without

arousing anyone, but he stepped in a pile of dead wood and
the cracking of the dry fagots woke the dog. The man saw
the animal leap to its feet, and stood motionless, hoping that

the dog might not see him ; but a short bark told him that he

had lost his chance. He then ran around to the bench in the

shadow of the oak. The dog saw this and set up a fierce bark-

ing and tugging at his rope. The inmates, hearing it, awoke.

Jim opened a window, but seeing nothing, commanded the

dog to keep quiet and went to bed again. Bip, so the dog was
called, after a short intermission, began again to tug at the

rope, and this time succeeded in slipping his head through the

collar. Going in the direction he saw the man take, he soon

arrived at the bench. Here he set up a terrific howling, but it

was an expression of the joy he felt. Shorty had returned.

In the morning Jim started to go to work, but on looking

over by the oak he saw a body stretched upon the ground and

Bip huddled up beside it. This seemed strange. He hurried

over to the prostrate form and when he recognized it, a groan

escaped his lips. Shorty lay before him with every mark of

hunger and pain written deeply on his face.

Jim knelt down beside him and shook the half-dead man,

but no sign of life was there to relieve his worst fears. He put

his ear over Shorty's heart; there was a faint thumping. He
called to his wife and with her aid carried him into the cabin.

Shorty was put to bed and was properly attended. Jim watched

t>y his side. Shorty's mind began to wander; then his blood-

shot eyes opened and rested on Jim. He did not speak quick-

ly, but stared blankly, and then a troubled look shone in his

eyes. Jim, seeing this, said :

"What is the matter, Shorty? Everything is all right

now—

"
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uNo it aint. It's just beginning. I never wanted you to

see me. Last night I heard you open the window and call to

see if anybody was outside. I kept still 'cause I didn't want to

come back—I only came to see my last friend on earth, that

loss of blood and traveling, and fainted. I knew you didn't

want me to come back, and I didn't want to come back—not

that I hated you, but 'cause I loved you. I came to look at my
was the dog. I meant to leave again, but I was weak from the

only pleasure ground and then I was going to give myself up.

I hit that detective mighty hard with that stick of wood, and
I guess I 'bout finished him,—so I am goin' this evening to

surrender. Who'd claim me as a friend? If anybody did I

wouldn't think much of him. Life ain't much to me now, so

I'm—"
"Shorty, don't talk that way, for I'm still your friend and

love you the more, for I've been through a lot of tortures since

I treated you bad. You're going to stay till you're well and

then you can do what you want. But I wish you'd stay here

with us. God knows that you're the last man I'd turn out."

Shorty's thoughts were beyond utterance and he grasped

Jim's hand and said:

"I don't see how you can do it, Jim ; I don't see how you

can do it. Not after what I've done."

For two days Shorty was confined to bed. When he had

some of his strength back, little Jim brought him the banjo to

play on. Shorty picked the strings leisurely and then rambled

on. The music grew faster, now loud now soft, and Jim Jr.

sat with his eyes and mouth wide open. Finally there came a

part where the notes were jumbled together in a furious out-

pouring, resembling a brawl ; then a swinging gate as if a race

;

lastly, came a soft soul-stirring tune. Shorty was trembling

with excitement ; the tears were in his eyes. His little listener

looked up and exclaimed

:

"Did you learn that one in town? It's a new one."

Shorty started, for in his trance he had forgotten there was

an audience. He said softly:

"Yes, lad, I learned it in town. So much the worse for

me.

—
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"It must have been a terrible thing, Shorty."

This remark came from back of Shorty, and without turn-

ing he replied:

"Yes, Jim, it was."

That day when they were gathered around the dinner

table, Jim's wife leaned over towards the two men and whis-

pered :

"Something's wrong outside. Bip has been running about

as if mad, sniffing the air and growling—I'm afraid these men
are on your trail."

"That means that I must go," concluded Shorty, nervous-

ly, as he seized his hat and made for the door. "It's no time

for running chances; I'll make for the woods and begin my
wanderings again. Good-bye, all!"

With that, the unhappy fugitive dashed into the open air

in the direction of the woods.

He was not alone, however; for Jim, who had taken in the

whole situation at once, followed close after him.

"Go back, Jim !" said Shorty, vehemently, seeing his

friend expose himself to danger. "There's no use for two of us

getting into trouble. Go back."

"Not I," was Jim's resolute rejoinder. "Didn't I promise

before God to stand by you? I'll not leave you now."

Jim's wife calmly closed the door as the two stalwart fig-

ures were lost to view in the dense thicket. She tried to dis-

tract herself in her household duties and was thus engaged

when a knock was heard at the door.

On opening it, she was confronted by a large, austere look-

ing man of the county-sheriff type, who asked for Loed

—

"Shorty Loed."

"He is not here," she said quietly. "Are you not mistaken

about the place?"

"Not at all, madam," he said gruffly. "This is the place,

and that man was here a few minutes ago ; and he is here now,

I know. If you do not give him up, I will search the house

for him "

"You may do so if you desire," said the woman, stepping

aside to allow him to enter. But the search did not bring to
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light the wily Loed, and the detective was foiled again. Shorty
and Jim were now easily out of danger.*****

Days, weeks, and months passed, but no word of the

whereabouts of the two inhabitants of this lonely hut had
reached the authorities. Not even Jim's wife and child knew
whither the Fates had directed the two wanderers since that

eventful night. Soon the little cabin was abandoned. Grief

and penury gradually eat away the fibres of this woman's
strength and brought her to the grave, leaving little "Jim Jr."

to the mercy of an unpitying world.

The parish priest of that little country town finally took

the child in his charge and brought him up. Jim Jr., now
called Anthony, had a sweet silvery voice, and with a little

training became quite a musician. He was the pride of the

congregation, and his virtuous life and meek character were to

them an example of what they should strive to be.

Several years passed. Anthony was now studying for the

priesthood.

One evening this notice was posted up near his home

:

$500 REWARD
For the Capture of "Shorty" Loed.

Last seen with Jim Nolde:

Both Fugitives from Justice.

Under this notice were two pictures of the men.

Anthony saw this card and read it. When he came to his

father's picture, a tremor ran through his body. He stood

looking at the two pictures with a steady gaze. They brought

back to his mind many of the scenes and joys of the happy

past. He could see "Shorty" still smiling through all his trials

;

and his father's face still shone with that peaceful and deter-

mined look. How could he allow their pictures to be exposed

to public obloquy in this way? Taking out his pocket knife

he cut the pictures off and put them in his pocket. Back to his

home he went and taking the pictures out placed them on the

mantle.

"Oh God, they don't look like they would do it. Look
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down on them, Good Jesus, and let Thy guiding hand lead

them to the right road." He then cast himself face downward
on his bed and wept hysterically.

It was Sunday evening. Anthony went as usual to Ves-

pers and took his regular place in the choir. He prayed fer-

vently for the two men he dearly loved and even found enjoy-

ment in the hope that they might avoid being captured.

The evening was tranquil and dusk had settled down. The
people were at church or home. But few were seen on the

streets. Out of a forest of oaks two sneaking forms made their

way into the deserted graveyard in the church ground and

there they hid themselves behind a tombstone in the shadow of

the church. They spoke in soft tones.

The organ inside began the prelude to a hymn and the

choir took up the strains. Outside the two wretches listened

attentively.

"Shorty, ain't that pretty? It reminds me of the last time

I went in a church. That was at a funeral. It made me cry

and since then I've always had a liking to a church, 'cause I

feel something besides man is there ; I feel it in my heart."

"Yes, I feel that way myself now. I used to be —" There

was a sudden pause in the conversation. Shorty touched

Jim's arm and in silence they listened to a clear, silvery voice

as it passionately rambled over these lines:

"Pray for the wanderer,

Pray for me!"

"There's something familiar about that voice; it reminds

me of little Jim." Jim answered with a slight catch in his

voice

:

"Yes, Shorty, that's him ; I knew God would take care of

him. Why did we ever come here? If I'd but known it I'd
—

"

Again the chorus came ; the same sweet voice sang the lines

"Pray for the wanderer,

Pray for me !"

The trembling peals of the accompaniment reverberated

and died out in the still night air.

Jim leaned over and whispered excitedly "Say, Shorty,,

do you think he meant us when he said wanderers?'
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The congregation homeward went. Passing by the grave-

yard no one noticed two ragged figures huddled together in

the dark shadow. From their hiding place they were watching

for the child with that sweet familiar voice, but their eyes did

not find him in the throng. Disappointed, they were about to

leave when they heard the church door slam, and at this sign

of life they sank back again into their place of concealment.

They listened to know who it might be and their hearts beat

loud when they heard a certain voice. Two persons then passed

by and one of them said:

"Anthony, you sang that last hymn with a good bit of

feeling."

"Yes, I thought of two in particular while singing it."

They passed on chatting but the rest was not within hear-

ing reach. Shorty tapped his companion on the shoulder and

said

:

"Jim I can answer your question now."

"Yes, Shorty. Come let's move on." They cautiously

followed the retreating pair, saw them cross a road and enter

a low frame dwelling.

"Look Shorty, have you got that piece of pencil yet?"

"What are you going to do? Send a note?" He felt all his

pockets and finally exclaimed

:

"Yes, here it is. There's a piece of paper on the ground."

Jim picked it up and tearing off a piece scribbled a few words

on it. He then folded it and addressed it to 'Jim Nolde, Jr.'

After peering up and down the road, he sneaked over, slipped

it under the door, pulled the bell and ran back to his hiding

place. They saw a priest open the door, look around and stoop

to pick up the piece of paper. He read the address and smiled.

The door closed.

Anthony was awakened by a rap at his door. He opened

it and the priest handed him a note. The boy turned up the

light, looked at the address and feverishly tore it open. He
read:

'Come over by the church to-night? We'll be over

there. I want to see you mighty bad, boy ; come ! Don't let

anybody know for we are followed/

Jim Nolde and Shorty Loed.
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Anthony turned pale and looked toward the priest who
by this time was aware that something was wrong. He stepped

near the troubled lad and whispered: "What is wrong, An-
thony, can I help you in any way?"

"Don't ask me that, Father. I'll soon let you know if you
can be of any help."

"God be with you," the priest said and withdrew.

Anthony hurriedly attired himself and slipped from the

house. Across the road he went and was soon by the church.

He heard a shrill whistle like a screech owl's plaintive cry.

He listened. Again the whistle came and instinctively he an-

swered it. There was a parting among the bushes and a man
stepped out and softly whispered:

"Jim, my boy!"

There was no doubt now and Jim Jr. ran to his father and

tenderest greetings were passed. The son peered through the

moonlight at his father and exclaimed

:

"O father, how you've changed !"

"Yes, Jim, and I had great cause for changing. I need

not ask you about your mother for I heard of her sad fate long

ago. I did not go to see her grave 'cause I ain't worthy of see-

ing it."

"Father don't talk that way; you can reform. God will

forgive you."

"No, son, He can't do it now. I should never have left

your mother as I did. Abandoning such a dear one to starve,

has turned heaven against me: All I want to do is to tell you

good-bye. I heard you prayin' for the wanderer to-night and

hope you'll keep it up, for we sure need it. We're going to

leave you for you're in good company now. We're going to

England to start life over—live respectable—not like hunted

animals. I'll write once in a while to let you know how things

is goin\ What are you so silent about Shorty?"

"Don't talk to me Jim. I'm wishin'-that man had killed

me rather than I should have brought this on your family.

I'm what they call a curse—yes, I'm a curse in the shape of a

man. Whiskey soaked the sweetness out of my life and now
I'm left to curse myself."
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Jim Jr. now spoke. "No, Shorty, don't look at it that way.

How could you have lost your jolly spirit, the life of our

former home? You all are going to England and I hate to see

you leave—that you will become Catholics."

"We'll do it, boy. If you say so, it must be right."

That night after parting, Anthony went to bed with lighter

spirits, but his heart was pained to see those dear friends dis-

appear again. Day by day he prayed for them. Six months
later he received to his intense joy the following letter from

England

:

June 5, 1900.

Dear Jim :

—

God bless you for your advice. We kept our promise,

were instructed and baptized and are to make our First Com-
munion next month. Shorty has been happy ever since we
came here and has a banjo which reminds me of the happy
times gone by.

We are now working steadily at a good position. We have

saved a little sum of money and intend to open up a little store

of our own. England is a nice place but not able to come up

to the U. S. I hear them talking about their pretty scenery

but none of it will match the old mountain scenery of North

Carolina.

Well, I don't know anything else to talk about and it is

near work time, so I must stop.

Your unworthy father,

Jim Nolde.

Shorty told me to tell you howdy and says he hopes you
are enjoying yourself."

Anthony put down the letter and whispered, "I knew God
would hear my prayer and lead them by His guiding hand."

J. Edward Deegan, '08.
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A POOR EXCUSE.

'Tis a poor excuse, boys one day to be men,

That you grieve your mother only now and then.

Many a time and oft, boys, when you were not nigh

She has prayed for you boys, do you ask me why?

That you might be manly, sacrificing self;

Caring all for principle, naught for paltry pelf

;

Mindful of her counsels, true to mother still.

True to faith and honor ; doers of God's will

;

Make this e'er your motto in the dark or light

:

"I'll act now and ever as in mother's sight."

This will keep you upright, steel your souls within,

Make them proof at all points 'gainst the shafts of sin.

'Tis a poor excuse, boys hoping to be men,

That you shirk your studies only now and then

;

Deem it not a trifle hours to while away,

For you'll rue it sorely at a later day.

'Tis a poor excuse, boys budding into men,

That you act a mean part only now and then

;

Meanness has degrees, boys, even unto sin:

From your youth determine never to begin.

Do not deem it weakness to resist what's wrong,

Answer with a "NO," boys, blurt it out full strong!

Though the crowd may jeer you as you pass along,

God will take your part, boys, for He hates the wrong

'Tis a poor excuse, boys verging into men,

That you do a vile act only now and then.

From all vice steer free, boys, all through youth along,

If you would be manly, virtuous and strong.
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Many a wretched toper that we daily meet

Tippling in the bar-room, brawling in the street,

Prostrate in the gutter, object of disdain,

Once was like an angel pure and free from stain;

But he deemed it nothing, led by tempters' wile

To frequent the gin-shop, taste the liquor vile,

Till his craving grew, boys, stronger day by day,

And his manhood ebbed, boys, by degrees away.

If you have a habit that you feel is ill,

Break it now if ever with a right good will.

'Tis a poor excuse, boys, budding into men
That you grieve God's Spirit only now and then.

J. O. B.

THE LATEST IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

In one of the very small villages of Louisiana a certain

young lady kept school. Judging from the number of pupils,

the school was a very select one. There were only twelve in

all.

The site of the school-house was government property,

and just about this time the government lands were being sur-

veyed. It happened that in a neighboring city a certain young

man had been employed to survey these lands, and the first

place he was to survey happened to be the land on which this

very school was located.

One bright sunny morning the surveyor with his goods

and chattels arrived at the school-house ; when lo ! the school-

ma'am let loose her swarm of busy bees to see what the strange

man was about to do.

All, eager to see what was going on, took their stand on

the steps and watched every movement of the surveyor.

The teacher in the meantime was examining closely, the

different instruments the surveyor had put out. Not at all

embarrassed in the presence of a stranger she made bold to beg
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and implore the young man to take the picture of the school-

house with herself and her pupils.

The surveyor at first surprised at this strange request,

began to explain that the instrument was not a kodak but a

theodolite. Still the young mistress persisted in urging her

request and would not be refused. The surveyor tried to

explain the use of the instrument, but still nothing would sat-

isfy her until he promised to do what she desired. Preparations

were made for the coming event, but just as the instrument

was put in position, another difficulty presented itself. What
price would the school-ma'am pay for the picture? She said

that she had only two dollars, but that was not enough for the

pseudo-photographer. After much begging and persuading

the surveyor accepted the price, and the school-ma'am took

rier place for the photo with six children on her right and six

on her left.

The young man's conscience smote him for the fraud he

was about to practice, but the recollection of the old saw
"where ignorance is bliss 'tis folly to be wise," soon quieted

his none too delicate conscience.

Enveloped in his red bandanna the quasi-artist focussed his

instrument. "Now ready! one, two, three—a click is heard

and the fraud is completed. Without a word the young man
folds up his "kodak" and takes flight.

Three— four weeks passed without ever a word from the

skillful artist and the school-ma'am was becoming not a little

worried at not getting the picture on which she had set her

heart.

The lucky day at last dawned and a small boy came to the

door with a large package for the school-mistress. The twelve

anxious youngsters crowded around her to examine the con-

tents of the package. To the bitter disappointment of the eager

onlookers the contents revealed a pencil sketch of the school-

house and its occupants, and underneath the sketch the school-

ma'am found the following

:

"The district school through my 'theodolite.'"

S. B. Simon.
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H SLEIGH SONG

I-

Ot]o! 01\o I

SacX Frost will blow,

Rr\d We sr\all all a-sTeigr|ir\g goT

1)01 1)0 1

Sr\oW-laderi clouds are overhead,

By Wirytry Wir\ds rr\ost tiir\ely led
;

Hurral\ I tt\ey merry fall,

Tl\e crystal flakes, ar\d overspread
Witl\ spotless whjte tl\e frozen ground,

O'er T&?t\ict\ our smpKirig steeds "Will bound,
Responsive to our call I

I\o I l\o T

II.

t\o T l\o T

dFacK frost dotI\ blow,

Rx\d We n\ust all a-sleigl\irig go I

Ip I 1)0 I

Rr\d i^l\er\ tt^e polished runner flies

R brighter ligl\t corqes to our eyes,

For rr\errily We go

Ber\eatr\ tl)e blue ar\d sunlit sKies.

'Tis pleasure "Wild, Witl\ voice arid lasl\,

To bid our eager courses dasl\

O'er fields of driver) snow T

01\oT t\o I

III,

Yip, yip I Yip, yip!

SacX Frost will r)ip

TI\e ruddy r\ose ar\d purple lip.

Yip, yip I Yip, yip T

Down sr\oW-clad trills tr\e coasters slide,

filorig tl\e l\iglyWays swiftly glide

Tl\e nqerry jiggling sleighs :
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Hrid n\iriglirig ^itl\ tt\e tir\Klirig bells,

I^oUd peals tl\e ringing laUgl\ tl\at tells

Of yoxItl\fUl winter days,

Yip, yip T Yip, yip I

IY.

Yip, yip I Yip, yip I

Sac\ Frost dott\ r\ip

Tt\e ruddy r\ose ar\d purple lip.

Yip, yip I Yip, yip T

Tine sKatirig por\d, tt\e coasting l\ill,

Tl\e flashing sleigh, arid better still,

Our frosty Winter Kirig

Will give to boys of sturdy i^ill

Tl\e cup of nqarily joys to quaff
Witt] liappy l\eart ar\d cheery laugln

Sucl) pleasures l\e dotl) bririg.

Yip, yip I Yip, yip T

73
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EDITORIALS

With this issue the management of the Spring Hill

Review has changed hands. Fr. De Potter, S. J., who has so

successfully guided the destinies of our paper for the last few

years has left us for other fields of labor. Mr. J. J. Wallace,

S. J., with the aid of an almost entirely new staff of editors,

hopes to infuse new life and spirit into the journal world of our

College, and to produce a magazine that will not only fully

sustain the record of the past, but even add new prestige to

The Review.
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In our columns will be found a speech delivered by the

Hon. John St. Paul, one of Spring Hill's most distinguished

alumni. Being a product of the Jesuit Schools, and a man emi-

nent in his profession and of wide experience, he is fully

capable of handling the subject chosen, "Catholic Education in

Jesuit Colleges."

The effort is, we think, an exceptionally clever one, and an

eloquent tribute to the Jesuit system of education. There is,

however, one point to which we wish to call special attention.

The Hon. Judge establishes the necessity of combining

religious with mental training. He then raises the question

as to whether this religious training should be imparted in the

class-room or in the home. Waiving the solution of this issue

regarding primary schools with a personal observation as ta

the lamentable neglect of this training in our American homes,

he maintains that it must not be barred from the class-rooms

of our colleges and boarding schools. The speaker's theory,

in brief, may be stated thus : The college student, as a rule,

leaves home at a tender and an immature age and either we
must consider his religious training at that early age sufficient-

ly well finished and rounded off for after life or else admit that

it rests with his preceptors, if it is not to be wholly neglected.

Though not new, still we do not remember having seen

this particular phase of the question put so clearly before, and

our only regret is that the speaker did not have time to treat

it more in detail. We consider this a subject of prime impor-

tance as the college student is in the formative, and hence

critical period of his existence and therefore, more than ever

is it necessary during that time to imbue him with the idea

of a personal God to whom he is responsible. Let the college

student ripen into manhood with this thought before him, let

him form his estimate and opinion of men and things guided

by this principle ; it is a healthy thought and a sound principle,

and cannot fail to produce strong and vigorous men. If we
would not have a stunted manhood, withhold not this knowl-

edge from the college youth, for we fear, that deprived of this
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wholesome nourishment during his formative and maturing

stage he would spring up into a sickly weakling.******
Three months ago, on our return from our well spent vaca-

tions, we found it hard to tie our wandering minds down to

our books. They were constantly taking an excursion back

to the pleasant scenes of those two short months. To-day,

chafing under the monotony of our undisturbed daily routine,

We find our studies an almost intolerable bore. To-morrow

—

well, no matter what it will bring, but if we are wise, we may
expect to meet some new phase of this same difficulty. With this

old difficulty constantly staring us in the face and haunting

us even during our recreation hours, we almost convince our-

selves that we are dragging out a miserable existence.

Certainly our path is not strewn with roses, but we often

think that this constant struggle with this same old difficulty

is the best feature of our college life. The daily necessity of

conquering self, if we would make any progress in our studies,

the constant effort required to perform an unpleasant duty is

we think the very best means that college offers us for the

acquirement of that precious jewel, which we term, synony-

mous with manhood, self-control.

In our boyish dreams we often long for the time when we
may call ourselves men and dwell with keen pleasure on our

vision of ourselves with developed frames in the years of our

majority. But now when we come to think of it, are years

and size the standard of manhood? We know of many who
are possessed of both and whom we would hesitate to dignify

with the title of men. Certainly our boyhood dreams contain

no such picture of manhood as theirs, and we shudder to think

that there is even a possibility of our youth assuming such

maturity. Ours is the picture of the peerless and perfect man-
hood the attainment of which means to us happiness. We still

wish to see our ideal realized and if years and size are inade-

quate to this task we feel confident that we are not misled

when we stake our hopes on the acquirement of self-control.

We cannot close our column without calling atten
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tion to the vast material improvement made at Spring Hill

during the last few years. Students of days gone by returning

to visit their Alma Mater scarcely recognize the old place.

This year has witnessed the completion of our magnificent

natatorium with its hot and cold showers and matchless pool.

We mention this improvement simply because it is the great-

est of the many made this year. We who love Spring Hill

cannot but rejoice at this advancement which more fully equips

our dear old college home to occupy the high station in the

educational world to which she is entitled by her glorious and

time-honored traditions.
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COLLEGE NOTES
Faculty.

The faculty for this year is : Rev. Fr. Tyrrell, President

;

Fr. Barland, Vice-President ; Fr. Hugh, Treasurer ; Fr. Butler,

Chaplain ; Fr. McLaughlin, Minister ; Fr. Ruhlman, Sub-Min-
ister, Typewriting; Fr. De Stockalper, Philosophy; Fr. Frank-

hauser, Sciences, Spiritual Father ; Fr. Nowlan, Higher Mathe-
matics; Fr. Guyol, Rhetoric; Fr. De la Moriniere, Poetry;

Mr. Sullivan, Mathematics; Fr. Fazakerley, First Grammar;
Fr. Sneblen, Second Grammar; Mr. Brooks, Third Grammar A;
Mr. King, Third Grammar B ; Mr. Wallace, Special, Director

of "The Review ;" Fr. Philippe, Philosophy in Superior Class

;

Mr. Kearns, English in Superior Class ; Fr. O'Reilly, Interme-

diate Class ; Fr. McLaughlin, First English Class ; Fr. O'Brien,

Second English Class; Mr. T. Cronin, Third English Class;

Fr. Faget, Spanish ; Fr. Philippe, Prefect Senior Study Hall

;

Mr. Kearns, Prefect Senior Yard ; Mr. Sullivan, Prefect Junior

Study Hall; Mr. Wallace, Prefect Junior Yard; Mr. Haver-

kamp, Preparatory.

Fr. De Potter whose name has been associated with the

Plhiosophy Class and THE REVIEW for the past seven years

is now stationed at New Orleans, La. Fr. Elfer is also stationed

in the Crescent City. Fr. Lawton is Vice-President of the

Jesuit College, Tampa, Fla., Fr. Rittmeyer is teaching at

Tampa. Fr. Semmes is doing missionary work in the Philip-

pine Islands. Mr. Foulkes is teaching at Augusta, Ga.

Fr. Semmes is doing missionary work in the Philippine

Islands. Mr. Foulkes is teaching at Augusta, Ga.

Return to College.

On the fifth of September the gates of Spring Hill were

re-opened to receive her old students, pleased to be back again,

and also her new ones full of anticipation.

The very first day promised that '07 would be a record

breaker in point of attendance. One hundred and sixty-three

manly youths, many of whom were new, had their names en-

rolled on the honor bestowing scroll and, since that day the

list has steadily increased.
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A band composed of some of the distinguished musicians

of Spring Hill and organized for the occasion greeted the crowd

as it entered the grounds and homesickness was for the mo-

ment forgotten in the familiar strains of "Dixie," and other

lively airs.

Now—the first time in two months—the College grounds

were again alive. In all directions crowds of strange boys

were exploring and drinking in the beauty of the numerous

scenes which attract so many visitors to Spring Hill and which

have so well merited for her the name of "The Beautiful."

Spring Hill Visited by Storm.

Spring Hill was in the path of the fierce West Indian hur-

ricane that swept the Gulf Coast on Sept. 27th, leaving ruin

and destruction in its wake.

As early as 9 o'clock on the night of the 26th, we had

harbingers of the great storm in the terrific rattling of windows
and the extinction of the electric lights, evidently caused by the

falling of a branch across the wires somewhere between Spring

Hill and Mobile. But it was especially from 4 to 8 o'clock on

the morning of the 27th that we witnessed the struggle be-

tween the frenzied elements and the works of time and man.

Every window was filled with an excited group of boys watch-

ing the progress of the storm and as group compared notes

with group on the havoc wrought, their voices could scarcely

be heard above the whistling of the winds, the creaking of

tin, the clatter of glass and falling debris. The first news of

destruction circulated was that the brick wall and handball

alley at the west end of the Senior yard had fallen to the

ground. Next the word was passed that the shed covering the

promenade was yielding piece by piece to the violence of the

wind.

Large boughs of trees scattered all over the campus told

of the sad fate of the many gigantic live oaks and other shade

trees for which Spring Hill is so noted. It needed not words
to describe the feelings read on all countenances as they beheld

the massive work of time thus laid low in so short a time.
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This was one of the heaviest blows dealt the "Garden Spot"

by the great storm.

The cupola was a center of attraction for some time.

Crowds of boys viewed it anxiously as it swayed to and fro,

the sport of the winds, expecting it to come tumbling down at

any moment. Much to the astonishment of all, it weathered

the storm but its lop-sided condition still gives evidence of the

trying ordeal through which it has passed.

A most trying feature of the storm to Father Minister, but

a most amusing one for the boys, was the refectory proposition.

It was no easy task to feed two hundred boys with all com-
munication with Mobile cut off. The baker, butcher and

others, failed to put in their appearance. The crowd however

was a good natured one and Father Minister's engineering

so skilful that all declared the meals served on the day, capital.

Again our Sandtown duskies of local fame could not find

their way here, and there were great doings in the refectory

when some of our staid philosophers and rhetoricians made
their appearance at breakfast in the costume of knights of the

larder. They were, of course, immediately dubbed according

to the line of tables served and their manner of service. We
have no means of judging just what was back of the valuable

service, but as the same corps did not ask to be relieved at

dinner and expressed their regret over the loss of the jpb at

supper, we concluded that there must have been something

enticing about the position.

Holiday in Honor of Two Hundred Boys.

Much interest was taken by the boys whenever a new
student entered Spring Hill. As he appeared in the yard the

word would be passed "there's another on the list." Of course

something was behind this, and that something was a promised

holiday when the two hundred notch was reached.

Two hundred was a record breaking crowd and had to be

honored. As the Professors did not "strenuously" object, the

boys were given a whole holiday and "commanded" to cele-

brate. Needless to say, they fulfilled the injunction to the letter.
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Spring Hill's list is steadily increasing each year. The
first day, one hundred and sixty-three registered, and at present

that number has been increased to 227.

Fr. Butler's Diamond Jubilee

On Sept. 25th was celebrated the diamond jubilee of the

truly diamond service in the Society of Jesus of the Rev.

Theobald W. Butler. It was appropriate that Spring Hill,

where this venerable old man vowed his young life to the ser-

vice of his Master, should be the place also to testify to the

fidelity of that service, that Spring Hill, the first witness of his

young fervor and self-sacrifice should also be the first to ac-

knowledge in his declining years the vast fruits of that still

unabated fervor. Spring Hill and all lovers of Spring Hill are

proud to grasp the hand of this venerable jubilarian. They are

proud to acknowledge his eminent services in the Lord's vine-

yard. How many and how great they are the late Archbishop

Chapelle in an address on the occasion of his visit to Spring

Hill declared only God himself knew. They feel honored to

claim him in some way as their own, and they are glad that

Spring Hill shelters such an illustrious son of St. Ignatius

who has borne so faithfully and so long the heat and the bur-

dens of the day. The story of this grand life that was so fully

consecrated to God is briefly told. Born on the 13th of July,

1829, at Ballycarron, County Tipperary, Ireland, Theobald W.
Butler gave early promise of the priestly vocation. He was
schooled first at Clongowes Wood, County Kildare, Ireland,

and afterwards at Oscot College near Birmingham, England,

in the latter place under the famous Bishop, afterwards Car-

dinal, Wiseman.
At the age of seventeen, Mr. Butler felt the call to a higher

life, and faithful ever to the inspirations of grace, he resolved

to cast aside all his earthly prospects and to consecrate his

splendid talents to the service of God in the Society of Jesus.

The means which God made use of to transport Mr. Butler to

the scene of his long and faithful labors are certainly a striking

ilustration of the words of the pious writer "man proposes
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but God disposes" and lead us to believe that the Almighty

took it upon Himself in an especial manner to fashion the

career of this ardent young Jesuit. He had entered the Jesuit

Novitiate at Dole in the southeastern part of France for the

province of Ireland and no thought of America and its sunny

Southland had ever crossed his mind. But towards the end of

his two years probation in 1848 persecution drove the Com-
pany of Jesus out of France. The Jesuit Superiors under the

stress of these circumstances thought it advisable to dismiss

the novices and send them to their respective homes. Mr.

Butler was therefore sent back to Ireland but on his journey

through France he was robbed of his money and could pro-

ceed no further when Providence threw across his path a ref-

ugee band of Jesuit Fathers and Scholastics bound for New
Orleans. Mr. Butler gladly cast his fortunes with them and

embarked at Havre in company with Mr. Roduit, now a ven-

erable old man, also spending his declining years at Spring

Hill.

Landing at New Orleans in May, 1848, Mr. Butler found

orders awaiting him to proceed to Spring Hill to complete

his novitiate, and it was here that he made his first vows, Sept.

7th, of the same year. In November, 1848, he was sent to

St. Charles' College, Grand Coteau, Louisiana, where he taught

for four years. For twelve years he filled a professorial chair

at New Orleans. At the end of this period he was ordained

a priest of God, by Archbishop Odin, Sept. 6th, 1864. A few

months later he was set to France to complete his theological

studies at the famous shrine of Fourvieres in Lyons. In 1868

he was at Rome for his third year of probation, and in 1869

we find him again in New Orleans as minister, a post which

he filled for four years. In 1873 he was appointed Superior and

sent to open a new house and church of the Society at Augus-

ta, Ga. For seven years he labored in this new field and the

esteem and affectionate remembrance which the people of

Augusta entertain even to this day for this grand old man
are sufficient proofs of the faithfulness of his service, of his

entire forgetfulness of self and of his devotion to his charges.

In his handling of this new house, Fr. Butler manifested
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such great executive ability that the Fr. General thought it ad-

visable to entrust to him the government of the entire New Or-

leans or Southern Mission of Jesuits, which he intended to

make independent of the province of Lyons, France. In 1880

the appointment was made and Fr. Butler was named first

Superior of the independent mission of New Orleans. An
eight year enterprising administration during which the infant

mission of New Orleans was placed on an organized basis

and grew to double its size, proved the wisdom of the choice

and that Fr. Butler was eminently fitted for the position.

During these eight years besides attending to the affairs of

the entire mission, Fr. Butler also found time to govern the

Jesuit church and college at New Orleans, to found a church

at Selma, Alabama in 1881, a college and church at Galveston

in 1884, and a novitiate at Macon, Ga., in 1887. At the expira-

tion of his term of superiorship he was sent in 1888 as pres-

ident to govern the destinies of the newly established church

and college at Galveston, Texas, and during his four years of

office built the magnificent church that was destroyed during

the storm of 1900. For the next three years Fr. Butler was
president of the Jesuit house of philosophical studies at Grand

Coteau, Louisiana. In 1895 he was sent to Macon as spirit-

ual director of the novitiate. In 1897 we find him again at

Augusta for the express purpose of supervising the erection

of that imposing structure, the Sacred Heart Church, which

stands to-day, an ornament to the city of Augusta, an honor

to the fervent parishoners of the Sacred Heart parish, and a

monument to the pious founder and organizer of the parish, Fr.

Butler. Since 1899 Fr. Butler has been stationed at Spring Hill

as Spiritual Director of the college.

Although time and toil have left their traces on the body,

yet they have succeeded in cooling but little the spirit and

enthusiasm of this grand old man. No member of the faculty

takes a keener interest in the doings or the games of the stu-

dents, than Fr. Butler, and no matter under what conditions and

where the games may be held, he is always an encouraging

spectator, and ever foremost in applauding their efforts and in

cheering them on to victory.
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The shades of life may be gathering around the career of

this venerable jubilarian but it is the earnest wish of all at

Spring Hill that he may be spared to us for many years to

come, that his faithful service and the fervent example of his

life being ever before our eyes, may serve as potent incentives

to the performance of higher and nobler things in the battle

of life.

CLASS EXHIBITIONS.

On Nov. 7th, and Dec. 5th, were held respectively, the

Rhetoric and Poetry Class Entertainments commonly called

"exhibitions." We need hardly mention that both were up to

the standard of excellence attained by these two classes in all

their doings. If it be not over, presumptuous we venture the

assertion that they were somewhat above the average class

exhibition. The orchestra on both occasions covered itself

with new glory in its rendition of the various musical numbers.

Following are the two programs:

RHETORIC CLASS EXHIBITION

* PROGRAM

Musical

Prelude and Intermezzo—Mascagni Orchestra

Dolly Madison March—Willmarth Orchestra

Star of the East—Heffley : Junior Band
Southern Melodies—Arr. by Mackie-Beyer Senior Band

Reading of Notes

Literary

HENRY VIII—A Critical Study.

The History of the Play D. Austin

The Characters of the Play R. Breard

The Characters as We Know Them From History. .W. Walsh
The Dramatic Value of the Play F. Barker
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The Modern Criticism of the Play F. Oliver

Cardinal Wolsey's Farewell L. Bordelon

Distribution of Cards

POETRY CLASS EXHIBITION

PROGRAM

Musical

Stories from the Vienna Woods, Valse—Strauss. . .Orchestra

Romance for Violin, Piano Acompa'nt—Weniawsky
William F. Dugan

Star of Hope, Overture—Mackie-Beyer Junior Band
Dolly Madison March—Willmarth Senior Band

Reading of Notes

Literary

A Word About Horace Samuel L. Kelly

Another About Virgil C. Henry Adams
Nisus and Euryalus—Episode James R. Garber

The Dream of Eugene Aram Anthony J. Touart

Distribution of Cards

BANQUET OF THE PHILOSOPHY AND SUPERIOR
ENGLISH CLASSES

In accordance with a custom long in vogue at Spring Hill

on the Feast of St. Catherine, Nov. 26th, the Philosophers held

their annual class banquet in Mobile. Owing to the remodel-

ing of the English Course in the College there was also a re-

modeling of the custom, and for the first time in its history

the graduating class of that department was allowed to accom-

pany their hitherto more fortunate brothers of the Classical

Course.

We are greatly rejoiced at this upsetting of tradition, for

we think the B. S. boys have as much claim upon the learned

St. Catherine for a patron as the coming Bachelors of Art.

The members of both classes enjoyed themselves, and the
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banquet too immensely, and have not yet ceased to talk of the

jolly time they had on the 26th; very encouraging to us, you
may be sure.

<*

LECTURE ON LEAR

Rev. Fr. De la Moriniere needs no introduction to the

readers of this magazine, for his powers of eloquence are

known throughout the South. Hence, for an old Springhillian,

it is sufficient to learn that Father De la Moriniere lectured

on King Lear in the College Hall, on the evening of Dec. 10th.

Yet we feel that we should record it at some length both as a

mark of our appreciation and in order to hand down the mem-
ory of it to future generations.

Father De la Moriniere was introduced by our Rev.

Father Vice-President. After a brief and well worded intro-

ductory Fr. Barland left the stage to the Southland's Orator.

A thundering applause now greeted the reverend lec-

turer. In strong contrast with this was the deathlike silence

which ensued when it was seen that Rev. Father De la Mori-

niere, was about to begin, for no one was willing to miss a

single word.

The lecture opened with an explanation of Shakespeare's

frame of mind when he composed his later comedies. "Othello

and Lear Contrasted" followed next. After this Rev. Father

De la Moriniere spoke on "Shakespeare's Views of Life,"

in which the orator's deep studies and knowledge of life mani-

fested themselves.

"The Origin of King Lear," was the next division of the

discourse. The reverend lecturer illustrated the motives which

prompted Shakespeare to write this "world tragedy," as he

styled it. He showed clearly that fame was not the writer's

aim, but that the world owes this heart-thrilling picture of

human existence to that cold-breasted fiend—ingratitude.

With this the first part of the lecture was brought to a

close. A rumbling applause shook the old hall as the curtain

descended.

The second part was taken up chiefly with the story of

King Lear—not merely told, but acted. "Lear's Retribu-
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tion" was the first selection. With grave pathos Rev. Father

De la Moriniere went through the scenes in which Lear di-

vided his knigdom between Goneril and Regan and disin-

herited Cordelia. He then rendered the scene in which Lear

banished his faithful physician, Kent.

Next, he portrayed the characters of those two most un-

natural daughters, Goneril and Regan, and pointed out their

vices, especially their monstrous ingratitude.

"Lear's Restoration" succeeded this. Here the passions

of the listeners were controlled and played upon at will by
Rev. Father De la Moriniere's unlimited powers of impersona-

tion. The scene in which Goneril and Regan turn their aged

father out of the palace on a cold and stormy night, was par-

ticularly touching.

In Cordelia the Reverend lecturer showed that he was
master of the gentler emotions and his impersonation of this

lovable character as she bent over her father, crazed by the in-

gratitude of his two daughters, brought tears to all eyes.

"King Lear : A World Tragedy," was then treated for the

benefit of the more reflective listeners. The eloquent Father

showed that the characters in King Lear are not merely the

creation of Shakespeare's fancy, but that the world to-day

contains Lears and Gonerils and Cordelias and Kents.

With this closed the most memorable literary treat that

any of us ever enjoyed. The memory of this lecture will ever

be cherished by all who heard it as one of the most pleasant

evenings spent in Old Spring Hill.
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SOCIETIES

Spring Hill may justly boast of the number of her societies,

and it is her prouder boast that they are all on a well organ-

ized basis and maintain a high standard of excellence. This
year the societies, judging from their large memberships and
the enthusiasm manifested, bid fair to have a banner year.

We are happy to give in detail an account of what has been
accomplished in particular by the respective organizations.

SENIOR

Sodality of the Blessed Virgin Mary

The guidance of the sodality this year has been entrusted

to Father Frankhauser, S. J., who is zealously striving to

make it a potent influence for good amongst the student body.

The membership is very large. The plan was proposed and

already a subscription has been started to do something to-

wards improving the sodality Chapel. To date the amount
collected seems to indicate that the hopes of those who wish

to see the Chapel a gem are to be realized. The officers elected

for the coming year are: Prefect R. K. Rounds ; 1st Assistant

A. J. Danos ; 2nd Assistant J. O'Leary ; Secretary F. O'Rourke
;

Sacristans H. Touart and O. Reynaud; Consultors R. Breard

and N. Vickers; Organist C. Bassich.

The Academy.

The Academy for good reasons postponed its initial

meeting until Nov. 28th. The election of officers, applications

for admittance and other business was disposed of. The fol-

lowing officers were elected : President R. K. Rounds ; Secre-

tary J. O'Leary ; Censor W. M. Walsh. Although the Acad-

emy has been handicapped by its late start, still we are confi-

dent that under the experienced direction of Father Guyol,

S. J., it will retrieve this loss and will fully sustain the en-

viable reputation that the Academy has always enjoyed.
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The Brass Band

To the delight of the faculty and the entire student body
the Senior Brass Band under the efficient direction of Father

Nowlan, S. J., and the able leadership of Professor A. J. Staub,

with H. Touart as President, D. Ory as Secretary and

R. M. Breard as Censor is fast whipping itself in really pro-

fessional form. It bids fair to equal if not surpass the excellent

band of last year. Several public concerts have been given

at each of which a choice program of the late poular pieces

interspersed with the more classical selections has been ren-

dered in a creditable manner. Its most notable performance

was the concert given in Bienville Square, Mobile, Thursday
afternoon, Nov. 22nd, during the Alabama State U. C. V. re-

union. A large and appreciative audience was in attendance

and repeatedly encored the various numbers of a highly elab-

orated program. The Mobile Register praised the efforts of

the band in its very flattering report of the concert.

Orchestra.

The standard of excellence attained by the bands may
vary from year to year, but the Spring Hill Orchestra is always

a first-class organization, one that ever waxes but never

wanes. This year's orchestra is no' exception to the general

rule and if we may judge from the pace it has already struck,

we may form hopes for a banner year. Father Ruhlman and

Professors Staub and Suffich it devoted directors are sparing

no pains to make it an organization of which Spring Hill may
justly boast. It is our fond hope that this society on which so

much time is spent and which is probably the most finished of

all our organizations, will not be allowed to waste its sweet-

ness on the desert air. We hope to see concerts arranged

which we know will be appreciated and which will cheer many
a lagging hour.

Choir

For the last three years we have had congregational sing-

ing and the idea of a trained choir was abandoned. But this
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year it was thought advisable, and we think rightly so, to

organize a choir. Fr. Sneblin set about the task with earnest-

ness and with two rehearsals a week has succeeded already in

developing some first-class material. On All Saints day and
Dec. 8th the choir rendered in a creditable way two very diffi-

cult masses. Let the good work proceed, to accomplish any-

thing in the line of part singing, regular rehearsals are neces-

sary. We hope to hear soon of the formation of a College

Glee Club.

Library and Reading Room

The Senior library, with Mr. R. K. Rounds as President;

Mr. S. Bonvillain, Vice-President; Mr. P. Burguieres, Secre-

tary and Treasurer, and Mr. L. Giard, Librarian, has again

thrown open its doors to the student body. The room itself is

spacious, lightsome and airy. On our shelves may be found

a choice selection of classic authors and a fair collection of

the later novels. These together with the daily papers and

monthly magazines afford matter for many pleasant hours of

reading and meet the proverbial craving of the Spring Hill

boys for something to read.

Billiard and Pool Room

The billiard and pool room is still one of the most popular

along the promenade. Our two billiard tables and one pool

table are never without their patrons and furnish many a

pleasant hour's recreation. The organization has an efficient

corps of officers this year in Mr. R. Larrea, President ; Mr.

N. Keith, Vice-President; Mr. H. Touart, Secretary and

Treasurer; Mr. A. Danos, Censor. They are maturing plans

whereby they hope to infuse new spirit into the games and

thus render them more scientific if not more interesting.

Gymnasium

The enterprising officers of the gymnasium Mr. J.

O'Leary, President; Mr. R. Breard, Secretary and Treasurer;
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Mr. W. Walsh, Censor, have worked this organization up to

be probably the most flourishing one in the Senior division.

Certainly no room is more frequented or more thoroughly

enjoyed by the Seniors. The immediate cause of this renewed

interest in gymnasium work is no doubt due to the formation

of a regular class. The valuable services of Mr. F. E. Miller,

of Mobile, have been secured for the year. Mr. Miller has

been identified with every athletic move in Mobile for years,

he enjoys a local and national reputation as a gymnasium in-

structor, and only last year the flattering offer of first assistant

instructor in the Yale gymnasium was refused by him. He is

in touch with the leading members of various rule committees,

is a recognized authority on physical culture and held the

national championship for club swinging from 1893 to 1897.

Mr. Miller has already won the confidence of the boys and

under his careful and intelligent guidance they are beginning

to put to some definite use the various instruments of our well

equipped gymnasium. There is no reason why all should

not become expert gymnasts. A more competent instructor

can be secured nowhere, we are possessed of a gymnasium
that is scarcely equalled, certainly not surpassed by any in

the south, the only thing required to make the organization

a complete success is the hearty and persevering co-operation

of the class. At present the enthusiam manifested is flattering

and while we have reason to think that this enthusiasm will

remain undiminished, still out of interest in the class we cannot

refrain from making an appeal to that effect.

JUNIORS

Sodality of the Holy Angels

The Junior Sodality, under the direction of Fr. O'Reilly,

S. J., is in a flourishing condition. A large number of new
members has been enrolled. The Juniors have met the Seniors

in the proposal to renovate the chapel and a goodly sum has

been collected for that purpose. It is expected that the com-

bined contributions will be sufficient to make the chapel a real

-gem. The result of the election of officers was: A. J. Touart,
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Prefect; C. E. McMaster, 1st Assistant; H. Kevlin, 2nd Assist-

ant; B. D. Alvarez and P. Beall, Secretaries; D. Neely, P.

Turregano and J. Brown, Sacristans; G. Le Baron and K.

Leche, Consultors.

Sodality of St. John Berchmans.

The altar boys' sodality has a large membership. A. J.

Touart was elected Prefect; D. Neely, Secretary; C. E. Mc-
Master, Censor. Mr. T. Cronin, S. J., the earnest director is

leaving nothing undone to make the sodality one worthy of

and befitting its sacred character.

Junior Academy

The Academy held its first meeting Oct. 17th. Although

there were but six representatives of last year's academy pres-

ent, the membership has now been increased to the respect-

able number of eighteen. Under the energetic direction of

Fr. Fazakerley, S. J., it is expected that the Academy with the

excellent material it now contains, will even raise the standard

of excellence maintained heretofore by the Academy. The
following officers were elected for the term : C. E. McMaster,

President; A. J. Touart, Secretary; J. J. Brown, Censor.

Junior Band \

All the members of last year with the exception of four

have left us and are now members of the Senior Band. Con-

sidering this fact, the excellence with which this band of raw

recruits are now executing the best up-to-date music reflects

great credit on the devoted President Mr. C. King, S. J., and

the painstaking director Prof. A. Suffich. No better proof of

the progress made in this organization can be adduced than

the very credible manner in which it divided honors with the

Senior Band in
-

the public concert given in Bienville Square,

Mobile, during the U. C. V. reunion. Mr. A. J. Touart was

elected President
; J. Toomey, Secretary

; J. Brown, Censor.
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Library and Reading Room

In Mr. A. J. Touart as President, J. Bauer Vice-President,

H. Alvey Secretary, P. Beall Treasurer, P. Turregano Li-

brarian, our Prefect and Director, Mr. Wallace, S. J., has a

competent corps of officers in charge of the Junior Library. A
goodly number of volumes of the classic and up-to-date au-

thors with a choice selection of monthly magazines and the

daily newspapers justify the time spent within its precincts

and serve to render it one of our most popular organizations.

Gymnasium

A. G. Spalding & Bros., are equipping our play grounds

with one of the most complete outdoor gymnasiums. For this

great improvement the Juniors are deeply indebted to their pre-

fect, Mr. J. J. Wallace, S. J. We do not hesitate to say that this

improvement, as great as it is, will meet with a still greater

appreciation on the part of the boys. This new outdoor gym-
nasium in connection with our indoor room offer facilities

that should develop some first-class gymnasts.

The following officers have been appointed for this year:

C. E. McMaster, President; A. T. Beary, Vice-President; P.

Beall, Secretary ; H. Kevlin, Treasurer.
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ALUMNI NOTES

Graduates of '06.

The graduates of '06 are engaged as follows: Cyril Bas-
sich and George Lasseigne are back at college seeking the ad-
vantages of a P. G. Course.

George Broderick is still enjoying a vacation in New
Orleans.

Loyola T. Cowley is in the office of the Mobile Register.

Troy Hails is with the Bell Telephone Company in Mont-
gomery.

Jos. M. Hountha is at the Tulane Medical.

B. J. Kern is studying law at the University of Missis-

sippi.

Maurice E. Reilly is studying architecture under Mr. E. F.

Spore, a popular architect of New Orleans.

Secundino Escalante is running one of his father's planta-

tions in Mexico.

Jos. J. Harty is studying the elements of architecture in

his father's office preparatory to a university course.

Frederick Miller is connected with the M. & O. R. R. in

Mobile.

Timothy Toland is head stenographer and book-keeper

for the Williams and Moore Grocery Co., of Tampa, Fla.

On October 21st the Very Rev. Michael McFeely, O. P.,

in company with Very Rev. Doctor O'Callahan, paid a visit

to his Alma Mater. Father McFeely was a pupil of Spring

Hill in ante-bellum days. He is at present stationed in the

house of his order in Louisville, Ky. He visited our little

Cemetery and saw the graves of many of his old professors,

touchingly alluding to Father Yenni, Father Cornette, Brother

Schmidt and others. The great improvements about the old

place were a source of astonishment to him.

On Sept. 20th, Mr. Charles Aitkens, A. B., 77, and now
Vice-Principal of the Boys' High School of New Orleans, vis-

ited his Alma Mater and spent a pleasant day with his pro-

fessors and friends of former years.
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Mr. Clarence Herbert, '94, Sub-Treasurer of the United

States, stationed at New Orleans where he also controls a

large law practice, and Mr. Chas. Barker, of the First Com-
mercial Class of '91-92, the enterprising cashier of the Peoples

Bank and a leading citizen of Plaquemine, La., were welcome
guests at the College on Oct. 11th. Their visit was especially

welcome to the two little Juniors, Ducote Hebert and Willie

Barker, respective representatives of the Hebert and Barker

households.

On his way home from the North on Sept. 28th, Mr. Jos.

Ducote, '95, stopped over for a few days to visit his son, Rich-

ard, who is now at College.

Troy Hails, '06, paid us a short visit during his recent

flying trip to Mobile.

Rev. Fr. Lonegan, S. J., President of the College from '88

to '96, paid us a visit during October. Of course the band

went out to welcome the president of the past ; and although

it is many years since he rilled the presidential chair he still

knows how to grant a holiday. Here is hoping, he calls soon

again.

We note with pleasure that Cupid's shafts have fallen

amongst some of our Spring Hill Alumni. We insert the

following clippings taken from the Mobile and New Orleans

papers and wish to assure Messrs. Crandel '92, Sarpy '00,

Touart '01, of our hearty congratulations and sincere wishes

of happiness in their new venture.

The Church of the Immaculate Conception was filled with

a large and interested assemblage of friends on Wednesday
afternoon, Nov. 14, at 4 o'clock, to witness the marriage of

Miss Viola C. Gauche to Mr. James Lathan Crandel, which

was celebrated by Rev. Father Maring, S. J., Rev. Father

Janin, S. J., and Rev. Father Robinson, of Notre Dame. The
altars were brilliant with the light of myriads of waxen tapers

and tall graceful palms tied with broad white satin ribbons

were effectively disposed about the chancel and grouped upon

the steps. The wedding march of "Lohengrin" sounded as the

usher advanced up the aisle, Messrs. R. E. Byrne, John Law-
rence, Henry Uthoff, John C. Breslin, followed by the grooms-
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men, Messrs. Harry Mackie, Charles A. Weiss and Valcour

Landry. The bridesmaids entered next, daintily gowned in

pink silk radium, trimmed in Irish point lace, and carrying

shower bouquets of bridesmaid roses tied with long pink rib-

bons; they were Miss May Young, Miss Ida Patout, of Pa-

toutville, La. ; Miss Aline Delaron, of Opelousas. The maid

of honor, sister of the bride, Miss Lillian Gauche, gowned in

pink silk radium and carrying pink chrysanthemums, imme-
diately preceded her as she entered with her father, Mr. C.

Taylor Gauche, who gave her in marriage. The bridegroom

was atended by Mr. Andrew Fitzpatrick as best man. During

the signing of the register an "Ave Maria" was beautifully

sung. The bride, a handsome brunette, was richly gowned in

white embroidered chiffon, trimmed with rare old lace. A
spray of orange blossoms held in place the full veil of illusion

to the dark hair. Bride roses and white carnations were car-

ried in shower effect. Immediately after the ceremony a re-

ception was held at the home of the bride's father for the

family and most intimate friends. Palms and ferns in luxu-

riant profusion decorated the rooms and under a bower of

palms at one end of the parlor the bridal couple stood to receive

the congratulations of the guests. In the dining-room white

and green was the color sceme. Whiee carnations and ferns

formed the centerpiece and white satin ribbons entwined with

asparagus vine were brought from the vine-garlanded chan-

delier to the ends of the board. When the bride's cake was

cut the ring was found by Miss Louise Delaron ; the thimble

by Miss Louise Claren and the coin by Miss Amy Davis. The

bridal couple, who received many elegant and costly gifts,

left the same evening for a trip to Florida and on their return

will reside with the bride's father, 1521 St. Charles Avenue,

where they will recive their friends after Dec. 15.******
The spacious St. Louis Cathedral was crowded from the

chancel to the portals on Wednesday afternoon, Dec. 5, with

a vast assemblage of friends and relatives to witness the nup-

tial rites of Miss Anita Louise Staigg to Mr. Henry Leon

Sarpy. Palms and ferns were used for the decoration of the
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brilliantly illuminated altar and chancel, and on either side of

the main altar were two huge silver candelabra which had
been presented to the church by the bridegroom's grand-

mother. There impressive ceremony was performed by Rev.

Father Janin, S. J., Rev. Father Scotti, and Rev. Father Laval,

Vicar General. During the signing of the register Miss Selika

Daboval sang very beautifully. The ceremony was appointed

for 5 :30 o'clock, and at that hour the "Atilla" march an-

nounced the entrance of the bridal procession, the ushers walk-

ing in couples leading the way, followed by the groomsmen
and bridesmaids, who walked alternately in single file. The
ushers were Messrs. Destours Larue, Aubrey Bartlett, Gus-

tave Beauregard, Philip Le Gardeur, Fernando Puig, Philip

Werlein, Marshall- Quintero, Victor Bernard, Emerson Dun-
bar, Auguste Capdevielle and Dr. Tom Lanaux. The grooms-

men were Messrs. Edv/ard P. Ivy, Jules Burguieres and Dr.

Louis Gelpi. The bridesmaids were Misses Lucie Staigg,

Amelie Minor and Louise Larue, and the maid of honor Miss

Matilde Staigg. The bridesmaids were daintily gowned in

white silk mull trimmed with valenciennes lace, and wore pink

satin girdles, and carried arm bouquets of pink bridesmaid

roses and asparagus vine tied with pink satin ribbons. The
maid of honor was similarly gov/ned, and wore a white satin

girdle and carried bride roses. The bride looked exceedingly

pretty in her rich bridal robe of white satin messaline, trimmed

with duchesse lace. The only jewel worn was a handsome

diamond pin, a bridal present. Orange blossoms caught the

full veil of tulle in place. Bride roses in shower effect were

carried, and tied to tiny white satin ribbons were the tradi-

tional coin, ring and thimble which are usually hidden in the

bride's cake. Miss Matilde Staigg drew the ring, Miss Lydia

Sarpy the thimble and Miss Lucie Staigg the coin. The bride-

groom was attended by Mr.
%

Alphonse Minor as best man. A
reception, limited to the relatives and closest friends, followed

the church ceremeony at the home of the bride's parents, Mr.

and Mrs. Robert Staigg, the rooms being prettily decorated

for the occasion with palms and flowers. Mrs. Staigg was as-

sisted in receiving by Mrs. Leon Sarpy, Miss Staigg, Mrs.
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Gustave Soniat, Miss Marie Rousset, Mrs. Frank Minor and
Mrs, William Conseil. The bridal couple, who were the re-

cipients of numerous and handsome gifts, left the next day
for several weeks' visit to New York, and on their return will

go to housekeeping in Esplanade Avenue, near Dauphine.
A Mobilian Weds a Pensacola Girl.—A pretty wedding,

and one where the poular young people were united for life,

occurred Wednesday morning at 11 o'clock at St. Michael's

Church. The contracting parties were Mr. Tisdale Joseph
Touart, of Mobile, and Miss Ethey Josephine Marzoni, the

winsome daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis D. Marzoni. Rev.

Father Fullerton officiated.

The spacious church was well filled with invited friends

and relatives of the popular young people, both from Mobile

and this city, when they marched up the aisle and plighted

their troth. The beautiful young bride was handsomely at-

tired and presented a lovely picture. Immediately after the

ceremony the bridal party left for the union depot, accom-

panied by a large number of friends, and boarded the train for

points in the North, where they will spend their honeymoon.

They will make their home in Mobile, where Mr. Touart

is a popular young attorney with a lucrative practice. Miss

Marzoni has a large host of friends and admirers in Pensacola.

—Pensacola Journal.

Mr. Paul Adamson, '05, who attended the College last

year for a P. G. Course, is now in business with Jas. L. Kenan,

one of Baltimore's largest theatre and hotel owners.

Mr. Harry Engleman, of last year's First English Class,

paid us a short visit while in Mobile with the B. H. S. foot ball

eleven of New Orleans.

We take pleasure in informing the 'Old Boys' that at the

last election of the Mobile Council, K. of C, Mr. William O.

Cowley, '96, was re-elected Deputy Grand Knight, and Mr.

James K. Glennon, '97, Chancellor. Mr. Tisdale J. Touart,

'00, who was received in the last class, was chosen Advocate.

The Review, in the name of the 'Old Boys' and in its

own, congratulates them all. Good men will always come to.

the front and stay there.
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It is a keen pleasure to us to chronicle the cordial rela-

tions existing between the College and Mr. F. E. Miller and

Mr. E. G. Maxon, and the great increase of enthusiasm in our

atheletic world resulting therefrom. As gentlemen and in-

structors in their respective departments, and we say it with-

out any fear of flattery, they have no peers anywhere. We
are proud to introduce them to our alumni and friends, as men
who are putting forth their best endeavors to raise the stand-

ard of sports in Spring Hill ; as men to whom we owe a deep

debt of gratitude, for the eminent services which they have

rendered us ; and finally as men who are thoroughly loyal to

the colors we all love so well, our own Purple and White.

They both came to us as strangers, but already they have won
a warm place in our esteem and affections, where the memory
of their gentlemanly qualities and of their kindly and self-

sacrificing interest in our regard, shall ever remain fresh and

distinct. We are only too happy to make this slight acknowl-

edgment of their many invaluable services, and beg to assure

them of the appreciation of these same efforts on the part of

the faculty, the boys and the friends of Spring Hill College.

Basket Ball

Mr. E. G. Maxon, who so kindly consented to take charge

of our basket ball team, has succeeded in stirring up so much
enthusiasm over the game, and in developing such an amount
of good material, that he now finds it a difficult proposition

to pick the favored five. We are confident that we could not

have placed our team in better hands. With him at the helm

we need have no fear for the success of the season. Mr. Maxon
is a thorough master of the theory and scientific points of the

game and has a wonderful knack of imparting his knowledge

and we might add, his enthusiasm to others. But besides being

versed in the theory of the game, he is a veteran court star

himself, having played on some of the best teams in the coun-

try, notably "The Sioux City Giants," a team which although
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heavily handicapped, took second place only after a hard fight,

at the championship games held in St. Louis during the Louis-

iana Purchase Exposition. Already Mr. Maxon is a great

favorite with both the faculty and boys, and has well merited

their confidence and respect. To develop thoroughly the ma-
terial at his disposal, Mr. Maxon thought it advisable to or-

ganize leagues. Great interest is manifested in the scheduled

games, by both leagues and many fast and spirited games are

the happy result. Especially, is this interest and spirit notice-

able in the first league, where the games are played under Mr.
Maxon's eye, and where playing counts toward being num-
bered amongst the chosen five. The players, who represent

the first team. Mr. Jos. O'Leary '07, Manager of the team,

team, are Rounds, W. Walsh, Cleveland, Danos, Lasseigne,

Touart, Burns, Soniat, Bassich, Wogan, Breard, and Duggan.
The captaincies in the league have been entrusted to Burns

and Cleveland although Rounds has been elected captain of

the first team. Mr. Jos, O'Leary '07, Manager of theteam,

will endeavor to arrange a schedule of games that will include

some strong and representative teams.

The second leaguers with Vizard and Giard as captains,

are playing some close and exciting games, and will no doubt

have a prosperous season.

Fall Games

We will allow "The Mobile Daily Herald" to give the

account and results of our College field day held Nov. 1st:

The fall meet on field and track was held at Spring Hill

College yesterday, morning and afternoon, in which all classes

of the junior and senior departments participated. The

weather was ideal for the meet, just cool enough to lend zest

to every event, all of which were rather closely contested.

In each of the departments the contestants were divided

into two classes, known as divisions A and B. Division A is

recognized as the better of the two, in both senior and junior

departments. However, there were times when it appeared

as if contestants in division B might give close struggles if
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put in the A class. In fact, it is a known fact that until two
days before the meet one of the two who tied in the finals of

senior division A for the winning medal, had been in the B
class. He suddenly developed an unlooked for amount of

speed in the running events, and at the last moment was re-

classed.

Bassich and Kevlin tied in points for the championship,

though there was a previous understanding concerning one of

the events which might give the medal to Bassich. It seems

that it was posted before the entries that anyone entering the

long-distance handicap and accepting a handicap would be de-

barred from honors if he chanced to be a final contestant for

the medal. Kevlin is the one who entered the handicap and

accepted a lead distance. For this reason it is generally

thought that when the physical director awards the prize he

may give it to Bassich. (We may add that the question of this

tie was put before the Honorary Judges of the events. The
decision reached by them was to the effect, that the previous

agreement was fair, and must stand and hence Bassich was de-

clared the rightful owner of the medal.)

There was a great amount of enthusiasm shown on the

field yesterday toward the close of the games, when it was
seen that Bassich and Kevlin were even in points. The pole

vault was contested and the decision made late in the after-

noon. By this decision Kevlin won and Bassich took second

in that event.

Following are the scores

:

Seniors—Division A

Shot-put—Kevlin, first; Danos, second; Touart, third.

Hammer Throw—Kevlin, first ; Touart, second ; Bordelon,

third.

Pole Vault—Kevlin, first; Bassich, second; Lasseigne,

third.

100-Yard Dash—Bassich, first; Cleveland, second; Vila,

third.
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1,100-Yard Relay—Rounds, Bassich, Bordelon, Ory and
Garber, first; Lasseigne, Fossier, Weems, Kevlin and Riffle,

second.

1,320-Yard Handicap—Bassich, First; Soniat, second;

Lasseigne, third; all scratch.

Seniors—Division B

Shot-put—Breard, first; Carberry, second; Morales, third.

Hammer Throw—No contest.

Pole Vault—Carberry, first ; Breard, second ; Austin, third.

100-Yard Dash—Breard, first; Dupas, second; Medina,

third.

1,100-Yard Relay—Breard, Medina, Morales, Boagni and

Dupas, first; Vickers, Fernandez, Comeaux, Austin and

Staehle, second.

1,320-Yard Handicap—Shepard, first; Breard, second;

Duggan, third.

220-Yard Hurdle (low)—Shepard, first; Duggan, second.

Juniors—Division A

100-Yard Dash—Alvarez, first; S. Patout, second; Beary,

third.

Broad Jump—Alvarez, first ; O. Patout, second.

Hammer Throw—Veltin, first ; H. Kevlin, second.

440-Yard Dash—Alvarez, first; O. Patout, second.

Pole Vault—Beary, first; H. Kevlin, second.

Relay Race—Alvarez, O. Patout, Frohlichstein and Chap-

puis, first; S. Patout, McHardy, Gomez and Walker, second.

Juniors

—

Division B

100-Yard Dash—Alvarez, first; O'Flinn, second.

High Jump—A. Touart, first; Alvarez and O'Connell,

second.

Shot-put—A. Touart, first; Brown, second.

Broad Jump—A. Touart, first ; O'Flinn, second.

Relay Race—Brown's team, first ; Brady's, second.
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50-Yard Dash—Kelly, first ; Thompson, second.

Broad Jump—E. Kevlin, first; Holland, second.

Base Ball Throw—Bonvillain, first; Ducote, second.

Relay Race—Thompson's team, first; Holland's, second.

220-Yard Dash—Kelly, first; Thompson, second.

Standing Broad Jump—E. Kevlin, first; Holland, second.

Juniors—Division D

50-Yard Dash—W. Barker, first; McHardy, second.

Standing Broad Jump—W. Barker, first; Hahn, second.

Base Ball Throw—Frederic, first ; Laue, second.

100-Yard Dash—Barker, first; Frederic, second.

Relay Race—Frederic's team, first ; C. Touart's, second.

Running Broad Jump—Barker, first; Ferederic, second.

The Officials

Honorary Judges—J. F. Carter, Jr., Illinois ; F. E. Miller,

U. M. S. ; E. G. Maxon, Cornell. The Seniors' officials were

:

Clerk of Course, L. Giard; Assistant Clerk, F. O'Rourke;

Starter, W. Daniel; Judges, J. O'Leary, R. Levert, O. Rey-

naud and R. Larrea; Timekeeper, F. Barker; Marshals, P.

Burguieres and S. Bonvillain. The Junior official were : Clerk

of Course, C. McMaster; Starter, D. Neely; Judges, M.
Schneider, P. Beall and A. Bloch ; Timekeeper, P. Turregano ;

Marshals, M. Neely and J. Murray.

It is the plan of the directors of the College to hold field

and track meets during the winter on the regular holiday,

Thursday, and by this means develop all the young athletes

into such form that they may make excellent showings when
the spring meet is held.

The spring field and track meet should be an unusually

fine one, for outdoor training during the winter months will

produce a wonderful amount of speed and distance in the men.

Indoor winter training has the tendency to make the athletes

"stale," but the boys at Spring Hill College have the advan-

tage in this respect, since they have an excellent track for the

work and the weather is never so rigorous that they will be

forced to go to the indoor work.
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JUNIOR ATHLETICS

FIELD DAY

The Fall games, thanks to the interest and enthusiasm of

our Prefect, were an unqualified success. The events, the re-

sults of which will be found in the clipping from the "Mobile

Herald," were largely entered and hotly contested, and were a

credit to the department. We cannot, however, dismiss the

subject without congratulating our prefect, to whom in a great

measure the success of the day is due, and offering him our

sincerest thanks for the interest he has always manifested in

our athletics.

Base Ball—First League

Although at the opening of the season only a few of last

year's players were in the division, still the First League did

remarkably well with its host of Second League recruits.

Captain Brown winning the toss took the red suits, and

left the blues to Captain Neely.

After playing a few games of the series, Capt. Brown and

his pitcher, Wagner, both resigned their positions, and the

captainship fell to Matt. Schneider, who immediately displayed

his managerial ability by winning the first two games played

under his leadership. Other changes put the oranges in doubt

until the end when the batting streak of the "Reds" won the

day in the last three games.

A game worthy of note was the twelve inning contest in

which Brady made his debut on the slab. Although the "Reds"

secured eleven safeties off his delivery, still they were kept

so well scattered that scoring became a difficult matter. Mc-
Master also pitched a fine game for the "Reds," allowing only

five bingles, these, however, were bunched and enabled the

"Blues" to score the winning run. Final score being 6 to 5

in favor of the "Blues."

The feature of the game was the hard hitting of Turregano

the Second League recruit.
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Second League.

The Second League, although most of its players were
appropriated by the First League, had a prosperous season.

Captain Cox having won the toss chose the "Dixies," leaving

to Captain Schimpf the "Pelicans." At the start the "Birds"

took the lead but Cox's old reliables were right there with the

merchandise and won the oranges with three games to the

good. An honorable mention must be made of John O'Flinn,

Schimpf's star boxman, who won many a closely contested

game by his fine control and magnificent head work.

Third League

Owing to the great number of tie games, the Third was
the last of the leagues to finish its schedule. Munson's good
pitching and heady management made it appear for awhile

as if his team would divide the oranges. Towards the end of

the season, however, Major's boys caught their captain's in-

vincible spirit and by steady consistent playing and good use

of the stick, forged ahead and won handily with a lead of two

games.

Fourth League

Why, we almost forgot the Fourth League. Clarence

Touart led the "Green Babies" while Miles Brooks guided the

"Yellow Kids." No one can deny that the battles fought on

the Fourth League diamond were as interesting as any in the

division, at least for the contestants, and the final outcome was
never a foregone conclusion. The "Green Babies" finally took

the lead, and with it the oranges, and left the "Yellow Kids"

with empty stomachs.

Foot Ball

Foot Ball succeeded in getting a firmer hold on the boys

of the division this season than it has for many years. Beall's

Little Kids" proved a great revelation ; first to the third and
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then to the second teams of the Senior Division ; and although

they were defeated by both, they succeeded in scoring on the

former.

A team composed for the most part of ex-members of the

eleven was organized in the division and four spirited contests

for supremacy resulted. Thanks, however, to the efficient

coaching of Mr. Rounds, the honor and prestige of the first

eleven remained unstained and undiminished in an unbroken

record of victories. The team has given a good account of

itself, losing only two of the six games played and these to

their more husky Seniors.

BASKET BALL

First League

The interest manifested in basket ball necessitated the

erection of two new courts and organized leagues to play off a

regular schedule of games. The enthusiasm was greater than

it was at first thought to be and five leagues of two teams each

were successfully formed. The First League was placed under

the captaincy of Neely and McMaster. At present McMaster's

"Reds" are a few games in the lead, but undoubtedly Neely's

"Blues" will even up matters and make the contest interesting.

Second League

The Second League was placed in charge of Schneider

and Chappuis. At the toss the Fates favored Schneider and

he chose the "Greens" leaving the "Browns" to Chappuis.

So far only three games have been played, all of which have

been walk-overs, for "Chappuis' Trusties," but there is still

hope for Schneider's,—well, we should call them 'blues' after

the drubbing they have received,
—"Greens."

Third League

The Third League is in a prosperous condition under such

captains as Beary and Bauer. As yet we can scarcely judge
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who will finish ahead, but we feel confident that neither side

will win honors without first knowing that they have played

basket ball.

Fourth League

Holland's "Pinks" and Thompson's "Whites" have not

yet tried conclusions, but both teams are anxious for the fray

and we may hope to be treated to some scientific exhibitions of

basket ball.

Fifth League

Clarence Touart introduced the "Skidoos" while C. Byrne

chartered a berth for the "23s." Although the league is not

started as yet, still we hope to witness many exciting games.

TRACK ASSOCIATION.

Another of this year's improvements is the construction

of a claybed running track for training purposes. The track

is within speaking distance of the yard and is an invaluable

addition for the enthusiastic aspirants to track distinction.

Track teams have been formed and already two competitive

meets have been held. In the first, Kevlin's team secured the

highest number of points and won, 49 to 35. In the second

Beary's aggregation was victorious, 49 to 32, which places

Beary's "Junior Appollos" in the lead, by four points.

With the continuance of these meets we expect first-class

material to be developed for next spring's field day.

The Judges of the association are Bloch and Beall.

P. Beall, '10.
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EXCHANGES

Of course we will be expected to comply with the time-

honored custom of prefacing our page with a few remarks, and
as our department is still in its infancy, being only in the sec-

ond year of its existence, and as we are the second ex-man we
will no doubt be expected during the course of our observations

to explain in some way, seemingly novel to us, our idea of

conducting the exchange column, or to indulge in some plati-

tudes on the canons of criticism or else to give expression to

some such commonplaces as the impossibility of reviewing all

the journals that have come to our sanctum. Now we are not

going to do any one of these three things but we do not intend

to omit the customary chat even at the risk of doing all three.

We have a number of Exchanges on our file. Some we
have glanced over hurriedly, others we have perused more
leisurely, but there is one thing in all of them that we have

sought for first of all and that we have never failed eagerly to

devour—the exchange column. We have done this not merely

because we are in the business, but simply because' we have a

liking that way and chiefly, because we think that from this

page, better than from anything else in the magazine, we can

gather an idea of its literary merit and are of the opinion that

it is the best exponent of the culture, sound sense and mental

calibre obtained amongst the students represented by the

paper.

Our judgments of others are, if we be allowed the expres-

sion, a dead give away on ourselves. They reveal our inner-

most thoughts, they unveil the hidden workings and depths

of our mind, they bring to light our estimate and opinion of

things and the manner in which they are delivered is an un-

mistakable indication of our delicacy and refinement of feel-

ing. They do these things all the more effectually because in

an unguarded moment we least suspect that we ourselves

are on trial.

Now we would not have anyone imagine that we accuse

those who omit the ex-column of fearing to show down, even

though, in face of our opinion, we do think kindly of those
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who are courageous enough to own up. We are not propo-

gandists, neither do we, elated over the late establishment of

our own column, wish to assume the attitude of a patron to

anyone. But we do wish to express our appreciation of the

exchange column, probably the most difficult one of a maga-
zine to maintain with success and merit, and to assure our

brother ex-men that their thankless tasks will always receive

a cordial welcome and a careful perusal in our sanctum.

In passing we might mention that THE REDWOOD for

October contains one of the best exchange columns we have

read for many moons, and on this account it received a snug

berth in our sauctum. The merits of the column besides ex-

hibiting a clear idea of what a college journal ought to be, are,

good powers of discrimination, a definite arrangement, an in-

telligent grasp of the essential features of the various kinds

of compositions, an easy command of language expressing

definitely a definite idea, together with a modest but fearless

condemnation of what did not meet its tastes.

The November number of the ST. MARYS CHIMES is

before us. The issue gives evidence of the high standard of the

magazine and of the educational establishment which it repre-

sents. The number contains two papers, a short story, a fair

contribution of poetry together with the editorials, gleanings,

etc. The first paper is a biographical sketch of Victoria Co-

lonnna in which is emphasized the influence of the "eternal

womanly" over man. The other, containing a very just appre-

ciation of Newman, is a contradiction of the principle set forth

in the first, for here we have a confessedly great man over

whom the "eternal womanly" had no influence.

While we admit that the "eternal womanly," especially

as it is embodied in the cultured young ladies of St. Mary's,

has a certain amount of influence over man, and while we re-

joice that these same charming young ladies realize this fact

and are being taught never to abuse this influence, still we

think that a certain delicacy would require that those who

possess this power should allow others than themselves to

call attention to the fact. We may be touchy upon the subject

but somehow or other we cannot but think it too much a
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deification of the charms of the fair sex to claim for them an

inspiring character. Certainly in view of the contradiction

contained in these articles and resting upon the known fact

that a realization of the attractions of woman tend to hamper
the efficiency of man's powers, we are led to the conclusion,

that in the principle advocated, there has been a mistake of

an encouraging friendship for inspiration. "The story of the

night wind" is a well written piece of fiction founded suffi-

ciently on truth to justify us in asserting that it assumes a

somewhat artistic nature.

We note the sound sense contained in the editorial

"Viewed objectively" and the "catchy" way of dressing an

old thought under the heading of "snap-shots."

A sister college in the sunny Southland congratulates

Fordham upon the establishment of her law and medical

schools, and assures her that nowhere will she find a more

sincere wish for their success and prosperity.

It is evidently because all interests around Fordham are

centered in these new departments that the October Monthly

assumes rather the character of an university bulletin than that

of a college journal. A lone piece of poetry, no matter what

merit it may possess, with no fiction is not enough to relieve

the monotony of a long list of heavy articles. For this reason

we find fault with this issue of The Fordham Monthly." We
may not be given to serious thought ourselves, but still we
think that, to preserve the idea of a college journal this heavy

feature of the "monthly" should be diminished.
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-*£> A SONG FOR THE SOUTH fr-«^v,^

/ have roamed thro' the East and the gorgeous wild West,

I have seen of the North what her people prize best,

But mine eyes were not dazzled, the splendor was vain—
And I longed for my sweet sunny Southland again.

O Southland, mine own land, my stveet sunny South,

Next the land of the leal is my sweet sunny South!

From the snows of Alaska to Florida's glades,

Where the tropical verdure in lustre ne'er fades,

From the Golden Gate e'en to the Hudson's broad mouth
No land can you match with the beautiful South!

O Southland, mine own land, my sweet sunny South,

Next the land of the leal is my sweet sunny South!

There glances God's sunlight on prairie and stream,

And the rice-fields and cane-brakes grow glad in his gleam;

There the Mocker trills blithely the glad summer through—
O sweet sunny Southland, my heart's still with you!

Southland, mine oivn land, my sweet sunny South,

Next the land of the leal is my sweet sunny South!

When I gaze on the banner once over thee soared,

And I brood on the heart-blood thy heroes outpoured,

Then a wild cry springs up from the heart to the mouth—
A wail for thy lost cause, my sweet sunny South!

O Southland, mine own land, my sweet sunny South,

Next the land of the leal is my sweet sunny South!
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THE NEW RECTOR OF SPRING HILL
COLLEGE

(A PERSONAL REMINISCENCE)

Were I called upon to write a biography of the new
Rector of Spring Hill College it would be the briefest and
simplest, but, at the same time, the most expressive that

could possibly be written of this extraordinary Jesuit

Father. It would run thus: Francis Xavier Twellmeyer,

born of Southern parents at Yazoo City, Miss., on June 21st,

1866; educated at St. Mary's (Jesuit) College, Kansas; en-

tered the Society of Jesus July 30th, 1885; ordained a

priest in 1900; Vice-President of Spring Hill College from
1902 to 1905; appointed Rector of Spring Hill College

March 23rd, 1907.

This is the story of his meteoric career. Rector of

Spring Hill College, the foremost Catholic institution of

learning in the South, at 40 years of age! What a wealth

of information is given in those few words! A scholar

among scholars; a leader among leaders; an executive,

spiritual and temporal, among executives; a priest among
the very elect of the priesthood

!

My present purpose, however, is not to write a bio-

graphy, but rather to give in a few words impressions of

the character of Spring Hill's new Rector.

When the boys of my class returned to the College in

September, 1891, for our year of Belles Lettres we were

happy at the thought that Mr. Twellmeyer was to be our

professor. We had been told by our predecessors that he

was "good," and the recommendation had been taken with

all the equivocation the word implies. We were not yet fully

alive to the seriousness of our business at College, and some

of us, I know, looked forward to an "easy" session with just

such work as one cared to do.

I dare say no class was ever so quickly undeceived as

ourselves. Our professor was good, truly, but we soon

learned that he could be severe when severity was required.

He set about diligently to imbue us with the idea that we
were no longer boys, but rather young men; that we were

beginning to put the "finishing touches" on our education

;
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that the time had arrived when a proper self-regard and

a due appreciation of our position should force us to do

our work without the necessity of interference or continual

reminders from him. And he accomplished his purpose.

No professor ever punished less and obtained better re-

sults. He seemed to enter into the spirit of our work; our

cares were his cares; our reverses, his reverses; our suc-

cesses, his successes. He made a study of each member of

the class, and each was handled in the way best calculated

to get results. Encouragement was his watchword, and

patience its handmaid. With these two powerful levers he

could always achieve success, even where the task appeared

hopeless.

Mr. Twellmeyer remained our professor through

Rhetoric—a period of two years. During the whole of that

time not a single unpleasantness ever occurred between a

member of our class and himself. There was a never fail-

ing good humor about him, and he possessed an ever recur-

ring smile and a quick, hearty laugh that could change the

whole current of his charge's temper, and turn the darkest

mental clouds from a gathering storm to the brightest sun-

shine. The finest tribute to him today is the love and es-

teem, I might say veneration, amounting almost to hero-

worship, which these men, who had every opportunity to

know him well, feel toward him.

Personally, my relations with Father Twellmeyer have
always been the very friendliest, and I have flattered my-
self that the feelings of genuine friendship I entertain for

him are reciprocated. And yet, on the day his appointment
was settled, he called me over to the College of the Immacu-
late Conception to meet an old friend, a member of the

clergy from another state, and I do believe the matter of his

promotion to the Rectorship of Spring Hill College would
not have been mentioned had not our mutual friend in-

formed me. I congratulated him heartily, but his only
expression was one of grave fear that a terrible mistake
had been made, and that the College he loved so well would
suffer through the change.
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Characteristic humility and self-denial! Sixteen years

have passed since I first knew him. He has now become
Very Reverend Francis Xavier Twellmeyer and experience

has possibly ripened his vigorous manhood and added its

charm to an already perfect character. Otherwise, he is the

same cool, deliberate, farsighted, gentle, kind, lovable,

pious, humble and God-fearing man.
The Old College has a master hand at the helm. Its

affairs will be administered with ability, tact and the

finest discriminating judgment. There will be no backward
step ; the slogan will be "Onward, Onward, Onward."

C. S. Hebert, '94.

AN ELIZABETHAN LYRIC.

Pray, who art thou, my pretty one,

With blushes of the morning sun?

A stranger, peradventure, thou,
If thou, in truth, wouldst know my name

:

Come, then, and make acquaintance now

;

Well am I known to thee by fame.

The arching of thy ruddy lips,

The dimples of thy pretty face,

Thy bow, thy arrows' golden tips

Proclaim thee of Olympian race.

I paint the cherries of my lips

With brightest red of blushing morn;
And from my presence friendship sips

The purest joys that life adorn.

Art thou the Cytherean's son,

Through whom the sighing lover won?

In sooth, I'm not the god of Love,

Though springing from Olympian Jove.

Behold the brightness of mine eyes,

They rival well the deep blue skies.

The god of Mirth, not Cupid I,

Who puts to flight the tear and sigh.

Robert L. Levert, '08.
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THE MAIDEN OF THE SPRING
One evening, shortly after lunch—if I can trust to my

memory it was scarcely a week after the storm of Septem-

ber, 27, 1906,—I left the yard, skipping over the partially

fallen fence, intending to take a stroll through the woods. I

had only gone a short distance when I stumbled over a pile

of debris just on the other side of the big boys' yard. Look-

ing at the trash pile somewhat carelessly, I noticed a copy

book, half buried in the mud and rotting leaves. At an-

other time, in all probability, I should have paid no atten-

tion whatever to it. I picked it up, I know not by what
freak of luck, and seating myself on an uprooted pine, I be-

gan to examine my find. Turning the leaves in rapid suc-

cession, my attention was arrested by these words: "The
Maiden of the Spring." Settling myself comfortably on the

fallen pine, I began to read the story with much interest.

As my teacher had asked me a few days previously to

contribute to The Review, it occurred to me to publish my
find, and thus save myself an amount of labor. I was so

taken up with the story that the hour of recreation had
soon come to an end.

My next thought was to bring the copy-book to my pro-

fessor. I soon found my way to his room. At the first

knock he opened the door, and I handed him the book, ask-

ing him to give the story his attention for a few minutes. I

stood watching the changes on his countenance as he

glanced over the soiled pages. At times he seemed as one

in a dream. When he had read it, he at once advised me to

publish it in The Review.

This, however, did not altogether meet with my ap-

proval. The fear of being smiled at, ridiculed and called an

over-credulous simpleton kept me back. Nevertheless,

strengthened by his friendly advice, I determined with

many misgivings to give it to the public.

I was anxious to get a clue to the date of the composi-

tion and name of its author. No clue, however, was to be

found. There was nothing definite in the copy-book or

story to show whether it had reference to the old or new
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college. From the faded paper, the rusty ink and a few-

allusions to customs prevalent here some twenty-five years

ago, I concluded that it must be twenty or more years old.

I publish the story as it read. The title, written in a

bold, free hand, was as follows:

"THE MAIDEN OF THE SPRING."

The wonderful events related within these pages will

challenge not only the astonishment but the belief of my
readers. I am prepared for criticism. My only desire is to

relate as simply, clearly and truthfully as possible the facts

as they happened to me.

The custom of camp walks is of very old standing here

at the college, and luckily it has come down to our day. In

summer, as the heat makes it very inconvenient for walking,

the boys usually prefer a bath in the lake to the ordinary

camp walk. Last year, as spring was late, the doctor would

not allow us to bathe until about the middle of May. With
the unanimous consent of our class, the April camp walk
had been purposely put off in order to enjoy a bath. After

the morning class the Vice-President gave us the much
coveted permission to take our bath.

It was an ideal May morning. The bright sun, rejoic-

ing in his glory, rode in a cloudless sky, speeding his warm
rays from the azure vault on the grass-covered earth. A
wayward mocker perched on the college cross filled the air

with floods of delirious music. His blithesome notes gave

token of the overflowing happiness of his little heart. But
our hearts were not less blithesome when the 10:45 bell

rang for study-hall, summoning our less fortunate compan-
ions to a good hour's work, and bidding us God-speed on our

morning enjoyment.

The anticipation of pleasure hurried us to the lake in

very short time. As the sun was not yet in the zenith, the

tall trees along the southern margin of the lake cast long

shadows over the water. The Hail Mary having been said

we stood on the bank waiting for the prefect's signal. No
sooner given than we were diving into the cool, blue depths

of the lake.
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Before relating the wonderful occurrence which befell

me, I shall premise a few words about myself. My charac-

ter is a compound of the serious and playful. This has often

been told me at home, when quite a child. Sometimes for

days on a stretch I am given to much seriousness, even

meditation; and when under this influence everything fails

to please me, and I find fault with everything, no matter

how perfect. When the spell has worn off, again comes

the spirit of fun, and during this time no boy is more light-

hearted, careless and reckless than I. When this serious

spell is on me, I seem to hold communion with the other

world,—the land of spirits. I do not see the airy inhabi-

tants themselves, nor do I hold direct converse with them,

but I certainly do feel their presence about me, their influ-

ence on me, and in some indescribable way I seem to take

part in their movements and thoughts. This is the most
perfect description or intimation that I can give of my own
character.

Now to continue my story. We had not been in the

water fifteen minutes, when a feeling of seriousness came
over me. All the fun of the bath was now lost to me; the

very laughter of my classmates jarred on me. Without fur-

ther thought I came out of the water, and having wrung
my bathing tights dry I sat on a long bench under the shade

of a tree near our teacher, who had accompanied us. WT
ith

a bright smile on his face he was watching the boys at their

antics in the water. Occasionally he would call my attention

to them, but I was too serious to give them much thought.

I was not melancholy, this I remember distinctly; the feel-

ing was simply inexplicable, and as usual on such occasions,

I seemed to retire into myself.

Before long I was in a deep brown reverie—entirely

unconscious of my surroundings—forgetful of my very ex-

istence. I do not know how long I remained under this

strange influence. My teacher, whose undivided attention

was concentrated on the boys at their play in the water

had evidently not heeded me. If he had he would probably
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have thought me crazy, or at least fast tending toward such

a state of mind.

When I came to myself I heaved a deep sigh as if re-

lieved of great suffering. My throat was parched and I

was very thirsty. I walked to the spring feeling very weak.

The struggle that had taken place within me had almost ex-

hausted my strength. The bright water leaping plentifully

from the spring seemed to coax me to a copious draught of

its freshness. I was too thirsty to hesitate. In a second I

was on my knees already putting my lips to the water when
I gave a sudden start and sprang to my feet.

The face of a beautiful maiden looked at me from the

water. The laughing deep blue eyes gazed straight into

mine with a trustful look. The smile of the parted rosy lips

baffles description. The rippling waters swept her waving
tresses to each side of her face, revealing a perfect fore-

head. Such is the vision that had greeted my eyes. Like a

winged dream it passed away. Again and again I looked

into the flowing waters, but the beautiful face had van-

ished.

Luckily all this had taken place without attracting the

notice of my classmates. I was recalled as from another

world by their shouts. It was time to return to the col-

lege. I left the place with great reluctance, hoping to see at

some future time this fair Maiden of the Spring.

It was now a quarter to twelve, and we slowly dragged
ourselves up the steep hill to the college. My companions
talked and laughed over their fun in the water, or sang or

whistled as their inclinations prompted them; but I was
busy with my thoughts. My lips were sealed in a great

silence.

What thoughts crowded into my mind ! How earnestly

did I long to see the Maiden of the Spring once more ! Would
I ever again feast my eyes on the splendor of her beauty?

Occupied with these thoughts I came to the college be-

fore I was aware, and the loud ringing of the Angelus bell

was announcing the hour of noon to the country around.
That whole evening and night in my waking moments and
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dreams, the beautiful face of the maiden shone before me in

her wonderful attractiveness. To my surprise my mind had

now assumed a pleasant, happy, cheerful mood. Indeed, my
whole being seemed to have undergone a spiritualizing re-

finement. This is the best interpretation I can give of the

change which had come over me.

Sundays and Thursdays are the days appointed for the

drawing classes. The following Sunday the drawing mas-

ter handed me a model, the head of a young girl. I gave a

visible start. The professor looked at me in surprise, but

to conceal my agitation I asked him whom it represented.

He told me it was the Donna Velata of Raphael, and was
taken from the Pitti gallery in Rome. It was supposed to

be the picture of Margherita Luzzi, the only woman
Raphael had ever truly loved. She had been his constant

model; he had looked upon her as the ideal of perfect wo-

manhood. He made her the type glorified in the Madonnas
di San Sisto.

After this brief explanation he asked me why I had
given such a start when he handed me the model. By this

time I had regained my composure, so I simply answered

that the face was familiar to me, and I was sure I had seen

it somewhere before. And so I had ; it was the face, the per-

fect features, of the Maiden of the Spring. With the excep-

tion of this resemblance, the model before me was a dead

picture, void of sense, feeling, life; the face in the waters

of the spring had been that of a smiling, happy, living be-

ing.

With what passionate yearning did I long once more
to bask in the sunshine of her smiles! Since she had ap-

peared to me my thoughts had been constantly occupied

with her, and my dreams had invariably been of her. To
confess the truth, I was desperately in love with the Maiden
of the Spring. She seemed to be weaving her existence

into mine.

It was the sultry month of June. The green of soring

had passed into the ripeness of summer. The mocking bird

on moonlight nights still charmed the woodlands with his
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happy music. The whippoorwill piped his weird notes from

dark to dawn. The roses filled the air with their perfumed

fragrance. Our hearts were gay, too, for the golden days of

vacation were only one month away.

One afternoon, when I was hard at work in the labora-

tory,—I distinctly remember it was Thursday,—the Vice-

President gave our class of would-be scientists the much
coveted permission of taking a bath after supper—a just

recompense for our hard work. Accordingly at half past

eight we quietly wended our way to the lake through the

dark and silent woods.

The bright moonlight slumbered on the water. My
companions had already swum across the lake, and were

bathing in the trough. I was still standing on the southern

margin near the sluice, enjoying the beauty of the moon-

light. The lofty trees cast weird, phantom-like shadows

over the water. I was about to dive, when a strange feeling-

took possession of me. My whole being seemed to be im-

pelled by an unknown force towards the center of the lake.

I looked in that direction. Again I beheld the beautiful

vision standing upright on the surface of the water.

Her eyes shone with transcendent beauty ; her glowing,

lily-white dress vied with the silvery brightness of the

moonbeams. A flashing jewel, like a bright star in the blue

depths of night, gleamed in her chestnut hair. A gold band
around her waist, which bound in her robe of flowing white,

gleamed and flashed with unwonted brilliancy. Her beauty

was simply entrancing. I stood tilled with awe and numbed
in every limb ; my eyes steadfastly fixed upon her. As she

beckoned to me she seemed by her gesture to have restored

activity to every limb of my body.

In an ecstacy of joy I wildly plunged into the waters to

reach my fair visitor. With strong, nervous strokes I

swam toward the spot where she stood. As I neared it the

vision vanished; there was nothing but the bright moon-

light dancing on the wavelets of the lake. Trembling in my
whole body I returned to the shore and dressed.
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A light was burning in Father Yenni's room when we
reached the small boys' yard ; he was probably revising his

Latin grammar. I went to bed, but did not sleep a wink
that night. The vision at the lake had burned itself into my
mind, and I wondered what it might mean. For the next

few days I lived like one in a dream; I was oftener in the

land of spirits than in this world of flesh and blood.

Other boys, under similar circumstances, would have

referred the incident to some older person, but I kept my
counsels to myself. So far I had made no one the confidant

of my secret, neither did I intend to trust it to any one.

The effects of this vision on me were many: one of

which was to excite in me a strong, calm (if this expression

be correct)
,
yearning for the company of those beings who

belong to the spiritual world.

I am now coming to the most wonderful part of my
story. The custom of picnics dates back to the foundation

days of the college. The two most important picnics were
those of the Spanish Club and the Senior Literary Society.

Of the latter I am a member. The Spanish Club is made up
of boys from Cuba, Mexico and Central America. One or

two claim chivalrous Spain as the land of their birth. For
the good of this society certain rules have been adopted,

any violation of which is subject to a fine. With the funds

thus collected the members of the club are able at the end
of the season to give a magnificent picnic. The Spanish

picnic grounds are back of the Stewart and Dawson prop-

erties.

The day appointed for the Senior Literary Society's

picnic created a great stir among the boys. The greater

part of the early morning was spent in the water. The
swim was as enjoyable as it was long. My presence at the

lake brought the recollection of the vision. Twenty times

or more I visited the spring, looked long and earnestly at

the waters as they rushed from the cavern, but no face was
there to cheer me. The waters of the lake gave back the

blue of the sky, reflected in their clear depths the cloud-

kissing pines as they shot their towering tops into the air,
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but they did not let me see the face that had now burned

itself into my very being.

The waters tumbling through the sluice into the ditch

back of the lake, and disappearing into the swamp, flow into

a large ditch on Government Road, and eventually find their

way to Dog River. Having nothing better to do I followed

the stream for quite a distance into the swamp. I carried

a large stick to defend myself against snakes, the only ter-

ror of the swamps. I had not gone very far before I ran

across a large water moccasin, a fierce enemy to encounter.

A single blow from my stick, and his villainous career had
come to an end. I threw him back into the water.

A sudden onrush as of some electric fluid went through

my whole being ; I quivered all over. A new light or gift of

sight seemed to come into my eyes, and I could look far into

the spirit land. In the middle of the stream directly facing

me, and looking straight into my face with her wonderful

eyes of heavenly brightness was the Maiden of the Spring.

I stood rooted to the spot. I could only gaze upon the beau-

tiful vision and admire.

"Beautiful Maiden, who art thou?" tremulously burst

from my lips.

how sweetly came her answer! Never did Orpheus,

in moments of greatest inspiration, call forth sweeter notes

from his lyre than sounded the heavenly melody of her

words in my ear. It had the soft cadence of distant falling

waters.

"Child of mortals," she said, "I belong to the spiritual

world, I live on a food and drink you know not of, whose

taste bestows immortality. The lovely maidens of my
father's palace in the spiritual world, so different from your

land of senses, call me Ruth which means beauty. The
task imposed on me by our great Creator is to bring the

children of men to realize and to wish to attain the destined

perfection of the human soul. As I stand before you in

my natural beauty, I symbolize—but very imperfectly—the

ideal beauty of the human soul. My mission has been to

make known to you this wonderful truth. When this life
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of fleeting breath will have fled, your soul is destined to live

on for weal or woe. It cannot, but by annihilation, die. If

you seek by earnest effort this perfection, for which you
have felt an indefinable yearning since you first saw me in

the waters of the spring, yours will be a happiness which no

man can ever wrest from you, a happiness which Heaven
alone can give : an eternity of bliss."

She bestowed upon me a radiant smile, which filled my
whole spiritual being with an inconceivable happiness.

Then with a gracious gesture of encouragement, she simply

melted into the air. She had passed through the jeweled

portals of her father's mansion. I came to myself, as it

were, renewed by the purer air of another world. A bright

sunbeam had darted through the branches of the overhang-

ing trees, and was flashing a myriad of sparkling golden

lights in the fast running waters. Overhead a cardinal,

flaming in his coat of scarlet, was piping a melody of song,

filling the swamp with the overflowing happiness of his lit-

tle heart.
Frank Olivier, '08.
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GENTLE RIVER.

Green thy banks, gentle river,

Green each bending tree,

Clear thy waters, gentle river,

Flowing to the sea.

On thy banks the swarthy Paynim
Slew his Christian foe,

On thy banks the valiant Christian

Slew his Paynim foe.

Lance and sword and cloven helmet,

And the bleeding foe,

Lie upon thy verdant borders,

Staining red thy flow.

Fierce the hatred of the warriors

Fierce their battle cry;

Fiercer still the war they waged,

Warring but to die.

With fierce cry the Paynim warriors

Rush'd upon the ranks

Of the valiant Spanish heroes,

Marshall'd on thy banks.

At their head the dark-soul'd Ali,

Clad in gleaming steel,

Laugh'd to scorn the Christian dying

'Neath his charger's heel.

Flashing in the morning sunlight

Like a wall of steel,

Stern and silent stood the peerless

Heroes of Castile.
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Through the green and pleasant woodlands

Rang their battle cry;

And the Spaniard, fighting vainly,

Battl'd but to die.

Clash of steel and shout of hatred,

Neigh of plunging steed

:

Swarthy Paynim, Christian hero

Wrought his mighty deed.

Deep the shades of night that darkle

On thy stream of blood;

Deeper still the shades that slumber

Through thy silent wood.

Low the sobbing of thy waters

;

Low the sough of trees

;

Low the music of thy runnels;

Low the sighing breeze.

Silent now the field of carnage,

Friend and foe at rest;

Softly falls the dew of heaven

On our warriors blest.

Red thy banks, gentle river,

Red thy foaming flood

;

Vengeful Paynim, Christian warrior

Shed each other's blood.

Lester L. Bordelon, '08.
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A PLEA FOR A WATERWAY FROM THE
LAKES TO THE GULF

Our country is blessed with a magnificent system of

waterways as no other country on the globe. We have long

been aware of this truth, but if we were not, the population

and prosperity of the Mississippi Valley would furnish am-
ple proof of it. For more than half a century we have been

railroad-mad, sacrificing to speed in transportation the

more easy and natural manner of traffic, and along with it,

our independence as customers ; till now the railroads have

so firm a hold upon the throat of the people that the in-

tervention of the federal government is necessary to free us

from the monster's grasp. We culpably neglected and
slighted the natural advantages with which Providence has

endowed us, and now we are reaping the fruit of our neg-

lect. The prosperous Northeast purposely left us to our

blindness ; it was to its interest to do so, as all the trade con-

tinued to flow through the channels whose outlets were the

cities of the North Atlantic seaboard.

But fortunately we have at last been awakened from
the fatal stupor which was working our ruin, by the present

congestion of the railroads. We have at length realized that

they are inadequate to handle all the travel and traffic of

our great land.

The important question before us and before the coun-

try itself is the comparative merits of water and rail as

means of transportation. It vitally affects the prosperity

of the Mississippi basin; but never before, as it does now,

with the project of the opening, in the not very distant fu-

ture, of the Panama Canal.

The Mississippi Valley has the grandest system of wa-
terways on earth. The Mississippi itself stretches its

mighty arm, the Missouri, to the great Northwest, and its

other arm, the Ohio, to the prosperous Northeast; and its

tributaries down as far as the Gulf drain the chief cotton

states of the South.

This river at present has 15,000 miles of navigable wa-
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ter. Its headwaters extend from New York State on the

east to Western Montana on the west; from British Ameri-

ca on the north, to the Gulf of Mexico on the south. It

drains nearly one-half the United States. It touches thirty

states, two territories and two provinces of British Ameri-

ca. Only nine states to the east and seven to the west lie

entirely beyond the bounds of this great basin.

The project for the improvements necessary to give di-

rect communication between the Great Lakes and the Gulf

by way of the Mississippi, was laid before Congress by
Congressman Lorimer, the representative from Chicago.

This would provide a great interior waterway, whereby the

heavier freights could be shipped seaboard free and inde-

pendent of the railroads.

The proposed water route is from Lake Michigan

through the Chicago drainage canal, which was recently

deepened and extended into a navigable canal; thence into

the Desplaines river to the Illinois and Michigan canals,

the Illinois river, down the latter stream to the Mississippi,

and down the Mississippi to the Gulf.

The projected water route was submitted to Congress,

received a favorable report, and the cost was estimated. A
14-foot waterway from Chicago to St. Louis would cost, ac-

cording to the War Department engineers, not more than

$30,000,000 ; a veritable trifle for such an inestimable boon

to traffic.

By uniting the Great Lakes to the Mississippi, we have

Chicago, the city second in size in the United States, and a

great Northern emporium, united to New Orleans, a South-

ern emporium, to say nothing of the hundreds of other im-

portant cities along these routes.

This channel would immensely benefit Chicago, St.

Louis and New Orleans ; it would likewise greatly lessen the

cost of the transportation of commerce to the merchants of

the upper Mississippi; particularly the flour and wheat
men and shippers of other heavy products of St. Paul and
Minneapolis, since where there is competition there the

freight rates are cheaper.
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It would facilitate the marketing in Chicago and St.

Louis of the products of the Ohio, Tennessee, Arkansas and

Red River Valleys, and thus would become a greater incen-

tive to Western commerce than even the Panama Canal.

The rivers that are of greatest use as highways of

trade, are those which are deep and slow, and which flow

through the most productive regions. They are doubly use-

ful if they flow in the direction in which live most of the

people who are to use the products, or who are to send back

goods for the people along the great rivers.

Thus the broad Mississippi and its far-reaching tribu-

taries flow through the central portion of our country,

where there are extensive grain fields, magnificent forests,

endless prairies of grazing lands, boundless areas of cotton

fields, miles upon miles of sugar plantations, and innumer-

able cities having large mills and workshops.

Immense quantities of products are therefore freighted

on these streams. The lower part of the main river is

broad and deep, so that the large trans-Atlantic, and what
will be not long hence, trans-Pacific liners, and all sorts of

ocean-plying vessels may go many miles up the stream to

unload the imports they have brought, and to take on ar-

ticles of export.

On the other hand the Great Lakes, lying as they do

along the northeast border of the most fertile part of our

country, are of more value to trade than any other lake

route, or even any other river route at present in the world.

Not far from the shores of these lakes are wheat and corn

fields, pastures, coal mines, iron mines, copper mines, oil

wells and large manufacturing cities.

Now, with these two great water systems united, what
will be the result? No one can estimate the good to be de-

rived by all the sections of the country. Even the wildest

dreams of enthusiasts will fall far short of the reality. With

the surplus products of the country floated seaboard

free down to the Gulf, and then freighted through

the Panama Canal to South America and to Asia great

trade will be built up with those lands, and the rates of
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transportation to European countries will be greatly re-

duced.

As an instance of the benefit to be derived from the in-

crease in the use of the waterway to the Gulf, I shall cite a

few figures in the case of grain alone. The yearly average

on grain shipped via the Mississippi from St. Louis to New
Orleans, and thence by ocean to Liverpool for the five years

from 1898 to 1903 inclusive, was 10.99 cents per bushel;

and for the same period the rate by rail to New York and

thence by water to Liverpool, was 16.33 cents, a difference

of 5.34 cents per bushel in favor of the water route, and a

saving to the valley states farmers of over $100,000,000 a

year. Finally, the water rate is only 1-6 as high as the rate

by rail, and every dollar spent in the improvement of the

waterways means a saving in rates of $6 per year. Is this

not a good investment?

Eighty millions of dollars it would cost to dig a 14-foot

channel from Chicago to New Orleans. A large sum, it is

true; but when each dollar expended would mean a saving

to the people of $6, who would hesitate to endorse the ex-

penditure? No American who has the best interests of his

country at heart, certainly.

What must be done to secure this waterway is the

question now. In the first place we must keep on impor-

tuning Congress for the appropriation. Secondly, we must
stand shoulder to shoulder in the fight against the railroads,

our rivals. Most of these railroads are controlled by the

capitalists of the wealthy Northeast.

Of course, if the rivers are left unimproved, these few
Northeastern States will gain, while the rest of the country

loses. But are these few states to defeat the whole United
States? It cannot be. So let us stand together, and make
our desires known and listened to by Congress. I shall

conclude with the words of Congressman Ransdell, of

Louisiana: "I am no prophet, yet methinks I shall live to

see the day when stately vessels, loaded at Buffalo, Cleve-

land, Detroit, Milwaukee, Duluth and Chicago, with the rich

products of the mines, the factories and the fields of the
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great North and West, will float through a canal, and down
the Father of Waters to Memphis, Vicksburg, New Orleans,

Mobile, Tampa and Galveston, returning thence laden with
the commerce of the South, and the whole earth coming to

our shores from Europe, across the Atlantic and through
the Panama Canal from far-off Asia, South America, our
Western coast, and the islands of the seas."

D. L. Austin, '08.

"LA XTABAI"*
A LEGEND OF THE MAYAS.

The charming legend of "La Xtabai" dates from the

conquest of the Yucatan peninsula by Francisco de los

Montejos. "La Xtabai" is the wraith of a beautiful Maya
maiden, who had been unhappy in her love. Of the origin of

her appearance among the Indians nothing definite is

known beyond the fact that she had been a beautiful prin-

cess, the daughter of a powerful Maya cacique, and had been

deprived, by some untoward accident, of her handsome,

youthful lover. Her ghost haunts the forests of her native

land, frequently appearing to the Indians, even in their

homes, seemingly courting their society. The praises of her

beauty by those who claim to have seen her are exaggerated

and stamp the legend at once as fabulous. She is a bene-

ficent spirit, bringing consolation to those to whom she

manifests herself. Once only has she ever been known to

cause sorrow to a human being, and this fact will be the

theme of the present article. The Maya Indians believe

firmly in the reality of "La Xtabai."

In the northeastern corner of what is now Campeche
is the small village of Bolonchenticul. At the time of the in-

cident I wish to relate, Bolonchenticul was made up of some

fifty huts, whose walls were of sun-baked clay, thatched

with dry straw. In the center of the village was the plaza,

Pronounced "La Shtabi."
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a large, open space, in which the superstitious Indians had
erected altars to their gods.

One evening, as a legend of "La Xtabai" tells us, the

Indians had gathered in the plaza in large numbers to cele-

brate the feast of one of their gods. These feasts, before

the conquest, were often the witnesses of bloody sacrifices,

as the Mayas, like their northern brethren, the Aztecs,

would offer human beings, usually captives taken in battle,

as holocausts to their gods. When human beings were
wanting, animals and fruits were the offerings. The con-

version of the Mayas to Christianity put an end to these

terrible pagan rites. It was their custom immediately after

the offering of the sacrifice to solemnize the feast still more
by a wild, weird dance called "la jarana." Notice of the

celebration had been sent to the neighboring villages, and
the Indians, decked out in their best holiday apparel, had
responded to the invitation, and were now a noisy and mot-

ley attired multitude thronging the plaza.

Chan, an Indian some thirty years of age, tall of stature

and stout of form, bethought himself of inviting to the ball

the kind master on whose henequen plantation he worked.

Chan was dressed in his best clothes ; the richest his ward-
robe afforded him: a ragged but clean shirt, for he had
learned this element of civilization from the conquerors of

his country; a common pair of jean trousers rolled up to the

knees, and a broad-brimmed straw hat. The plantation was
some five miles and more from the village, and to bring his

master in state to the ball, Chan would, by all means, hire a

bolan for the occasion. The bolan is a carriage of rather

primitive construction. It had been in use among the na-

tives long before the conquest, and is today the principal

means of conveyance used by the wealthy Spanish planters

and the inhabitants of the country towns.

The description of the bolan will not be out of place. Its

make up is as follows: Two strong wheels of solid wood,

sawed from a large tree, to whose axle have been strongly

nailed two poles of some eight feet in length, the axle be-

ing almost midway btween the two extremities of the poles.
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The longer portion of the poles is used as shafts to which

as many as three mules are hitched. To the smaller portion

and some two feet beyond the axle on the larger por-

tion, four pieces of strong sapling two or three feet in

length are nailed perpendicularly. These are held fast at

the top by strong ropes on which the body of the wagon, six

feet in length by four in width, rests as on springs. The top

of the bolan is curved and its framework is of flexible vine.

Today it is covered with canvas; formerly it was covered

with strongly woven straw. The opening in front is left

undisturbed, that in the rear is closed by a flap. There are

no seats within, but a stout mattress fills the floor of the

bolan. There are pillows to ensure better comfort. The
traveller lies down during his journey; the driver sits on

the mattress.

Having hired the bolan, Chan drove in the direction of

the plantation. It was quite late when he set out. The
night was dark, heavy, threatening clouds shutting out all

light of stars and moon. The large trees and thick leaves

of the tropical forest made the gloom more intense. The
creaking of his cumbersome vehicle, the breathing of his

mules, the not unpleasant murmur of the night wind in the

tree-tops, and the shrill piping of a thousand insects were
the only noises to break the great stillness of the night.

Chan was an Indian, and had an Indian's heart. By
this I mean to say he was a brave man; in fact, he knew
not what fear meant, if we except the fear that comes from
deeply seated superstition. Like all his fellow Indians, Chan
was superstitious, and one of his bugbears was "La
Xtabai," for it was a tradition in his family that she bore
its members a special grudge. Chan had accomplished
about one-half of his journey when an indefinable feeling

of discomfort began to creep over him. It was not fear, it

was rather nervousness. The discordant noises of the in-

sect concert jarred on his nerves and made him wish him-
self already on the farther side of the swamp which lay be-
tween him and his employer's plantation. More than once
he found his hands tighten on the reins and his eyes peering
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in the almost palpable darkness of the forest. He became
angry with himself, for he could not remember ever having

felt like this before.

He was midway in the swamp and his nervousness at

the highest point of tension when he became conscious of a

supernatural presence, and at no great distance from him
he heard a not unpleasant voice singing a sweet and tender

melody. Every word came very distinctly to his ear. It

was a woman's voice, and the burden of her ditty was a la-

ment of love.

Chan trembled in every fibre of his body, for he needed

no one to tell him who might be the owner of the sweet

voice. He was too familiar with the traditions and the folk-

lore of his people.

"La Xtabai!" fell from his cold lips. His teeth chat-

tered.

A short distance ahead of him there was a small clear

space, in the center of which stood a large seib tree. A rift

in the clouds permitted a stray moonbeam to light up the

glade for a while. The silvery ray fell on the wraith of the

unhappy Indian maiden, bringing her distinctly into view.

There she stood in the soft moonlight singing her mournful
threnody.

As the bolan emerged from the darkness of the swamp
into the moonlit glade, "La Xtabai" seemed to notice, for the

first time, the intruder on her solitude. Chan sat immova-
ble, his eyes fixed on the apparition. As if welcoming an

expected friend, she walked unhesitatingly to the vehicle.

Her bearing was graceful, unaffected, even confiding.

The legend of her wondrous beauty was true. She was

a maiden of some sixteen years of age, tall and of graceful

shape, with a face almost faultless in its perfection of out-

line, but stamped with an expression of melting sorrow.

Her large lustrous eyes seemed at times aglow with the fire

of insanity, and again they would become as soft as those

of any love-pining maiden. Her hair, rich and abundant,

was as black as a raven's wing, and, braided in one large
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tress, was held fast in a bow-knot at the back of her head

by a ribbon after the fashion of the maidens of her country,

called a "dtuch." Every now and then she would brush

back from her shapely forehead, with a rough wooden comb
she held in her hand, the rich black locks that escaped from
their fastening. Her dress, a sleeveless gown, styled by the

natives "hipil," was of white flax and fell loosely about her,

reaching a little below her knees, Its lower rim was
adorned with beautiful designs, a fashion obtaining to this

day with the Maya and Mestizo women. Her dress was
singular in this respect. A large square hole was cut into

the top of the garment for the admission of the head, and
there was no other opening. It was not made as is the mod-
ern dress. Her beautiful neck was thus left free and ex-

posed to view. Beneath this dress, she wore an under gar-

ment, the "justan," also white, which fell to her feet, barely

leaving them visible. She wore a rather singular ornament.

Two large cocoa-nut palm leaves hung from her shoulders

in lieu of a mantle.

For a moment Chan was as one dead. It was only for

a moment, however; for, recovering his presence of mind,

he called to his mules, but "La Xtabai," anticipating him,

stepped quickly forward and with a firm hold grasped the

bridle of the mule nearest her and stopped the further

progress of the bolan. The next moment the beautiful

wraith was seated beside Chan in the bolan. She threw
her arms about his neck and gently drawing to her the now
thoroughly frightened Chan, she addressed him in a sweetly

chiding voice.

"Oh, my beloved, why are you mad with me? Do you
no longer love me? Come with me to my bower."

As in a dream, Chan followed her from the bolan, and
taking him by the hand, she led him quite a distance from
the highway. A few moments of walking brought them to

a large cave, of whose existence Chan was entirely ignorant.

"Drink, sweetheart," and the fair apparition offered

the dazed Indian a cocoa-nut cup filled with "xtabentum," a

strong beverage, and very much prized by the Mayas.
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Chan would not taste. He feared it was some mysteri-

ous drink which would work him harm.

"Do you despise this delicious xtabentum, even when I

give it to you ?" asked the lovely spirit.

Chan was inexorable, and silently pushed away the

hand that offered him the drink.

With flashing eyes and dilating nostrils, "La Xtabai"

dashed the cup to the ground and fiercely hissed : "Be thou

accursed!"

Then suddenly throwing her arms around his neck, she

drew Chan to her and planted two burning kisses on his

face, one on each cheek, and vanisned into thin air.

Coming to himself, Chan ran as fast as his legs would
carry him toward the place where he had left his bolan. It,

too, had disappeared. Terror gave wings to his feet. He
never ceased running until he stood, panting and breath-

less, in the plaza, surrounded by his friends, eager to learn

the reason of his terror.

His cheeks were on fire, and where the ghostly maiden
had imprinted her passionate kisses two large festering

sores had appeared. His friends tried to reassure him, but

the cancerous wounds bore witness to the fearful super-

natural occurrence, and their words of consolation failed of
their purpose.

Two days later Chan died in great agony.

Ermilo E. Escalante, '08.
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THE FALL OF TENOCHTITLAN
I.

AFTER THE BATTLE

The lengthening shades of evening fall

From tow'ring tree and mountain wall;

The west'ring sun sinks down afar

Behind yon frowning cliff and scar;

The angry guns have ceas'd to roar,

The battle shout is heard no more

;

The spiral smoke ascends on high,

And spreads athwart the darkling sky;

The lurid flames of burning homes
Are painting red the starry domes

;

The Spaniards for the night encamp,

In street and alley, dark and damp

;

At anchor, in the Aztec bay
The Spanish galleys idly sway.

His slaughter'd friends, his home ablaze

—

How breaks the Indian's heart to gaze

Upon this ruthless ruin done

From break of morn to set of sun

!

To secret nook he fiercely glides

Where owlets dwell, the brown bat hides,

Through patient hours there he'll lurk

To twang his bow with deadly work.

The city has become the grave

Of Aztec warriors, true and brave.

The streets are silent, all is still

As mossy grove or lonely hill.

The moon climbs up the eastern sky,

She bids the wounded hero die;

Her chasten'd light to him is balm,

As heaven-sent, his soul to calm.

Through rifts of smoke a dancing ray

Gleams brightly on the silver bay.

The lamps of night are dimly seen,
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Piercing through the murky screen.

But what is this that rends the air ?

A bullet here, an arrow there.

Some hapless victim's death it bears,

Nor Spaniard, nor brave Indian spares

;

A Spaniard, now an Aztec's heart

Clean cloven by the deadly dart.

And each in turn his vengeful cry

Sends up unto the ruddy sky.

The Indians to their altars bear

A captive of the valley fair

;

His heart they tear from bleeding breast,

He groans, he screams—he is at rest!

Hark ! from the stately palace grey
There softly steals a tender lay

—

As softly as the wind that blows

And of its sweetness robs the rose

:

Now soft, now low, it fuller grows
(Such music only sorrow knows),

Until the vocal woods again

Re-echo back its sad refrain.

Robert M. Breard, Jr., '08.

II.

THE SONG

The wail of sorrow fills the halls

Of Montezuma's home;
His children, as the alien's thralls,

Are driven forth to roam.

Our hearts are rent with anguish keen,

And tears have dimm'd our eyes;

Such woes our fathers ne'er have seen

As on us now arise.

Across the stream of Tlaloc deep

The wraith of Tenoch stands;
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He bids the conquer'd Aztec weep,

He counts the captive bands.

He sees the setting Aztec star,

He hears the cry of woe,

For o'er his city rolls the war
That lays it ever low.

Albert J. Danos, '08.

III.

THE COUNCIL HALL

A throng of warriors fills the hall,

Assembl'd at their monarch's call

;

A band of sturdy champions, they,

Defeated, yet they stand at bay.

'Tis not to feast at festive board

—

They come with shield and plume and sword,

—

Fierce anger flames in heart and eye,

'Tis theirs to do, 'tis theirs to die.

Their slaughter'd comrades strew the strand,

Brave victims of the Spaniard's brand

;

The Aztec warrior comes to die,

He wills with butcher'd friends to lie

:

To join their souls beyond the sky

—

His prayer, his hope, his purpose high.

From ceiling and from pictur'd wall

A thousand lamps light up the hall

And fling their streams of golden light

On warrior faces, stern and white

;

On faces white, but not through fear

Of foemen that are lurking near.

To men who think and purpose high,

Untarnish'd name and kindred tie

Are things of worth, e'en as the sky

:

For these they strive, for these they die.

Encircl'd by a thousand brands

The valiant Guatimozin stands,
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The champion of his country's fate,

The object of the Spaniard's hate.

Deep silence falls upon the throng

As loudly peals the golden gong

;

Then from his throne the martial king

Speaks to the eager warrior ring.

"What man loves not his country's fame?
What man hates not his country's shame?
'Tis when she feels the tyrant's heel,

Her hero girds his limbs with steel,

He braves the fierce invader's wrath

,

He spurns the dastard from his path;

And if the direful need arise,

He thinks it far the greater prize

That his heart's blood should stain her soil

Than she become th' invader's spoil.

The Spaniard dreams, when morning grey

Will usher in another day
The Aztec will become his prey

Resist him bravely, though he may.

The hunter oft has miss'd his prey,

For fierce the stag when brought to bay.

The swift gazelle will flee her foe,

The wounded bear will stretch him low.

The captive squirrel loves its cage,

The captive panther dies for rage.

We must not fear the battle cry

:

Base serfdom, never! Better die!"

A thousand falchions brightly flash,

A thousand falchions loudly clash,

A thousand echoes voicing back

The firm resolve to meet attack.

"Lead in the seer," the monarch cries

:

The prophet stands before their eyes.

Patout Burguieres, '08.
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IV.

THE PROPHECY

"Attend to my words, my prince, my king

!

For harsh are the notes your lov'd prophet must sing

;

And deep from my breaking heart wells up a cry

:

The woes of my people afar I descry.

The veil of the future is torn from my eye,

The doom of the Aztec is writ in the sky

!

Of my country, King, the dread secrets I see,

And I shudder to know what her ending will be.

The darkness of death and the shadows of night

Are the signs that I read in the proud stranger's might.

Through the mists of the future, in this night of woe,

I can see the bright torch of the conqueror glow.

Do you see yon proud steed plunging madly in fright ?

How red is the carnage of chieftain and knight

!

The Spaniard has slain Guatimozin's brave bands,

And our leaders have fall'n beneath his strong hands.

Like the red lightning's glare painting hell on the sky

Brightly rises the flame of our dwellings on high

;

Like the new risen sun gleam the shields and the swords

In the light of the torrent engulfing our hordes.

'Tis the wrath of the gods that upon us descends

;

They grind us : Oh, fierce is the weight of their hands

!

Anthony Vizard, '08.
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THE FIRST ACADEMY
AN IMAGINARY ADDRESS

Rev. Fathers, Gentlemen and My Dear Young Friends

:

We are assembled at this festive board today to cele-

brate the golden jubilee of the Academy. I feel proud and

highly flattered to have been chosen as the orator of the

day; the more so, as some pleasant and tender remem-
brances come to my mind. That I was pleased when I re-

ceived the kind invitation of your committee not only to be

present, but likewise to address you at the Jubilee Banquet
is to give mild expression to my feelings. Rest assured, this

is one of the pleasant events of my life I wish to cherish

during the few remaining years I have yet to spend with

my friends.

That an old man is garrulous is proverbial; that his

garrulity is always pleasing may be doubted. When I be-

hold the youthful faces of the present members of the

academy—their smiling lips, their sparkling eyes—I am car-

ried back in thought many, many years, and I see other

faces and other surroundings. As I retrace in thought the

path I have travelled this past half century, I shall ask you
to accompany me on my journey. I have no choice in the

matter, as the committee wished me "to say a few words on
the First Academy." My subject, then, must be "The First

Academy."

Fifty years ago, five young aspirants to fame launched
the vessel of the Senior Academy on a rather rough sea of
mingled doubt and hope, to be tossed hither and thither by
the unpleasant waves of opposition and criticism. Ours was
a storm-built ship. With the determination to conquer as
our polar star, and noble, generous college boys as our crew,
we braved storm and calm, wind and wave of sneer and
taunt and criticism, until our gallant vessel, sailing wing
and wing, rode into the peaceful haven of- success.

In those days of boyish ardor and enthusiasm, life

pulsed and throbbed in every limb and vein. We had suf-
fered no great disappointments, so we feared no great re-
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verses. Were these light-hearted, generous founders of

the Academy here today they would be able to tell you of the

hard lessons the selfish world has taught them and which
you have yet to learn. Old Father Time, as youthful

rhetoricians love to style him, has not dealt lightly with the

founders of "The First Academy." As you see, he has in-

trenched my face with the scars of care, and he has flecked

my hair with the snows of seventy winters. He has robbed

my knees of their strength and my limbs of their fleetness,

and these young gentlemen, glorying in the pride of their

youthful muscles, will smile and wonder when I tell them
that this white-haired Jesuit father, seated at the head of

the table, and myself were the fleetest runners and the best

football players of the college.

Eheu, fugaces, Postume, Postume,

Labuntur anni!

When we translated Horace in those old days I did not

think I should quote him at the Golden Jubilee Banquet of

the Academy.
And what of our other three fellow-founders?

You have the letter of one bearing the postmark of Merida,

excusing his inability to be present because of the increas-

ing infirmities of old age and the difficulties of such a long

journey. The remains of the other two are mouldering in

their soldier graves, one in the mountains of Tennessee, the

other rocked by the restless surge of the Atlantic. When
the tocsin of war shrieked its shrill summons to arms, we
thought it our duty to answer our country's call, and enthu-

siastically did we march away to repel the invader. He
who sleeps in far Tennessee, awaiting the reveille of the

resurrection, died in my arms. We were returning from a

raid into Kentucky. A fierce and vengeful foe, eager to re-

capture the cattle we were driving before us, hung on our

rear. We were making for the defiles of the mountains, on

the other side of which we expected to meet our command.
One evening—I remember well, it was the hour of sunset

—

just as our rear guard entered the narrow defile, our ene-

mies attacked us viciously, and he, who had been so many
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years my companion, fell mortally wounded at my side. I

held him in my arms, as his blood, in large drops, pattered

on the dry autumn leaves. To cool his fevered lips, I gave

him the few drops of tepid water I had in my canteen. His

eyes opened wide, he clasped his feeble arms around my
neck and whispered: "Mother, good night!" We buried

him quickly in the shadow of a boulder, where his bones

are still peacefully lying. Forgive this tear, my friends, it

comes unbidden, but he was my friend, my college mate,

and the youngest of the founders of the "First Academy."

Unwittingly I have called the tear of sympathy to your

eye ; such was not my intention, but the death of the young-

est of the first members of the Academy I did not think I

could pass over in silence.

And what motives prompted us to found the Academy ?

The same motives which in later years prompted you to be-

come its members. Wherever a Jesuit college has been es-

tablished there we may look for a literary academy. The
Jesuit fathers are too experienced masters in the science of

education to neglect so powerful an auxiliary as a literary

and debating society. They know that their pupils will one

day tread different paths of life, some following the bent of

their mercantile inclinations, others plucking the laurels of

glory in the commonwealth of the liberal professions, but

all, without exception, turning to incalculable good the men-
tal training they will "have received in the days of their

youth. The purpose, then, of these literary academies is to

accustom young men to public speaking, to sharpen their

wits that they may use to advantage the keen-edged weapon
of ready answer in debate, and to impart to their esthetic

sensibilities a faultless taste and appreciation for the true

and the beautiful in art and literature. And, believe me,

you younger members of the Academy, as your elders at

this festive board will bear me out, you will be called upon
on more than one occasion in the years to come, to draw up-

on the knowledge and skill you are now acquiring. It is

then you will fully appreciate the noble devotion of your

Jesuit teachers ; it is then you will thank them for the lofty
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ideals and standards of Christian principles and morality

they held up to you for imitation.

It is your duty, young men, to keep up the high ideal

with which, fifty years ago, we founded the "First

Academy."
John B. Wogan, '08.

THE DYING SOLDIER

I am dying, mother, dying!

From the sword-gash in my side

Ebbs the crimson stream of life.

I am dying, mother, dying!

And my wound, it opens wide:

I received it in the strife.

In the battle-front I stood:

Face to face I met the foe,

In the deadly battle-fight.

From the cannon-belted wood

We were driven, forc'd to go:

We, who fought for home and right.

I am dying, mother, dying!

From the lovely sunlit skies

Silver-winged angels call.

I am dying, mother, dying!

From this earth my spirit hies

To the bright celestial hall.

J. M. Supple, '08.
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THE KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
(By M. Mahorner, Jr., State Deputy Supreme Knight of

Alabama.)

It seems but meet and proper that an article on the

Knights of Columbus should be prefaced with a short sketch

of the life and character of that distinguished mariner,

great explorer and eminent Christian gentleman whose

name is emblazoned upon the Order's banner, and whose

chief aim in life is today its proudest heritage—the exten-

sion of God's kingdom on earth.

It is unnecessary to dwell at length upon the events of

Columbus' career. The disputed year of his birth; the

picturesque Genoese childhood imbued with the restless

spirit of maritime adventure so peculiar to the age and place

;

the youthful struggles with Latin, Geometry and Astrono-

my; the short merchant voyages upon the Mediterranean;

the daring Portuguese explorations along the African coast

which led him towards Lisbon about the year 1470 ; the con-

viction of the earth's spherical shape which began to dawn
upon his mind four years later; the eighteen anxious years

devoted to acquiring a means of carrying out his dauntless

scheme of traversing the Atlantic; the embarkation under
Castilian colors on the 3rd day of August, 1492 ; the many
weeks of baffled hope spent in sailing westward over the

trackless wastes of an unknown sea; the contentious mur-
murs of a dissatisfied crew with which he had to contend;

and last, the persevering constancy and undaunted resolu-

tion which finally crowned his efforts with success, and
brought him to the verdant shores of the New World on the

12th day of October, 1492—is all too well known to be re-

counted in the pages of a College Album.
Yet, it is not only from the historian's point of view

that we are to study the life of this great man, and for our
present purpose I must ask the reader to look beyond the
mere charm of adventure that has tended to immortalize
the name of Christopher Columbus, and find in his wonder-
ful accomplishments something greater, far, than a desire
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for notoriety, glory or wealth. In the words of His Holi-

ness, the late Pope Leo XIII, "This is not to say, indeed,

that he was not in any way influenced by the very praise-

worthy desire to be master of science, to deserve the ap-

proval of society, or that he despised the glory which is or-

dinarily the stimulus to elevated minds, or that he did not

regard his personal interests. But above all these human
reasons, the religious motive was supreme, and it was this,

without any doubt, which sustained his spirit and his will,

and which frequently, in the midst of extreme difficulties,

filled him with consolation. He felt that his plan, the pur-

pose fixed deeply in his heart, was to open the way for the

Gospel in new lands and over untried seas."

We see him, therefore, from childhood, a devout Catho-

lic, never wavering in his duties to his country or his God.

A bitter opponent to heresies of whatever hue, a most sin-

cere and ardent worker for the propagation of the faith

throughout pagan and savage lands. Living at the time of

the fierce struggle for supremacy between the Christian and
the infidel Moor, he hoped to help conquer the latter by
bringing to the Spanish monarchs new found wealth and
loyal subjects. From early youth, throughout life, in time

of adversity as well as during prosperity—a sincere, devout

Christian, imbued with a spirit of loyal devotion to Mother
Church which may yet raise him to a niche of sainthood in

her sacred altars, was the Columbus who has been adopted

as the patron of the noble Order which bears his name.

Guided by the lasting example of Columbus' Christian

fortitude and loyalty to the ancient Church were a small

body of good Catholics, who under the leadership of Rev.

Michael J. McGivney, assembled in the year 1882 at New
Haven, Conn., and founded the Knights of Columbus. Then,

it was not contemplated that the Order would grow to be of

more than local importance; but so well and wisely was it

created for the betterment of Catholic conditions and the

furtherance of its own loyal purposes, and so great was the

crying need of an organization of its character, that its

growth has been phenomenal in so short a time, comprising
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as it does today more than one hundred and seventy thou-

sand loyal members throughout the breadth of America, and

in its march of conquest maintaining councils in Canada,

Mexico, Cuba and the distant Philippines. Founded upon

principles of the highest social, fraternal and religious

worth, and supported by the faith of the Catholic Church,

the Knights of Columbus stand forth, pre-eminent among
the social organizations of the world, unshaken by even a

suggested prophecy of dissolution. Its members are gathered

as chivalrous cavaliers about the round table of religious

supremacy, wearing as their armor, charity, unity and

brotherly love.

In its charity the Order seeks to follow the true mean-

ing of that great virtue in its broadest sense. It is not

limited to the mere assistance of its members, and those de-

pendent upon them, in the material wants and necessities of

life, but reaches out in generous consideration of all worthy

purposes promulgated by civilized mankind. There are fra-

ternal insurance features maintained by the Order which

offer absolute protection to the families of the policy-hold-

ers—the reserve fund today amounting to nearly $2,000,-

000.00, and the system having been declared by expert actu-

aries to be the strongest in the world. In times of disaster

there is an immediate material response by the Order to the

cry of distress. The National Council voted $100,000.00 for

the relief of California Knights who had suffered in the

time of earthquake and fire.

Nor is the Order's substantial aid confined to its own
ranks, for besides lending its assistance, financially and
otherwise, to many worthy purposes of local and national

importance, it often performs some noble act of charity that

claims the admiration of the world. Only a few years ago

when the great Catholic University at Washington, tottered

for the moment upon the brink of financial ruin, the

Knights of Columbus came to her relief with one check for

the sum of $50,000.00.

These are but instances of the Order's work as a char-

itable organization; many others of greater significance

might be recounted.
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As to its unity I may very aptly quote the words of

Cicero : "They who are thus leagued in reciprocal support

and encouragement of each others moral ambition may be

considered as setting out together in the best company and

on the surest road towards those desirable objects in which

nature has placed the supreme felicity of man." This may
apply to all social and fraternal organizations, but in order

to have the strength of unity there must necessarily be

unity of mind as to the purpose sought, unity of principle,

and above all unity in religious faith.

All this is found in the society of which I write. In

fact, the Church is the real source of the Knights of Colum-

bus' strength and power. The consistency, uniformity and

immutability of her doctrines are the sinew and bone upon

which the Order is built. It is this religious harmony, un-

disturbed by the spirit of dissension, that alone makes it

possible for any organization of men to attain the concor-

dant unity of which the Knights of Columbus so proudly

boast. Life, to be seriously and properly regarded, must be

considered as but a short period of probation for the eternal

ages which lie beyond. So the efforts of men which seek

not the accomplishment of something other than the mere
temporary satisfaction of worldly gain and sensuous pleas-

ure, are destined to bear but fruitless blossoms to be scatter-

ed by the transitional whims of every succeeding genera-

tion. As with individuals, so with their organizations

—

unless their purposes extend beyond the material things of

life, and their aims reach out into spiritual realms, they

will, in time, be swept from their shallow foundations by
the ever changeful tide of human events. These undoubted
truths were thoroughly appreciated by the founders of the

Order, and in planning for the permanency of the great so-

ciety which will ever be a lasting monument to their mem-
ory, they wisely required, as the first qualification for mem-
bership, practical Catholicity. And so, a good Knight of

Columbus, is likewise a true Knight of the Church.
And here, too, is the secret of its brotherly love. Re-

ligious sympathy; spiritual harmony; cordial recognition
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and appreciation of the same Christian doctrine. In this,

lies the only true, unselfish brotherly love. All of this is

found among the Knights of Columbus. Therefore, in its

brotherly love it stands for something more than mere so-

cial and friendly intercourse between a body of congenial

men. It looks beyond the mere courteous recognition, by

one man of the rights and privileges of another. It calls for

more than a passing sympathy for the afflicted. It em-

braces all of this, and goes out beyond this world upon the

silent wings of prayer into the mystic realms of eternity,

to aid and comfort the souls of the departed.

As to the Knights of Columbus' form of government,

it is purely democratic. The board of government with

headquarters at New Haven, Conn., is known as the Nation-

al Council. It is presided over, and in full charge of, a Su-

preme Knight, the chief administrative officer of the Order,

and is composed of all national officers ex officio, and lep-

resentatives of the respective State Councils, which, in like

manner, are made up of representatives from the local

councils. The State Deputy Supreme Knight is the execu-

tive officer of the State Council, and the representative of

the National Council in his State.

There is a National Board of Directors, with full super-

vision and control of all property and the business manage-
ment of the Order in general.

All officers, national or local, are elected by popular

vote. Every member and Council is subject to the national

laws, which are revised and made annually by the National

Council in convention assembled.

I have attempted in the above few lines to give but a

general idea of the Order's history, its general purposes,

its power for good, and above all, its ability to further the

material and spiritual interests of its members.

Space is too limited for a more thorough discussion of

the Order's work and its general advantages, and, therefore,

I ask the reader to accept this brief article as but a formal

introduction to the Knights of Columbus.

To those of my readers whose college days are drawing
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to a close, and who are about to assume the responsibilities

of a business or professional career, allow me to suggest the

great benefit to be derived by a young man from a member-
ship in the Knights of Columbus.

Remember, that with the passing of your college life

will go most of the friends and companions of your youthful

years. Pleasant memories of them may follow you through-

out a long and eventful career, but as far as the practical

side of life goes, Commencement Day generally marks the

parting of the ways with college chums. Each must strike

out upon his own divergent path, and his success in making
progress will depend upon his ability to adapt himself to the

better class of strange associates and associations with

whom and which he is to be jostled along down the narrow
course of worldly existence.

Whatever be your choice of career, remember that your

success therein will depend largely upon the patronage and
influence of your friends. Therefore, first make friends,

and make good ones.

But, to accomplish this essential towards acquiring suc-

cess, happiness and prosperity, the proper opportunities

must be grasped. The Knights of Columbus furnish many
to the young Catholic American, and certainly there is no
one better qualified to fill the requirements of this noble

Order than a Jesuit College graduate.
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WORSE THAN DEATH
The Governor sat at his desk, a small, dirty sheet of pa-

per gripped nervously in his long, wiry fingers. His eyes

raced swiftly through the entangled scrawl with which one

side of the page was almost filled. The writing was none

too plain and the hand which had penned the lines had too

evidently tried to disguise its authorship. But the Governor

had no trouble in reading the message—harbingers of evil

are never hard to recognize, and this was a messenger of

death—or worse. Twice the man at the desk read the mud-
stained epistle; then he arose from his chair, an apparent

tremor writhing his frame. His face was livid and his large

eyes blazed against their ashy background. The letter slip-

ped unconsciously from his now nerveless fingers and fell

face upwards at his feet. It was crumpled and even torn

where the marks of his terrified hands were still visible up-

on it, but the writing was yet legible. It was a cowardly-

looking communication, as cowardly as the dire threat it

carried.

"Hon. Governor," it began ; "on the 23rd of the month
Jose Castellano, an innocent man, is condemned to swing.

He is accused of a crime he did not commit. Grant a pardon
before it is too late, or wait in fear for the vengeance of the

Secret Band : Death or worse. We remain, Knights of the

Poignard."

A huge drop of thick, red blood and a roughly drawn
sketch of a dagger followed the last words.

The Governor paced the floor, the death-like pallor of

his features and the twitching of the hitherto firmly com-
pressed lips marking the struggle that was going on within

him.

"Oh, fiends !" he almost shouted, "you're making me a
coward. But it is not for myself I'm afraid. You know well

you couldn't move me with your threats, if it were not for

my boy. It's for him I fear, Death or worse—God, what can
be worse !"

The words rushed from his lips in a troubled outpour
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and echoed back to his ears with a grating sound. He
caught the note of fear in his own voice and hated himself

for his weakness. "Worse than death!" He was yet to

know the meaning of that awful threat.

The Governor had not a doubt of Jose Castellano's guilt.

No one had, but the temptation came to the Governor's mind
to pardon this wretch, and he could not put it from him as

quickly as it had come. He looked at his calendar. It was
but the twentieth. There was plenty of time to get word to

the penitentiary. Then his mind went back to the Knights

of the Poignard. He remembered them well. He knew that

an enemy had never escaped them. He recalled how as a

younger man and judge in one of the lower courts a certain

case had been tried before him. A man who had just been

acquitted of the charge of murder on the plea of self-de-

fense, had turned to him in a piteous way and begged to be

confined in jail. "They'll get me," he said. "The man I

killed was one of the Secret Band, and I'll be dead inside of

a week." He had been obliged to refuse the man's request.

A few days later the papers chronicled the foulest murder
in years. The victim was the man he had acquitted.

A great fear, like an invisible hand of ice, rested heavily

upon the Governor's soul. But he was not a weak man, and
indecision had never characterized him. By a great effort

he freed himself of the terrifying thought. Quickly he pick-

ed up the letter and carried it over to the open fire place.

With a nervous motion he threw it into the flames and
watched it slowly turn to ashes. The fire flared up and a

red glare illumined the room. The Governor's face was sil-

houetted against the dark hangings of the mantel piece. A
firm resolve was written upon it. An expression of heroism

seemed to spring from the depths of his soul. He and the

boy might have to pay the price, but justice must be done.

Three days later there swung on a rope in the court-

yard that which had once been known as Jose Castellano.

The Governor's son, an eight year old youngster, had
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just entered Rosemont Academy, in a very remote state,

where his father thought he would be perfectly safe. So in-

deed it seemed. A year passed, quickly for the unsuspecting

youth, but slowly for the worrying father. Then at last the

blow came ; the threatened vengeance descended. The Gov-

ernor was already beginning to imagine the danger past and

when the blow struck him it pierced with double force.

It was on a cool, crisp morning in November that

the Governor's son in accordance with a daily custom of the

preceding two weeks, set out shortly after breakfast for a

little wood situated at a short distance from the school.

Mysterious as this walk may appear to the reader it was by

no means mysterious to the boys' prefect nor to the other

youngsters themselves. One of the chief fall sports of the

students at Rosemont was squirrel trapping, and the son of

the state executive was as enthusiastic a devotee of this pur-

suit as any of his comrades. The visit to the trap which he

had set in the woods was the object of his morning walks.

Thus far no victims had entered the trap that he had perched

in a large oak tree which the youngster knew the squirrel

family visited.

The wood was less than a quarter of a mile from the

Academy and easily discernible from the campus. The sun

was shining cheerily, but under the thick trees of the small

forest scarcely a ray penetrated, and as the boy entered the

shade, he felt a slight chill and noticed for the first time the

coolness of the morning. He proceeded slowly over

the leave-strewn ground making as little noise as

possible in the approach to his trap. Once or

twice he thought he heard the cracking of the dry leaves un-

der the feet of some one a little distance behind him. Each
time he looked around suspiciously, for it was a common
practice at Rosemont for one boy to follow another in order

to ascertain where his outfit was located, but he could see

nothing. Convinced, however, that he was not alone in the

wood, he sat down behind the shelter of an immense tree and
determined to wait and see if any one would pass him. He
waited four or five minutes but the only noise that broke
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the sylvan stillness was the singing of a bird over his head.

Then he laughed at his groundless suspicions and rose to his

feet. As he did so his face was turned away from the tree

behind which he had been hiding. In that instant a figure

sprang to his side and two hands shot out towards him, one

covering his mouth and the other dealing him a blow on the

face. The boy pitched forward dizzily but did not fall.

Turning swiftly he faced his assailant. As he recognized

him, first fear and then indignation held the mastery over

him, for the man before him was one of the common Polish

laborers at the Academy. The boy's face crimsoned with

rage, accentuating the white spot where the man had struck

him.

"You villain! How dare you strike me!" he blurted.

The other was upon him again, and this time the young-

ster was done for. As he fell his head struck with great

force against the tree and he dropped on the soft carpet of

leaves at his feet. Not a groan escaped his lips, for his was
a family that had always died game. A black pall seemed

to shroud him. There was a loud, buzzing sound in his ears,

springing, it seemed, from the blow on his head, then it

grew fainter, a mere tinkling noise, far off in the distance,

then quiet, unruffled and unbroken. Then he sank into ob-

livion and knew nothing more.

When he awoke he was lying upon his back in a dirty

little garret. His first sensation was that of a sharp pain

in the head. He lifted his hand to it and it came down red.

Then he tried to think, but his mind was a perfect blank and
he could not remember where he had received the blow, nor

how he had come to be lying there in that foul attic. As a

last resort he tried to think who he was, what was his name
and where he had come from, but the only thing that re-

sponded to his effort was a sharper pain in the back of his

head. When the man who had captured him appeared the

boy did not recognize him, and to the other's astonishment

began asking questions concerning himself. Then the man
understood. When the boy had fallen against the tree it had
injured the nerve cells of his head and blotted out completely
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all memory of the past. The vengeance of the Secret Band
was to be worse than they had planned, and easier of ac-

complishment. The boy could begin life over again with

them for the past was blotted out forever.

Time waved his wand over Nature and seventeen years

were marked off on the dial of Destiny. The Governor was
again a judge in one of the lower courts. He was an old

man, but grief, more than age, had left its mark upon his

face and a great sorrow sat enthroned in his melancholy

soul. Fate was repeating itself. Again was he listening to

a murder trial. The clerk had just read the document, but

the judge had wondered that the name of the defendant was
omitted. In response to his question he was told that the

prisoner had refused to give his name, stating that he had
none. Then the door to the dock opened and out between

two officers walked a dirty, unshaven man. It seemed that

no one could have recognized him, but the judge did. He
sank back in his large chair, and his lips formed two words
but uttered no sound. "My son," he breathed. Then he tot-

tered across the room and before the gaping court fell weep-
ing on the prisoner's shoulder.

"Oh, my son!" they heard him whisper.

The unkempt man repulsed him with a rude shove.

"You don't come any of that on me. I'm not your son,

you old loon." And he laughed harshly.

The judge threw up his hands and sobbed aloud:

"Oh, God, he does not remember me! This is worse
than death."

And he fell fainting at the feet of his son.

Sam'l L. Kelly, '09.
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SHAMROCK DEAR

(On receipt of a Shamrock from Ireland, March 18, 1902.)

Oh, you've come across the sea,

Shamrock dear,

Mother's yearly gift to me,

Shamrock dear;

Though you're late for Patrick's Day,

Still I pardon your delay,

For you came a long, long way,

Shamrock dear.

Though you're withered now and sear,

Shamrock dear,

You are welcome, never fear,

Shamrock dear,

For you have a magic art,

Making fountains well and start

From the cockles of my heart,

Shamrock dear!

Though you're crumpled now and dry,

Shamrock dear,

Yet the tear-drops from mine eye,

Shamrock dear,

Will bring back the tints you. wore
When you left dear Erin's shore.

Ah, you do for me much more,

Shamrock dear!

For no matter where I roam,

Shamrock dear,

You're a link 'tween me and home,

Shamrock dear,

Father, mother, boyhood days,

Sisters', brothers' loving ways
You bring up before my gaze,

Shamrock dear.
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More than coronet of earl,

Shamrock dear,

More than diamond, gold or pearl,

Shamrock dear,

Do I prize your wilted green!

Oh, 'tis more to me, I ween,

Than the gift of king or queen,

Shamrock dear!

You're to me an open book,

Shamrock dear,

From whose leaves responsive look,

Shamrock dear,

Erin's smiles and Erin's tears,

Erin's hopes and Erin's fears,

Erin's Saints and Erin's Seers,

Shamrock dear.

Oh, you are a sacred thing,

Shamrock dear,

And of you my muse will sing,

Shamrock dear!

For your tiny leaflets three

Triple emblem are to me
Of the faith that makes us free,

Shamrock dear!

Oh, new faith and hope and love,

Shamrock dear,

In the Triune God above,

Shamrock dear,

Come with you from year to year,

Driving out each craven fear,

Bringing heaven very near,

Shamrock dear!

Little guest from Erin green,

Shamrock dear;

When I think of all you mean,
Shamrock dear,
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And how kind the good God dealt

When He gave you to the Celt,

Och, my heart begins to melt,

Shamrock dear.

Then I kneel me down and pray,

Shamrock dear,

Soon may come the Patrick's Day,

Shamrock dear,

When the hopes you symbolize

Erin's sons may realize—
Faith and Freedom 'neath her skies,

Shamrock dear!

ON READING
AN ESSAY

I wish to begin this paper with an allegory I chanced

upon some time ago when reading. It runs as follows:

"Down in the lower part of the city the old smith keeps ham-
mering away at the cable chain. He could make ten more
links a day by working with less care and more haste ; but

each link must be truly wrought; so he hammers on, in

and out, through the long days, until his work is finished

and he passes away and lies under the green sod in the

church-yard. The chain, too, passes until it is found upon

the deck of a noble ship, coiled, limp and rusty around an

s lienor, and the passengers march up and down, spurning

it with their feet as they pass, for it seems to be in their

way
"But the day of sunshine goes by. The night comes on,

the wind whistles in growing fury, and the mad waves leap

mountain-high. The yards snap, the masts give way, the

vessel drifts a hopeless wreck. Little bower anchor, great

bower are gone. 'Stand by, men; let go the sheet anchor!'

Out it falls into the seething surge, still limp and listless as
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it runs out, till at last the vessel is brought to bay, when
the limp chain stands out in the tempest as stiff as an iron

bar, so taut it seems to ring a song of triumph. It is the old

blacksmith fighting the storm. Clink, clink, clink, he ham-
mers on, till out in the night it is one man against sea, wind
and storm, and the one man wins because fidelity is his.

The storm passes by, the skies are clear and three hundred

men gather to sing thanksgiving to God for deliverance.'

'

Friend, day by day, hour by hour, you are forging a

chain for a vessel freighted with a more precious cargo than

boat ever carried over the sea-wave—the vessel of your

mind. And when the day of storm and trial will come, and

the safety of that vessel will hang upon the strength of the

cable chain you forged in the far past, heartfelt will be the

thanks you will return to God for the care and the foresight

with which you forged and welded together the links of that

chain. Friend, that cable chain of your mind is the training

you give it in the days of your youth, and it is of one of the

principal links of that chain I would speak to you now. I

call it the reading habit. A few thoughts on this subject

cannot be amiss to you, friend. I shall be brief ; as much so,

in truth, as briefness and a clear setting down of my
thoughts will allow.

Some habits are not hard to acquire. In sooth they

grow upon us without our notice. In their speed of growth,
they seem to partake of the nature of the mushroom. Among
this class of quick growing habits, I number the reading
habit. Everybody reads. The thirst for knowledge must be
satisfied, the curiosity to know what such a book has to say
for itself must be gratified, and so, insensibly, one becomes
a lover of books, and acquires the reading habit. But here
comes the rub. Does he attend to his methods of reading?
Perhaps nine out of ten readers will tell you they have no
determined method of reading; indeed, such a thought has
never crossed their minds. To a reflecting mind such a neg-
lect in the course of self-education is simply unpardonable.
In after years, the loss of these neglected golden opportuni-
ties of youth will be felt and appreciated. Friend, value,
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then, the necessity of an analysis of your present method of

reading. Correct what is faulty, improve what is good.

To make a broad distinction, I think we may say that

there are two methods of reading. By the first method, I

understand that act of reading by which the mind under-

stands, indeed, what is read, but beyond this act of under-

standing goes no farther. In other words, a passage of

some author is read and understood, and the mind remains

satisfied with this simple act of understanding. In this

method, the impression produced upon the mind is not more
lasting than a warm breath of air upon the surface of a mir-

ror.

By the second method, I understand that act of the

mind which, corresponding to the impressions it receives,

accompanies the writer in his work and pronounces its judg-

ment upon the truthfulness or untruthfulness of the passage

read. I make my meaning clearer. A young lady of fashion

takes up the latest sensational novel and reads it. She may
tell you who is the hero, who the heroine, but will be at a

loss to tell you whether such or such an incident was related

in a masterly way or not. She read the book to satisfy her

curiosity, not to improve her mind. She illustrates the first

method of reading. The same novel, let us suppose, is taken

up by a man of a reflecting turn of mind. He reads it slow-

ly and carefully. As he progresses in his reading, he asks

himself why this passage pleases him, why that one disgusts

him, and requires an answer to each of his questions. This

man has read the book to improve himself.

Let us examine these two methods separately. Im-

provement should be the object of every reader. Now, the

first method is certainly not very liable to yield an abundant

harvest in return for the time spent upon it. It is an estab-

lished fact that an organ, if allowed to remain idle for any
length of time, becomes paralyzed and useless. The same
holds for the mind. If it be not made to give, every now
and then, an account of the impressions produced upon it,

it will become useless, and so fall short of the object of its

creation.
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This is not the only danger incurred. A reader of this

class is very much exposed never to know what thoughts he

has upon any subject. His thoughts will be airy nothing-

ness, and when he will wish to grasp them and bring them
into the light, phantom-like they will fly away. All this be-

cause his mind has never been trained to dive into any sub-

ject, but has always skimmed over its surface. The evil

ends not here. His opinions, also, will partake of this kind

of existence. He will never be able to give them flesh and

bone and sinew, and make them presentable. Why? Simply

because he has never trained his mind to form an opinion.

Has, then, this first method of reading no advantage?

Of course, it has. Our lives are not one continual day of

sunshine. Sheen and shade are intermingled. For upon
every one of us come days when the mind is wearied, the

heart sick and heavy, work is out of the question, and the

long hours pass by at a funeral pace. At such a time we
would fly the companionship of our friends, and even our

thoughts, were that possible. Then it is, we feel the ad-

vantages of this method of reading. With no fixed purpose

we take up a book. Unconsciously we become interested in

it, and before the hour is over the load of oppression is lifted

from our soul, our mind is recreated, a feeling of happiness

steals upon us, and we are changed beings.

Our second method of reading is, beyond doubt, the

peculiar method of every reflecting mind. Were our minds
endowed with the great gifts which enriched the mind of

the father of human kind when, fresh from the hands of his

Creator, he stood in the garden of Paradise, and gazed in

astonishment and awe upon the wondrously beautiful things

he saw about him, the hard and often disheartening task of

a careful mind training would not be ours. But the fall

darkened our intellects and weakened the faculties of our
soul. Whatever little knowledge a man may have, he owes
it to work. Idleness will never beget wisdom. Reading is

one of the principal means we have at hand. And not every
kind of reading, mind you. The best method is the one I

have called the second method: It has no disadvantages, but
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carries in its wake a wealth of riches. It makes us masters

of our thoughts, because it has taught us to think. It en-

ables us to know what we have read, because it has made
us view the subject in its several lights. Finally, it does

away, at least in great part, with the danger of forgetting

what we have read, for it fixes in the memory those ideas

we would wish to have on occasions. Gibbon, the historian,

writes of himself : "I suspended my perusal of any book on

the subject till I Had reviewed all that I knew, or believed,

or had thought on it, that I might be qualified to discern

how much the author added to my original stock/

'

Friend, before I conclude, I would make a few practical

suggestions. A great danger an inexperienced reader runs

is the temptation to read too many books. The literature of

the day is very cheap. Our printing presses turn out thou-

sands of books weekly. Our young reader would like to be

up with the times. To do this, he glances at one book, and
takes up a second. He has really had no time to understand

what he has read. It has made no lasting impression upon
him. The end of it all is, he becomes a very superficial

reader, and a correspondingly shallow thinker.

Friend, read slowly, carefully. Stop to enjoy the beau-

ties of a nicely written passage. Exact of yourself a rea-

son why you are pleased with this writer, why displeased

with that. Wordsworth, for example, is acknowledged by
every one to be a true poet of nature. Why? Because his

descriptions of nature are drawn to the life. He was a real

student of nature. Homer abounds with passages rich in

intellectual wealth. The oftener we read them, the more
beautiful and striking they become. When he tells us of the

anger of Apollo, we seem to see the wrathful god as he stalks

along the Olympian heights and the twang of the silver bow
startles us, when he speeds the arrow of death among the

Greeks. Read, then, not flippantly but thoughtfully ; master

the thoughts of the great authors and make them your own

;

thus you will form your taste and your mind, and with

Keats you will say : "A thing of beauty is a joy forever."

C. E. McMaster, '08.
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THE FINAL GAME
A STORY OF THE LEAGUES

Never perhaps did a more restless set of boys assemble

in a study hall than the members of the Junior Division on

a certain afternoon in the month of June, 190— . And
small wonder, indeed, that they were so restless, for, imme-

diately after this seemingly everlasting hour, a baseball

game was to be played—not an ordinary game, mind you,

but a game which was to decide the baseball championship

of the Division. I have said, "this seemingly everlasting

hour," for such the hour of study seemed to me and to

others. To study was impossible. I could do nothing but

think of the approaching battle. I took up my "Caesar" and

tried to understand how the great conqueror constructed his

wonderful bridge across the Rhine.

But I soon found myself figuring how matters stood in

the League, and what were the chances of each in the com-

ing conflict. The Dixies, no one denied it, had a much su-

perior team individually, and, at one time, it seemed hardly

possible that they could lose out. But it was a team of

"stars" with very little union among them. Like the stars

in the firmament, each moved in his own course, but unlike

these celestial luminaries, they habitually clashed.

Now, it was during one of these prolonged meteoric

displays that the Pelicans forged to the front. These latter,

it is true, as far as ability was concerned, were outclassed

by their opponents in fielding and hitting. But they made
up for their deficiencies by good fellowship and downright
hard work.

The result was that, by the time each of the nine stars

had finally agreed to keep in his particular course, the Peli-

cans had a lead of four games and were telling their admir-

ers just what they were going to do with "those pins."

And right here is where they made their mistake. They
became over confident and soon grew careless. Then Dame
Fortune smiled upon the Dixies and they won four straight

victories. She continued to smile and they made it seven.
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Three to the good! Poor Pelicans! They spent all their

recreations practising with the willow and determined to

fight it out to the end—bitter though it might be. Now,
Fortune loves the brave and favors them. She could not do

otherwise, then, than bestow her smiles upon the brave Peli-

cans. She did. They won three consecutive games. And
this is how matters stood on this sultry June afternoon. The
teams had played forty games since January, and each had

won and lost twenty.

But what about Caesar's bridge? Really, I had forgot-

ten about it completely. But as examinations were not far

off I started again. I thought of Caesar and his many vic-

tories. I tried to imagine how the great Roman felt on the

eve of his great battles with the Germans. "I'll bet,"

thought I, "I'll bet he felt pretty much like the Dixies and
Pelicans feel right now." And then my truant imagination

led me from the straight path of duty.

It did look pretty bad for the Dixies. Willie Mullen,

their second pitcher, had to pitch this game, for the invin-

cible "Dutch" Farben had pitched his arm out in the last ten

games. Now Willie was a fine twirler, but he was the

youngest boy on the League, and his side did not have confi-

dence in him. He was the scapegoat of the team, and was
held responsible for the situation when the Pelicans awoke
and found their opponents four games ahead. He was
benched indefinitely. Other boys would not have been will-

ing to pitch again, but Willie was not of that sort.

At this point, the bell rang out the glad tidings that

study—such as it was—had finally come to an end. The
scene which ensued as we came out into the yard is simply

beyond the powers of my pen. Every boy was a partisan

of one side or the other and insisted on proclaiming his con-

victions loud enough to be heard down in the city. Some
turned their coats wrong side out, and vowed that they

would wear them in this fashion until the end of the year,

if the team of their choice did not win. Others had pinned
on their coats and hats, placards that bore the name of the

team they favored. One boy went so far as to dress in min-
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isterial garb and parade about carrying a sign which read,

"All Church members must root for the Dixies!!!"

Well, we were not long in getting down to the ball

grounds. The Dixie rooters and the Pelican rooters kept up

a continual clatter all the way down. All in all, it was the

most remarkable sight I have ever beheld upon a field of

sport.

"Play ball!" screamed the umpire as he waved the

rooters back from the side lines. For the first time since we
left the study hall did the din cease. Willie Mullen, who had

been warming up with the catcher, stepped upon the slab

and shot a high fast one over the center of the plate.

"Strike one!" called the umpire as he shot his right

hand above his head. Then the din began with redoubled

force. The Dixie rooters almost died of joy—at least, if

one might judge by the way they carried on.

"Strike two!" he called out as the Pelican batter

strained his back going after a low curve. The Dixie rooters

could not believe their senses. They looked for a minute,

dazed, dumbfounded; and in that instant the catcher re-

turned the ball like a flash to the pitcher, who shot a

straight one over, before the batter was aware of what had

happened. It was the third strike. Then there was a delay

in the game because the rooters had gone crazy with joy and

wanted to carry every Dixie player about the field on their

shoulders. They were dissuaded, however, by the man with

the indicator, who declared that if play was not resumed at

once he would give the game to the Pelicans. In a trice the

field was cleared, and almost as quickly, two other Pelicans

were disposed of via short to first.

Great things were expected when the Dixies came to

the bat ; but, oh, horrors ! every man fanned the air. Not even

a foul tip! Things were somewhat quieter in the Dixie

camp now, but the Pelican rooters screamed and yelled and
beat tin pans, rang cowbells and tossed their hats high in

the air and rushed out into the field to congratulate their

favorites. Again the game was delayed and the umpire

had to count time on the Pelicans.
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The demonstration of the Pelicans had a decidedly bad

effect on Willie Mullen. He was plainly nervous and walked

the first man up. The catcher was excited, too, and in his

anxiety to catch the man at second, he threw wide of the

base. A hit to left scored the runner and the batter went

to second on the throw to the plate. Then Willie Mullen

gave another pass—and all was silent on the Dixie side.

Two men on bases and none out! A long hit scored two
more runs and put the batter on third. Things were cer-

tainly blue for the Dixies, but they got out of the hole

without any further scoring, as the next two batsmen pop-

ped out to the infield and the third was out on a grounder

to first.

In their half the Dixies came near scoring. The first

man up was hit by the pitcher, stole second, and went to

third on a wild pitch. The squeeze was now in order, so the

Pelican infield closed in about the pitcher. But sad to say,

the batter bunted a gentle, little liner to the pitcher, who
doubled it to third. Batter, number three, struck out in

disgust.

After this there was no chance for either side to score

until the sixth inning, when the Pelican pitcher became
careless and allowed Mullen to single. The next man hit the

first ball hard. It was a grounder to right and the gardener

in that section let it go through him. Away it rolled down
the hill and both runners scampered home. The next batter

up, hit a long fly to center, but was out by a sensational

running catch. The score was now two to three, and thus

it stood until the last half of the ninth inning. But the

Dixies won in a most sensational way.

This is how it happened. The first man up beat out a

hot one to third which the baseman could not handle proper-

ly. Number two sacrificed. Number three hit safe to left,

but owing to the fast work of the fielder the man on second

could not attempt to score. He drew the throw, however,

and on it the batter took second. The Pelicans were now in a

hole. A good, clean bingle and the game was lost for them.

The Pelican captain was nervous and walked over from sec-
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ond to the pitcher and talked to him for a while. They did

not know what to do, for the squeeze play, a long fly, or a

hit meant a tied score. To meet all emergencies, the out-

fielders played deep, the second and third basemen kept

close to their bases to prevent the runners from getting a

lead, while the first baseman and shortstop took up posi-

tions within twenty-five feet of the batter. It was an ex-

citing moment.
Now, the Dixie captain was at the bat and he signalled

the runners that he would hit the first ball pitched. The

two camps now ceased their din and waited in breathless

anxiety. The pitcher, to demonstrate his calmness, went

through an elaborate winding process, which he had no

sooner begun than both runners started off with a whoop.

The valiant captain bunted the ball on the ground to the

short stop. The latter threw it home, but it was too late.

The runner had crossed the plate, and the score was tie.

The catcher threw to first to catch the batter. He succeed-

ed. But, alas, it was a fatal throw. The runner on second

had anticipated this play and when he started from the

second sack he had determined to make home at all risks.

The second baseman who had covered first, threw the ball

home again, but the throw was slightly high and before the

catcher could stoop to touch his man, the latter had slid in

under him.

The Dixies had won by a score of 4 to 3, and the cham-
pionship pins were theirs. But what of the rooters ? Well,

they were fairly exhausted with shouting. They—the Dixie

supporters I mean, for the others did not have a word to

say—carried the champions down to the lake and kept up
their demonstrations until it was time for supper. And
when, next morning, the Pelicans awoke to find their sun-

burnt faces daubed with 'Shinola/ everybody suspected that

some ardent rooter had done the deed.

- A. Bloch, 10.
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VESTA AND THE VESTALS
Every classical student has undoubtedly translated

Vergil's Aeneid. In the second book of this great poem, we
take particular pleasure in the lines known as "The Dream
oC Aeneas." This dream is generally considered one of

the most celebrated, beautiful and touching of the well-

known passages of the poem, if we except the pathetic and

noble episode of Nisus and Euryalus, in the ninth book.

In this dream, the valiant and lamented Hector con-

fides to the care and protection of Aeneas the household

gods and the eternal fire. Among the objects thus entrusted

was the statue of the goddess Vesta. Very frequently in

pagan literature we find this goddess and her Vestal virgins

alluded to. We have undertaken to write a few words on

this subject.

According to Hesiod, Vesta was the daughter of Saturn

and Rhea. She is often confounded by ancient authors with

Cybele, Rhea, Ceres, Hecate and Tellus. Some even go so

far as to make her the wife of Uranus, and thus upon her

devolves the motherhood of the gods.

She is the goddess of fire ; especially, of fire concealed

in the bowels of the earth. The majority of commentators

and critics ascribe to her the origin of the tillage of the

fields and the erection of homes; hence, she becomes the

goddess of the hearth. This view is greatly confirmed by
her name, which is derived from the Greek "Hestia," which
means the hearth. The simple purity of the family fireside

is almost synonymous with happiness; hence, she became
the goddess of Chastity. This privilege was granted her by
her brother Jupiter. Shortly after this she was unsuccess-

fully wooed by Neptune and Apollo.

Her cult could be found in all the ancient states and
cities, but especially in Egypt, Greece and Rome. We shall

treat of her cult in these three places in the order in which

we find them.

The first, then, is Egypt. Here we find her represented

in the form of a cube, surmounted by a woman's head, from
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the sides of which cube two hands project, and at the lower

extremity the feet of a woman protrude. This is all that

has been found in the shape of her statue. To her cult in

Egypt we may attribute a very great antiquity, for it doubt-

less originated among Egypt's most primitive peoples. The

origin of her worship is to be ascribed most probably to the

custom of the earliest nations of obtaining fire by rubbing

two sticks together. This difficult and tedious method of

obtaining fire would certainly cause it to be carefully watch-

ed. Hence, perhaps, the village central hearth became the

source of her worship.

Among the Persians of old the Magi guarded the sacred

fire. Among the Egyptians, as far as I could ascertain, the

guardianship of the fire was assigned to widows alone. The
growth of this cult must necessarily have been slow and

must have passed through many generations.

Now we come to her worship in Greece. Its origin is

shrouded in the gloom of ages. The scanty knowledge of her

cult in this place may be summed up briefly. The form of

the temple was round, in imitation of the first houses built

of osier and mud. Here as in Egypt, widows guarded the

sacred fire and because of their fidelity to their task they

were called Vestals.

No statue of the goddess could be discovered in the tem-

ples,, although one is known to have existed in the Prytae-

neum at Athens. The only ornament in the temple was an
altar on which the sacred fire was kept. A perpetual flame

in honor of this goddess was maintained in the temples of

Apollo in Athens, of Ceres in Mantinea; in the temples of

the Peloponnesus, of Corinth, Tenedos, Delphi, Argos and
some others.

Rome claims the honor of having been the most dis-

tinguished home of the religion of Vesta. According to the

general custom, when a colony was founded the fire was
brought from the mother colony. Rome received the cult

from the city of Alba Longa. Her temples were round and
void of statues. Vesta was represented, however, in the

capitol in Rome as a matron holding in her hands the sacred
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palladium—that of Minerva—and a small vase used in sac-

rificial offerings. There stood in the forum a statue of hers

called the Stata Mater, to protect the flaggings. They were

to be seen in many of the streets of the city. Her feast was
held in Rome on June the ninth. It was celebrated in the

family by a dinner of fish, herbs and bread, eaten before the

family hearth.

The public festivities were unique and gorgeous. The
millstones about the city and country were wreathed with

garlands of flowers, the mill asses were crowned with violets

and necklaces of various cakes hung from their necks. The
pomp of the procession was dazzling. The participants were

the Pontifex Maximus, the consuls, the senate, the Vestal

Virgins, one Roman legion and any conqueror of that time.

After the festival the temple was closed for five days

for a general cleaning up.

Unlike Greece and Egypt, the fire here was tended by

maidens called Vestals. They were introduced by Numa
Pompilius, the second king of Rome. Four came from Alba

Longa. One of the later kings, however, made the number
six, and toward the end of the Pagan rule, a seventh was in-

troduced. It was the firm belief of the Romans that Vesta

presided at all the sacrifices as high priestess.

It is for this reason that only the virgins were allowed

to take part in the immediate ceremonies. The Vestals

were by profession recluses. The manner in which they

were chosen is not without interest. The king first and later

the Pontifex Maximus chose them.

To be a Vestal four things were necessary : First—She

was required to be not less than six years of age, nor more
than ten. Secondly—Both parents should be living. Third-

ly—She was to be physically perfect, i. e., free from all men-
tal and physical defects. Fourthly—Of Roman extraction.

The daughters of the citizens of other commonwealths were

excluded. Later on the privilege of being fit to become a

Vestal was extended to the entire Roman Empire.

After the young Vestals had been selected their hair

was cut off by the Pontifex Maximus. They then entered
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upon their term of office for thirty years ; which time was
divided into three equal parts. The first ten being devoted

to study, the second to the performance of their duties, the

last to teach younger Vestals. Their service completed, they

were free to marry; a thing not often done, because of the

innumerable privileges they enjoyed. Great was the obliga-

tion of the vows and terrible the punishment inflicted for

breaches of them.

One of the duties imposed on the Vestals was to bring

water from the sacred spring of Egeria near the Capena
gate ; and a second to guard the sacred palladium brought to

Rome by Aeneas. This was never shown to profane eyes,

The privileges the Vestals enjoyed were numerous and the

power they exercised was great. Men were not unfrequent-

ly appointed to certain public offices by them.

Their palaces were magnificent and they lived in great

splendor. The Pontifex Maximus was the only person who
exercised any authority over them. They willed their prop-

erty and guarded the emperor's will. The privilege of driv-

ing through the streets of Rome was accorded to them, and
during this drive they were always preceded by lictors. A
bronze carriage plate was unearthed bearing the inscrip-

tion : "Flaviae Publicae V. V. maximae immunis in Jugo."

At the theater special seats were reserved for them and
they took part in all the sacrifices before the temple of Cap-

itoline Jove. Any criminal accidentally meeting a Vestal on

the street could obtain pardon from her.

Several statues have been found. The dress is a simple

gown with a sort of drapery thrown over the shoulders. One
of these statues has a peculiar head-dress, probably used

only on great occasions. It evidently was a statue of a Ves-

talis Maxima.
Frank Barker, '08.
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ODD MUTUAL FRIENDS

Down on the east side of Mobile Bay and not far from

the beautiful little settlement of Daphne, there dwelt the

strangest human being I have ever met. This individual

was a man well in the fifties. He cared nought for the so-

ciety of his fellow-mortals, but lived alone and apart from
civilization in a little log hut, and reserved all his affection

for a venerable old billy-goat. There is a story connected

with his choice of such a solitary life.

In the early eighties some Eastern settlers came South

to establish themselves on the sunny shores of the Gulf.

They were trying, I think, to found an ideal community, in

accordance with their chimerical ideas of human brother-

hood. They did not, however, remain long, for it soon be-

came evident that their scheme would not work, and in a

short time, they scattered to the four quarters of the world.

Our friend, the solitary, had been one of the most en-

thusiastic of these visionaries and when the community dis-

persed he alone remained. That he despised mankind and
kept aloof from every human being was only natural when
one considers the class with whom he had associated.

He had some strange habits which fitted in perfectly

with his general character. For instance, on a warm sum-
mer's night, when the bay was calm and the mosquitoes

were blown in from the swamp, he would fix a mosquito
bar in the middle of the room and sit under it for hours,

addressing long speeches to his bearded companion. And
if the night were cool and the moon shining, one could see

him about ten o'clock strolling around the woods clad in his

night attire.

But his chief peculiarity was his affection for his pet.

The fact is, as the folks of Daphne used to say, that he
seemed to live only for this vile creature. Whether or not
they were right, is not hard to decide, when one recalls the
story connected with the death of "Billy" and the conse-

quences of this catastrophe. On a certain bleak morning
in January while the "Heroine" lay moored at the Daphne
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wharf waiting for the usual passengers, Billy, who chanced

to be in Daphne, took a walk out on the wharf leading to the

boat. He did not intend to take a trip to Mobile, but out

of a spirit of sheer cussedness, he wished to make things

unpleasant for those who did want to reach the boat. Con-

stant association with his freak master had made him
cranky, and on this particular occasion his crankiness took

the form of a resolve to let no one board the vessel.

Now, chance had so arranged the current of events that

the first and only one to make his appearance on the pier

was Russell Dick, the old negro who carried the mail from
the post office to the boat. Nothing daunted by the prospect

of facing a full grown billy-goat under such circumstances,

he jogged along quietly with the mail bag tucked securely

under his arm. He did not fear, because he thought that

Billy meant no harm. But in this he was mistaken. The
boat whistle gave an impatient "toot! toot!'' to warn the

hands to hurry with the freight as the hour of departure

was fast approaching. The old darkey slung the bag across

his shoulder and quickened his pace into a trot. This change

of pace aroused Billy's suspicions at once, and he moved for-

ward to meet his advancing foe. Russell's suspicions were
also aroused. Could it be possible, he thought, that the ani-

mal meant harm? He stopped short to make sure of the

animal's intentions. The goat likewise drew up, and for the

same reason. There they stood gazing at each other, each

at a loss what to do.

In the meantime the pilot, who was watchfng the whole

affair, called down to some of the hands to go to the as-

sistance of the old darkey. Two of them seized clubs and
started on a dead run for the scene of trouble. This was a

fatal mistake, for Billy, seeing himself attacked in the front

and rear, hastily and wisely decided that it was much easier

to dispose of one opponent unarmed than two armed. Quick

as a flash, he made a dash at Russell and sent the poor old

darkey flying into the icy waters beneath.

This incident was the cause of the death of Billy, for

Russell, after he had dried out, asserted in most vigorous
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language that the same would never happen again to himself

or any other peaceful citizen of Daphne. Two days later

Billy was found dead beside the roadside, his head almost

severed from the neck by a deep cut. Who had done it no

one knew for certain, but the suspicion rested on old Rus-

sell.

The grief of Billyh master knew no bounds. Never did

mother weep for her child more pitifully than did this

strange man for his pet. And when a few days later the

news spread that he himself was found dead of heart

trouble, no one in Daphne doubted but that his death was
occasioned by the loss of his only companion and friend.

T. J. B.

A HEROIC SOUL
A REPRODUCTION

It was a dark and stormy night, the rain was pouring

down in torrents, and the wind was blowing furiously. A
pretty maiden sat at her spinning wheel, in a rude hut by
the sea. Her father was a fisherman and she was waiting

for him to return. It was already midnight, and the huge
billows could be heard rolling against the shore. She heard

the old clock strike one, and then two, but still her father

came not. She began to think of thousands of accidents

which could have happened and thus kept him from coming
home. Still, she was a brave girl and hopefully awaited his

return. Wild thoughts came to her mind. Each minute

seemed an hour to her; she was frightened at the slightest

noise ; and she had almost given herself up to despair, when
morning dawned. The storm had now abated, and as soon

as there was light enough for her to see, she went out in

search of her father.

While she was thus watching all night for the return

of her father, he was being tossed about in his frail boat at

the mercy of the wild sea. He had been out all day fishing,

and was on his way home, when the storm overtook him.

The waves at first were small and he, by skillful manage-
ment of the boat, got along fairly well until the storm in-
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creased. The billows grew larger, and he was dashed

against a rock. The boat was thrown against it so violently

that it was broken in many pieces and he himself was cast

into the sea. He made a futile effort to save his life by

clinging to a plank of the broken boat. But he did not sur-

vive long, for the angry billows tossed him about so merci-

lessly that he went down in less than five minutes. His

body was found by his daughter the next morning washed
upon the beach about half a mile from their dwelling.

She was naturally very sad at the death of her father,

and she cried a long time. He was buried by the neighbor-

ing fishermen in a rude grave not far from his home. The
daughter went down to the beach and looking far out over

the now calm sea, she saw the rock on which her father's

boat had been wrecked. That one glance brought a thought

to her mind, and she resolved that if it was in her power
to prevent it, no other boat should be wrecked upon that

rock.

She went home and going to bed slept all day. At night

she awoke and taking her place at the spinning-wheel,

placed a lighted candle in the window and watched it all

night for fear it should go out. When morning dawned she

blew out the candle and again went to bed and slept all day.

Each night she took her place at her spinning-wheel and
watched the candle throughout the long, dreary hours. Her
object in doing this was to prevent the fishermen's boats

from being dashed against the rock as her father's had been.

During her nightly vigils she would spin flax or wool

which she afterwards exchanged for candles in the neigh-

boring village. The fishermen used to bring fish and lay

them in silent gratitude on her doorstep, and they taught

their children to respect her and not to make any noise

whenever they passed by her house.

She persevered in this life saving work until her death,

and there is no telling the number of wrecks she prevented

and the countless lives she saved by her heroic, life-long self-

sacrifice.

W. Henry Kelly.
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Old Spring Hill

When my soul,

Sorrow-torn,

And in dole,

Wrenched with thorn

Gently stole

Back to thee,

Lo! I heard

In each limb

As it stirred,

Like a hymn
From each bird,

"Come to me!"

Gone's my wound
In my bliss.

Lo! the ground

Which I kiss,

Says, I've found
My heart's goal.

Old Spring Hill!

I may go

Where I will:

There's the flow

Of thy rill

In my soul.

A. C. M.
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THE KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
We publish in this number a paper on the Knights of

Columbus from the pen of an alumnus who stands high in

the councils of the Order. We commend it to the careful

perusal of our readers, especially to the Alumni and the
graduating classes.

The Review takes this occasion to- thank the writer.

We know what time and labor it required to compose
amidst the ever-pressing cares of a large legal practice, and
we appreciate his devotion to Old Spring Hill.
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POPULARITY

How ever much we may deplore the socialistic tendency

of David Graham Philips' "Second Generation," we must

admit the sad fact upon which the book is based. It is only

too clear to the observant that our American youth of today

are drifting away from the sturdy ideas and hardy prin-

ciples of their forefathers and that they are growing up
into manhood nurtured on sickly principles and maudlin sen-

timents—too often supplied them by doting parents and lax

college authorities—which are not developing them into the

peerless type of American manhood but rounding out in-

stead plain, downright snobs and mollycoddles unworthy
of their proud heritage and untrue to the blood in their

veins.

We think that no influence, not even inherited wealth,

is working greater havoc in the minds and characters of our

young men of today than the craving for popularity. And
this popularity—what is it? It is the undoing of anything

like strength and independence of character and infallibly

leaves false principles in its wake.

Somehow or other we always suspect the popular man.
He is one who meets the public's approval and the demands
of the fickle body are so ill guided that to bask in the sun-

shine of its smile often means the defiance of the dictates

of right reason and the stifling of the voice of conscience.

We can hardly conceive how a man can maintain his inde-

pendence, satisfy the promptings of duty and at the same
time meet popular exactions and popular whims.

We are not pessimists on the subject. There is a cer-

tain desire for popularity which is legitimate and praise-

worthy,—the desire for the esteem and respect that honest,

upright men entertain for their kind. But amongst us, the

second generation of hardy American pioneers, whose
wills are yet unsteady in the choice of good, whose judg-

ments between right and wrong are unreliable, who are

guided for the most part, we cannot deny it, by mere senti-

ment,—how little can it be said that amongst us the title to

popularity rests on the esteem of the worthy for the merits
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of the worthy. On the contrary, how often is real merit not

only not appreciated amongst us, but even put down and

persecuted simply because its possessor happens not to be

in the good graces of the popular body, or is too much of a

man to cater to the taste of that same despotic body.

If we will observe we shall find that a certain congen-

iality of manner, combined with athletic prowess or jolly

fellowship, which interpreted means an ability to "kill it"

or to paint things "red," or independence, nay, even defi-

ance of rightful authority or something similar, are too

often the only recommendations to popular favor. The
crowd is foolish enough to admit such claims to its favor

and to bestow upon them its gracious approval and we are

foolish enough to desire the grace and favor of such foolish

crowds.

This meeting of the public desires cannot but have an

unsteadying influence upon the character. We cease to

form any ideas of our own or to map out any line of conduct

for ourselves. The crowd does all this for us. Should we
fashion any opinion of our own or determine on a plan of

action, they are hastily discarded, should they not meet pop-

ular approval, in order to embrace opinions and methods of

procedure not our own.

But this is not its only evil. We soon come to accept

the decision of the popular voice as final and to base our

opinions of men and things upon its estimate; and no mat-

ter how absurd, ill-founded or unfair the opinion may be,

we do not refuse to accept it, or to put our veto on it, nay,

we must give our assent to it. Thus we become moral cow-

ards, standing by with opinions of our own, sometimes con-

vinced of their justice and rectitude and knowing the popu-

lar opinion to be wrong, yet afraid to challenge it, afraid to

stand against the crowd for what we think and know to be

right. Afraid of what? Afraid to bear popular disapproval

or reproach? As if that first outbreak of anger, when its

opinion is questioned and its judgment challenged, wa? di-

rected against us. If we examine closely we will find that

the crowd is not angry with us but with itself: angry with
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itself for being in the wrong and humiliated that its error is

known. If this were not true how could we explain the re-

spect that is always the portion of him who is courageous

enough to hold out for right.

And this popular favor which is so destructive of any-

thing like independence of character which makes us moral

weaklings,—what real lasting good does it bestow. The
fickle mob in "Julius Caesar," the expression wrung from
Wolsey on his fall from favor, "How wretched is that man
that hangs on Princes' favor," are not merely book myths
or book truths ; they are every day occurrences. The career

of the votary of popular favor is uncertain and wretched

because it rests upon a fickle, unstable basis. Why, there-

fore, sacrifice real worth, stable good, character, which
must sooner or later be respected, to gain a seeming good

which is obtained at a tremendous cost, and which is as

fleeting as it is uncertain.

A RETROSPECT

Looking back over the past year, who will say that it

has not been prosperous?

In point of attendance it has been the very best since

the Civil War. The College opened last September with

more boys than were on the roll four or five years ago.

This number increased steadily until the capacity of the

house was taxed to the utmost limit and many deserving

applicants had to be denied admission for lack of accommo-
dation. This will hardly happen next year as the capacity

of the College will be considerably increased before the next

session begins.

In the matter of studies the year has been no less re-

markable. In the semi-annual examinations only a small

percentage failed and these soon made up for the branches
in which they were found deficient. Good order, too, has
prevailed generally and on one occasion when the oppor-

tunity was offered of showing what was the calibre of the
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crowd, the behavior of the students was such that the Vice-

President saw fit to congratulate the students publicly.

On the campus likewise the boys of 1907 covered them-

selves with glory. We had a team on the gridiron that wa^
at least as good as any that has defended the Purple and
White. True, it was rather light, but it made up in speed

and daring what it lacked in weight.

Basket ball was the only game in which we were weak.

This was due chiefly to lack of steady, systematic practice

rather than to poverty of material. At bottom the trouble is

that the game has not yet taken a firm hold upon the boys.

But our baseball team amply made up for whatever

deficiencies there may have existed in other sports,—and
baseball is king in Spring Hill.

Early in the season it was thought by some that we
could not pick nine players worthy of upholding the g»eat

name of the College on the diamond. The contrary proved

to be true. It not only sustained the reputation of the Col-

lege but even added new luster to it.

May every year of our lives be as happy and as pros-

perous as the year just passed!
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COLLEGE NOTES

Celebration of Robert E. Lee's
Centenary Birthday

Spring Hill is lacking in no kind of rightful patriotism,

neither does her Faculty allow any occasion to pass un-

noticed of awakening sentiments of loyalty to our country

or of devotion to our heroes.

On January 19th, 1907, the students celebrated the cen-

tenary birthday of that glorious hero loved by Southerners

and admired and honored by friend and foe alike. The cele-

bration took place in the Exhibition Hall. The stage was
tastily decorated. In the centre of the decorations, was a

likeness of the Southland's hero, beautifully draped with

the national colors.

The orchestra and bands rendered strains in harmony
with the occasion, R. E. Lee's Grand March by the band
being especially appreciated.

The Literary part of the program was very felicitous.

"Lee, The Man," was treated by Mr. J. O'Leary. His paper

described the grand character and spotless private life of

Lee, and was without doubt one of the best features of the

entire program.

Next came Mr. R. M. Breard, who took as his theme,

"Lee, The Soldier," and portrayed in brilliant colors the

perseverance and military abilities of Lee.

Mr. Albert P. Garland favored the audience with "Lee,

The Patriot," citing the various instances in which Lee
proved his devotion to his native soil, to the South and its

welfare.

Mr. Nicholas Vickers rendered in a most telling man-
ner "Lee's Parting Address to His Army."

"The Sword of Lee" was then declaimed by B. I>. Al-

varez, and his manner sent thrills through his listeners and
excited every heart to a love for the man whose bright

sword was drawn in vain.

Mr. Anthony J. Touart read selections from Father
Ryan's Poems. The harmonious lines of the passionate
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poet so loved and revered by the Southland today struck the

minds of all and aided not a little in enkindling in our

reverent souls a greater warmth for our dearest and most

self-sacrificing hero, Robert Edward Lee.

Father Tyrrell rose at the close of the exercises and

congratulated the students upon their success in paying so

deserved a tribute to the first man of our Southland, and

added his own by painting in vivid colors the manly and un-

selfish conduct of the honored man.
The students left the hall with hearts overflowing with

love and veneration for Lee and determined to profit from

the lessons they had learned from his perseverance and

generosity in open warfare, from his unyielding devotion to

his native soil, and from his faultless conduct in public and

private life.

Half-Session Exhibition by
Junior Literary Society

A stirring drama in three acts entitled Francesco Car-

rara was presented at half session by the Junior Academy.
Many visitors were present at this rare treat and spoke in

the highest terms of the reproduction.

The play under the direction of Father Fazakerley, the

Moderator of the Academy, was, owing greatly to his exer-

tions, a decided success.

The orchestra and bands executed in truly professional

style their respective numbers of the program and once

more enforced their claims as first-class organizations.

The stage setting was particularly tasteful. The gorge-

ous costumes, too, figured a great deal in the success of the

reproduction.

The cast, though not a large one, was ably filled, each

actor being admirably suited to his role. P. Beall, as

Galeas Visconti, was a heartless villain. His acting was
superb, in fact so much so that he very narrowly escaped

the ill feelings of the audience. Giovanni, his son, taken by
C. Touart, was a feature of the play. The title role, Fran-
cesco Carrara, Duke of Padua, taken by Carey McMaster,
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was ably handled. His acting was well-nigh faultless and

full of well regulated passion. C. Holland, as Angelo, son of

Carrara, was another feature of the play, and was the able

counterpart of Giovanni.

The difficult character of Ulrich Von Regensburg,

Visconti's astrologer, fell into good hands when A. Touart

was assigned to the role. Giacoma, Keeper of the Prisons,

was impersonated by G. Curry. Though this was Master

Curry's first appearance before a Spring Hill audience, he

impressed all with his dramatic powers. A. Beary as Ma-
latesta, Captain of the Garrison, and B. Alvarez, as Alberto,

Governor of the Castle, won golden opinions for themselves

by their excellent interpretation of their roles, and more
especially by their finished acting.

The program and cast are subjoined:

Preciosa, Overture Weber
College Orchestra

Act I. Scene—A Castle near Lake Como, Italy.

Reverie, Arr. by Prof. A. /. Staub

College Orchestra

Act II. Scene—Ulrich's Room
Love's Dream Czibulka

College Orchestra

Act III. Scene—Entrance to Dungeons
Vienna Cafe Polka Bayer

College Orchestra

Reading of Notes

Grand Flute Quintet Kuhlan
H. Touart, K. Leche, D. Ory, J. Deegan,

Prof. A. J. Suffich

Star of Hope Junior Brass Band
Distribution of Premiums

Popular Medley Rathbun
Senior Brass Band
DRAMATIS PERSONAE,

Galeas Visconti, Duke of Milan P. Beall

Giovanni, his son C. Touart

Francesco Carrara, Duke of Padua C. McMaster
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Angelo, his son C. Holland

Ulrich Von Regensburg, Visconti's Astrologer ... A. Touart

Malatesta, Captain of the Garrison A. Beary

Uberto, Governor of the Castle B. Alvarez

Giacoma, Keeper of the Prisons G. Curry

Soldiers, Followers of Visconti

The Minstrels

In order to distract homesick minds on Mardi-Gras a

nrnstrel was given. We state emphatically that it succeed-

ed well in its aim.

The dusky troupe was composed of a picked number of

Seniors who were thought most capable of imitating the

lovers of "fowl meat."

With a stirring prelude by the Sandtown Orchestra

the curtain ascended, and the minstrels, keeping step to the

dizzy strains, jigged out to their respective places. The ef-

fect of their costumes and the stage setting were early signs

of a safe hit. Each member sported white pants and a black

coat, while the height of the collars forced each sunburned

man to throw back his head with pride, whereas the large

red bow ties made the heads resemble a black seed in a slice

of juicy watermelon.

When all were seated, Booker, Mr. Bordelon, and
Bones, Mr. Denis, sang "Camp Meeting Time." This

was a rouser and a fore-runner of the snappy refined show
to follow.

Mr. Johnsing, the learned interlocutor, was expertly

handled by Mr. J. O'Leary who, after a few opening words
and apologies to the audience, condescended to let the show
proceed.

The ends were strongly occupied by Bones, Mr. G.

Denis, and Booker, Mr. L. Bordelon, both of whom persisted

in scrapping—much to the enjoyment of everyone but them-
selves.

The above mentioned were ably backed up by the com-
pany of dusky dandies.

"If The Man In The Moon Were A Coon" was excellent-
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ly rendered by Chris, Mr. H. Touart, assisted by Miniature

Bill, who impersonated the moon.
Mr. Pat Burguieres deserves credit for the passionate

manner in which he sang "Let Me Go Back." The entire

audience took up his sentiment—not of going back, never!

For a long time after the curtain fell the students hovered

around the Exhibition Hall ; however, no harm resulted.

Mr. Robert Breard sang "Moon Dear" in a style that

was greatly to the liking of the audience.

There were many single and double quartettes each of

which displayed musical talent. Applause was frequently

and willingly given throughout the entire performance.

The manner in which the Sandtown Orchestra executed its

part of the performance was one to excite envy.

A special feature of the performance was the juggling,

weight lifting and dazzling electric club swinging of Pro-

fessor F. E. Miller, assisted by one of his pupils. The grati-

fication of the audience was manifested by the thundering

applause which followed the jugglers from the stage.

The following is the cast of characters:

SANDTOWN DUSKY DUDES
Mr. Johnsing (Interlocutor) ... .J. O'Leary

Bones, (End) A. Denis
Andrew T. Burns
Chris H. Touart
Romulus R. Breard
Ephriam ...P. Burguieres
Amos J. Deegan
Sambo N. Vickers

Booker, (End) . . L. Bordelon
Remus W. Dugan
Sambo J. Dant
Mose W. Weems
Lobby T. Wagner
Rastus J. Garber
Washington F. Brown

SANDTOWN ORCHESTRA
L. Giard G. Lasseigne

D. Ory A. Touart

Retreat

Not to the betterment of the mind and body alone does

Spring Hill confine her care, but she extends it to the wel-

fare of the soul as well. For this purpose annual retreats
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are held. The exercises of the retreat this year were given

by Rev. Father Power.

The retreat began and lasted three days, during

which time lessons and amusements were laid aside and the

mind set on the important task of studying our last end.

While handling this deep subject, we kept silence, thereby

gaining control of our wild minds, that we might focus

them upon those eternal truths which need consideration

and reflection.

Each day we heard three instructions and attended

stations and night prayers. The instructions were on the

important topics which we should always keep before us,

namely, "Death, Judgment, Heaven and Hell." Father

Power's instructions, far from being wearisome, were very

interesting.

At the end of the retreat all the students approached

the Holy Table in a body, thereby completing the general

cleansing of their souls. We cannot dismiss the retreat

without a word of congratulation to the boys for their ex-

emplary conduct during its progress.

Entertainment by the
Senior Literary Society

Mardi Gras night the students proceeded to the Exhibi-

tion Hall in anticipation of a dramatic treat. Their hopes

were in no way blighted, for all enjoyed the comic sketch

presented by the members of the Senior Academy. This

treat was made good in the shape of a one-act comedy en-

titled
''Rooms to Let." Throughout the farce fun flowed

gracefully, and to a quotation seeker this play would have
been precious, as quotations were constantly and continuous-

ly intermingled with the conversation.

Wit and humor were manufactured while you waited
and the performers received as pay many hearty laughs

and much hearty applause. Those who had parts were
perfectly able to show the advantage to be reaped from the

Society. The cast of characters called but for five members
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of the Academy, yet these five raised enough fun to dis-

tinguish twenty-five. Dr. Wellham Cuttam was ably acted

by Mr. R. Breard. As the gray headed doctor he appeared

very much to advantage.

Mr. Samuel Kelly as Dri Waters, an ambitious business

man in the employ of Dr. Cuttam, but who payed more at-

tention to his poetry than to his business, was a prominent

figure in this performance, and to him much of the good

fun that prevailed is to be attributed.

The role of Cyrus Toomuchead was smoothly carried

through by Mr. Nicholas Vickers. Cyrus in the employ of

Mr. Dri Waters often surprised him by his wonderful knowl-

edge on various subjects, but was more especially noted for

his appetite and avoirdupois. Mr. Fritz Schneider was
taken by Mr. Joseph O'Leary. Joe always takes the cake

and also the eye of the audience when ?t comes to imperson-

ating Dutch characters. When Joe O'Leary is billed for a

comic part, there is something good in store.

Mr. Frank O'Rourke, as Mr. Marcus Schmidt, success-

fully executed his part and gained the favor of the audience.

The play progressed smoothly and when the curtain fell

tremendous applause gave indication of the appreciation of

all.

PROGRAM
Waltz—Haunting Eyes Wohanka

College Orchestra

ROOMS TO LET
(A Farce)

Cast

Dr. Wellham Cuttam R. Breard
Mr. Dri Waters S. Kelly

Mr. Fritz Schneider J. O'Leary
Mr. Magnus Smith F. O'Rourke
Cyrus Toomuchead N. Vickers

Polka—Joyous Return Arr. by A. J. Staub

College Orchestra
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Washington's Birthday

Amongst a people who are every ready to honor merit

and to admire patriotism and self-sacrificing devotion

wherever found the name and memory of George Washing-

ton will be forever cherished.

Hence Spring Hill, ever eager to hold up to her students

examples of sterling worth of character and lessons of

manly and patriotic devotion to country could not let the

birthday of the father of our land of freedom pass by un-

noticed. An entertainment was arranged for the occasion.

Once more the memory of his unselfish efforts in behalf

of American rights, his patience and undying hope in his

cause in the dark hour of adversity, his modesty in the

glorious hour of victory and his able administration of the

affairs of the infant nation were awakened in our breasts

and stirred up emotions of respect, love and veneration akin

to those entertained for him by those who without hope of

receiving pecuniary reward remained true to him in the

most distressing period of his struggle for liberty.

R. M. Breard read a Latin poem entitled, "First in

War, First in Peace and First in the Hearts of His Country-

men." The sentiments of this poem were as gracefully ex-

pressed as vthey were warmly conceived. A selection from
Webster's speech at the unveiling of Washington's monu-
ment was well declaimed by D. Austin, while C. McMaster
rendered in a most creditable manner Washington's speech

on retiring to private life.

The Glee Club favored us with some of our patriotic

anthems while the Orchestra in its surpassing style rendered

an adaptation of national airs.

Fr. Tyrrell closed the entertainment with a few words
on the worth of Washington, calling particular attention

to Washington's unselfish espousal of the cause of America,
his perseverance in his efforts to secure her liberty and
above all to his unfeigned modesty in the hour of his

triumph.
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Concert by Mr. Kocian

The Springhillians, late in the afternoon of March the

5th, enjoyed an unusually fine musical treat furnished by
the famous violinist Mr. Kocian, and the accomplished pian-

ist, Miss Volava. Both of these distinguished musicians

found that their brilliant work was well appreciated, for the

applause that rang out was long and liberal.

There was also a third party who figured prominently

in this treat. Mrs. Lavretta complying with the request to

sing, swayed her hearers with Tosti's "Good Bye." It was
so beautifully rendered that it called for an encore and Mrs.

Lavretta, in her usual gracious manner, responded.

Spring Hill has ever been an admirer of the musical art,

and upon this special occasion recognized the value of these

accomplished entertainers. After listening to the clear,

harmonious notes of the young violinist, the audience was
aware of the presence of some great master of the violin;

and should Spring Hill's opinion be taken, Kocian would be

not only second best violinist in the world, but a close second

only to Kubelik.

This judgment is not founded on mere admiration, for

in the audience was an accomplished musician who has

heard the best masters of Europe. Not since the days of

Wilhelmy, who toured this country in the eighties, has he

heard anything so perfect as Mr. Kocian's performance.

Nor were Miss Volava's attainments overlooked. Her ac-

companiment added not a little to Kocian's impassioned

strains. She also rendered some special solo numbers which
assured the audience that she lacked nothing that a polished

pianist should possess.

The program was a lengthy one, composed of highly

classical and exceedingly difficult music, as the program
will prove. It follows

:

Mr. Kocian, Violinist. Miss Volava, Pianist.

I. Nedcial: Sonato for violin and piano.

(a.) Andante maestoso. Allegro con moto.

(b.) Andante con moto.

(c.) Allegro Kocian-Volava.
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II. Pabst-Tschaikowsky : Illustrations de V opera, La
dame de pique Volava

III. Bach: Aria.

(c) Saint Lucia: Lucia-Phantasia Kocian

IV. (a.) Kocian: Serenata.

(b.) Swendsen: Romance.

(c.) Ries: Moto perpetuo Kocian.

V. (a.) Chopin: Etude C-sharp minor.

(b.) Smetana: . On the Seashore Volava.

VI. Kocian: Variations "Swanee River.'' Kocian.

Scientific Lecture

On the night of March the 12th all the Springhillians

assembled in the Exhibition Hall highly expectant of an in-

teresting hour or two; nor were they disappointed. Of
course the Orchestra was in attendance, and after its able

rendition of a prelude, the curtain ascended amidst the

tremendous applause showered upon the reverend lecturer,

Fr. Philippe.

During the lecture many wonderful experiments were
performed as illustrations. The experiments were of such

a nature that, with the aid of two magic lanterns, they

could be reproduced on a large screen extending across the

stage, and thus the whole progress of the experiment could

be observed.

Father Phillipe throughout his explanations and de-

scriptions intermingled jokes and witticisms.

The entertainment was not altogether a treatise on
science, for besides the Orchestra selections, there was an-

other musical number on the program, "Sing Me a Song of

the South," sung by Master R. Brooks. The number was
rendered in a clear and distinct manner. Master Brooks,

as we all know, has an exceptionally fine voice, and on this

occasion it was appreciated by all.

We print the program

:

Overture—Marionettes Gurlitt
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College Orchestra

I. The Circulating Fountain

II. Arborescent Figures—Cohesion

III. Magnetic Influence

IV. Lines of Force

V. The Electric Arc
VI. The Spectrum—Analysis—Crystallivation

Trombone Solo—Silver Threads Danks
Rev. P. J. Philippe

Song—Starlight Morse
College Glee Club

VII. The Opeidoscope

VIII. Harmonic Motion

X. Chronometers

IX. The Cycloidotrope

XI. The Flower of Liberty

Song—Sing Me a Song of the Sunny South Casey

R. Miles Brooks

Jubilee March Rev. P. J. Philippe

College Orchestra

Father Semple Visits His Alma Mater

Father H. C. Semple, S. J., an alumnus and professor

of Spring Hill, but now stationed in New York, spent a few
days at the College in March. In an address to the boys ex-

pressing the same, he recalled many incidents of college life

at Spring Hill during war times, and related in his most

humorous mood many anecdotes of his career as a professor

here at his Alma Mater. The most interesting part of his

address, however, to the boys was the granting of a half

holiday.

Installation of New President

The faculty and students assembled in the Exhibition

Hall on March the 23rd for a two-fold purpose : To bid an
affectionate farewell to our outgoing President, Rev. Father
Tyrrell, and to welcome in our midst Rev. Father Twell-

meyer, our new President.
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The students knew well the cause of this meeting and

with heavy hearts they reluctantly saw our beloved Presi-

dent resign himself to God's holy will. A few of our dis-

tinguished orators, representing Spring Hill in general, rose

to express to Father Tyrrell our thankfulness in having had

him for a guide and protector and to assure him of our grief

in parting with him.

Very Rev. Fr. O'Connor, Superior of the New Orleans

Mission, then addressed the boys. He congratulated Fr.

Tyrrell on the noble manner in which he had borne the in-

numerable cares and troubles of his office and on the effi-

cient manner in which he had always executed its various

duties. He then introduced the new President, Fr. Twell-

meyer, as a man fully capable of carrying out the progres-

sive policy of his predecessor and predicted for him the same
success that had always crowned the able efforts of Fr.

Tyrrell.

Fr. Tyrrell is now engaged in missionary work with

headquarters at New Orleans. We hope that the same suc-

cess that attended him during his terms of presidency at

Spring Hill will continue to crown his efforts in his new
field of labor, and we beg to assure him that the loving

memories ana fondest wishes of all at Spring Hill will ever

attend him.

Rev. Fr. Twellmeyer entered upon his duties as Presi-

dent the same day. Father Twellmeyer is no stranger to old

Spring Hill or her students. He has spent the greater por-

tion of his religious life within her precincts and has been
connected with the College in various capacities as teacher,

prefect and Vice-President.

Hence our new President received the welcome of an
old member in our midst. In the execution of the duties of

his new office we wish him every success. We feel confi-

dent that such will be his portion and that the prediction of

Rev. Fr. O'Connor will be realized.
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"The Yellow Robe"

On the night of April the 6th, the Exhibition Hall was
unusually crowded, especially by town people. A pleasant

surprise was in store for them. This surprise was none

other than a spicy farce in three acts, abounding in wit and

laughter from start to finish.

The Orchestra, as usual, covered itself with glory. Its

rendition between acts of the latest and most popular com-

positions was one of the most prominent features of the en-

tertainment. The costumes were adapted to the occasion:

the ministers were clqthed in the characteristic attire; the

brothers of the "Yellow Robe," in dazzling yellow gowns
and turbans; the society seekers in evening dress; and
Dinklespiel in his gaudy misfit.

The stage was tastefully and luxuriously decorated,

portraying a brilliant drawing room scene. There was not a

dull moment from the time the curtain rose in the first act

till its final fall. The cast was composed of a number of Sen-

iors capable of successfully handling their parts.

First comes Mr. J. O'Leary, who made a hit in the char-

acter of Heinie Dinklespiel. He indeed possessed a wonder-

ful facility of being in the way. He never failed to draw
from the audience spasmodical bursts of laughter, and was
especially successful when he taught his master how to lead

the German.
Mr. G. Denis, a theosophic barber, handled his part in

a most creditable manner. His excellent acting in the vari-

ous trying situations in which he was thrown delighted the

audience and won for him much praise.

Mr. Nicholas Vickers as Ebenezer Packingham, made a

good "Pop" and put up a good fight to break into "Sasseity,"

but soon found that New York Society was not crazed over

a Kansas City pork-packer.

Mr. L. A. Giard, taking the part of Charles Packing-

ham, a student of Harvard, was also on the safe side of the

audience, although his late hours and home coming celebra-

tions caused his "Pop" no amount of trouble.

Jim Packingham, "his father's boy," was smoothly
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taken by Mr. P. C. Burguieres, to whom the old man looked

for consolation when his Harvard son "celebrated." Mr.

Burguieres also excellently rendered a song entitled, "A
Dream."

Percy Packingham, the poet of the family, was imper-

sonated by Mr. S. B. Simon. Nothing was lacking from his

acting. He treated the audience to some of his
'

'heart-rend-

ing" poems.

Mr. J. D. Ory, as Tom Valentine, an old friend of the fam-

ily, found no amount of trouble in convincing the society-

seeking "Old Man" of his blue blood, but at last succeeded in

being re-admitted to the family circle.

J. E. Duggan, as Archibald Van Bibber, of the "400,"

was happy in his role. Old Man Packingham had his eyes

on Van.

Mr. Tweedles, the African Missionary, found an excel-

lent impersonator in J. E. Deegan.

Last but not least was Bill Finnerty, "one of the finest."

This role was faithfully executed by our Chicago friend, Mr.

F. J. O'Rourke. He made an ideal cop to all law breakers,

and possessed every minor accomplishment for the success

of the part.

During the course of the play, and especially after the

play had ended, tremendous applause manifested the grati-

fication of the audience.

The entire performance was without a flaw and evoked

one continual peal of laughter. Of all the entertainments

given at Spring Hill, this will stand in the forefront rank,

for none, from any point of view, could have surpassed the

manner in which Spring Hill was introduced to "The Yel-

low Robe."

The following is the program and cast

:

THE CAST.

Ebenezer Packingham, from Kansas City . .N. L. Vickers, '07

Charles Packingham, Harvard, '07 * L. A. Giard, '07

Percy Packingham, a poet S. B. Simon, '08

Jim Packingham, his father's boy P. C. Burguieres, '08

A. Keene Shaver, a Theosophic barber A. C. Denis, '09
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Archibald Van Bibber, of the "400" J. E. Duggan, '10

Rev. Jas. Tweedles, an African Missionary . J. E. Deegan, '08

Tom Valentine, an old friend D. J. Ory, '07

Heinie Dinklespiel, generally in the way. .J. A. O'Leary, '07

Bill Finnerty, "One of the Finest" F. J. O'Rourke, '09

TIME—The Present

PLACE : Scene—Drawing Room of Ebenezer Packing-

ham's New York Residence

THE PROGRAM
College Life Frantzen

College Orchestra

Act I—Sowing the Wind
Fanella Reiser

College Orchestra

Act II—Reaping the Whirlwind

Madcap Princess Ludwig
College Orchestra

Act III—The Aftermath
The Smiler Wenrich

College Orchestra

SPECIAL MUSICAL NUMBERS
Act I—A Dream, (Song) Bartlett

Act II—San Toy, (March) Jones

Professor A. J. Suffich Completes
His Tenth Year at the College

It is with keen pleasure that we acknowledge the ten

years of valuable service rendered the College by Prof. A.

J. Suffich. All who know Professor Suffich will congratu-

late Spring Hill on maintaining for a decade of years on her

staff such an accomplished musician, such a devoted and
careful professor, and such a worthy gentleman.

Professor Suffich is an ardent lover of his profession

and has a wonderful faculty of imparting this quality to his

students. Each year he selects the material for the Junior
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Band, and directs its rehearsals, and the enthusiastic inter-

est manifested- by the members of this organization, and the

wonderful proficiency attained by it each year are directly

traceable to Professor Suffich. Without detracting from

the praise of any one we might say that the Senior Band,

which is always considered well nigh perfect, owes its ex-

cellence to Professor Suffich, as its members receive their

early training from him. They are rounded out year by
year, by Professor Suffich's training for at least two or

three years.

He is most painstaking as a professor. Self-sacrifice,

care and patience are the characteristics of this industrious

man. His pupils never fail to make progress under his guid-

ance, and the love and respect they entertain for him is

proverbial.

But Professor Suffich is not only an excellent musi-

cian and a devoted professor, he is also a model man. A man
with high principles and a generous heart, he wins the es-

teem of all who are happy enough to make his acquaintance.

This humble attempt to acknowledge the invaluable services

of this worthy man is not intended as a meed of praise

—

his modest nature would shrink from anything of the kind,

nor would any praise we could bestow upon him raise him
higher in the esteem of Springhillians, or in the affections

of his friends.

So we conclude by voicing the sentiments of the

faculty and students of Spring Hill on this occascion : "A
long life to Professor Suffich and may Spring Hill's selfish

desire of retaining bis services for another decade of years

be satisfied."

Bishop Kenny Visits Spring Hill

Spring Hill and Springhillians were honored by the

four days' visit of the Rt. Rev. J. B. Kenny, D. D., Bishop

of St. Augustine, Florida. Both bands turned out to greet

his Lordship. At the conclusion of the concert His Lordship

addressed the boys in his happiest vein, noted the pro-
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ficiency of the bands, expressed his admiration for the ex-

cellent spirit manifested by the boys and concluded by

granting a full holiday, to be celebrated in two weeks time.

Of course over-eager youth could not brook such a long

delay, so after much clamoring on the part of the boys, and

much teasing on the part of the Right Reverend Bishop, His

Lordship finally compromised matters and gained the affec-

tions of all by gracefully granting the holiday on the mor-
row. We regret that His Lordship's pastoral duties would
not permit of a longer stay in our midst and beg to assure

him of the pleasure we received from his visit and of the

hearty welcome that will always await him at Spring Hill.

Other Distinguished Visitors

Spring Hill also wishes to acknowledge the pleasure she

received in entertaining Monseigeur Chas. Guay, Protho-

notary Apostolic, Ville-Guay, Quebec, Canada; Very Rev.

Father Lennon, Superior General of the Lazarist Fathers,

and the Rev. Fathers Healy and O'Hearn, the distinguished

Paulist Missionaries.

Come again, Spring Hill will ever welcome you with

open arms.

Concert by Beryl Rubenstein

The night of May the 5th was one which Springhillians

will remember. Beryl Rubenstein, the youthful prodigy in

the musical world, gave an exhibition of his marvellous

powers. The students were anxious when they beheld the

tender age of the musician, but the familiar manner in

which he executed the various numbers of his program was
surprising. He played with a masterly touch and communi-
cated his sentiment, through clear and well regulated notes,

to each particular individual in the audience.

Beryl proved himself the prodigy he was proclaimed to

be. Although greatly handicapped by his liliputian size, he
reached the notes on his piano and through them the hearts
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of his hearers. The young musician executed a most diffi-

cult program entirely from memory. After each selection

he was showered with thundering applause.

Mrs. Lavretta, a lover of music and also a distinguished

musician, was present. Upon request she favored the audi-

ence with "The Last Rose of Summer," which was rendered

in her usual surpassing manner. She was so persistently ap-

plauded that she was obliged to respond with "Last Night."

Beryl concluded the entertainment with Spring Hill's

old "Southern Melodies."

Monthly Exhibitions

The usual monthly exhibitions were presented by the

members of the Second Grammar Class on April 3rd, and by
those of Sections A and B of the Third Grammar Class on

May 1st. The two exhibitions were noted for their

academic characters and gave good proof of the efficient

work that is being done in these initial classes of the classi-

cal course.

The two programs are given here:

SECOND GRAMMAR CLASS
Part I.

Overture—Italiana in Algeri Rossini

College Orchestra

Salutatory J. Bauer
Latin Translation ; Latin Dissertation The Class

Vulpes in Vinea C. Brady
Translation from De Bello Gallico M. Galliand

English Composition H. Kelly

Reading of Notes

Part II.

Waltz—Grossmutterchen Lauger
Greek Dialogue

—

Charon K. Leche
Menippus J. McHardy
Hermes C. Schatzman
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Greek Dissertation The Class

Recitation—Bernardo's Revenge A. Beary

March—Sergeant-at-Arms Mackie-Beyer

Junior Band
Distribution of Cards

Spanish March—La Sorella Lossey

Senior Band

THIRD GRAMMAR CLASS
Part I.

Waltz—Whispers of Love Czibulka

College Orchestra

Reading of Notes

Latin Contest on the Four Conjugations, Translation and
Parsing

Section A vs. Section B
Swedish Dance Sodermann

College Orchestra

Song The Midshipmite

Third Grammar Class

Part II.

Greek Contest on the Declensions

Section A vs. Section B
Schottische—Little Sunbeam Mackie-Beyer

Junior Band.

Distribution of Cards

Intermezzo Caprice—Electra Th. Levy
Senior Band

Bereavement of Father Butler

It is with deepest regret that we chronicle the death of

Major General Henry Butler, C. B., brother of our own es-

teemed Father Butler, and extend to this venerable Father

our most heartfelt sympathies. There is one feature con-

nected with this painful bereavement that makes it doubly

sad. Father Butler had sailed for New York on May 11th,
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to visit his old home, and it was during his voyage that his

brother, who had expressed an earnest desire to see him,

breathed his soul into the hands of his Creator. We quote

the following account of General Butler's death, from the

"Irish Independent:"

MAJOR-GEN. H. BUTLER, C. B., DEAD.

A grand old military figure has passed away in the

person of Major-General Henry Butler, C. B., whose death

took place on Friday afternoon at the residence of his broth-

er at Ballycarron House, Golden, County Tipperary. Born

in 1828 he served as an ensign with the 57th Foot at the

Crimean, and was decorated with the medal and clasp for

service at Alma, Inkerman, Sevastopol and the Redan. In

'63 and '65 he took part in the New Zealand campaigns and

was promoted to the rank of Brevet-Colonel, having already

been decorated with the French Legion of Honor and the

Turkish Medal. He retired on half pay in '81 and ten years

later took his final discharge as Major-General. A kinsman
and neighbor of General Sir William Butler, K. C. B., an-

other gallant Tipperary soldier, deceased, was a men of

genial manner, a keen sportsman and was much beloved in

his native country. Funeral this morning at 10 o'clock from
Ballycarron for Kilalduff.

Elocution Medal Contest

On Sunday, June 2nd, was held the contest for the elo-

cution medals. A large number of friends of the contest-

ants and College were in attendance and were treated to an
entertainment marked by its high quality and finish.

There were seven contestants in each of the two sec-

tions. We shall not dwell in detail upon the merits of the

rendition of his selection by each particular contestant. We
could hardly do justice to the intelligent interpretation, the

well regulated passion, the faultless intonations, the grace-

ful gesticulation, the natural ease, the suggestive emphasis,

and the pleasing articulation, with which each selection was
rendered. So we voice the popular sentiment on the occa-
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sion that it was the best exhibition of elocutionary talent

witnessed in Spring Hill for years.

For the curious, there was another pleasing feature to

the entertainment. The traditional custom of Spring Hill

has been to maintain secrecy on the decision of the judges

until Commencement Day, but this year the custom'was set

aside and the medal winners were announced immediately

after the contest. Fr. Kerrigan, as spokesman, rendered

the decision of the judges. In a few happy words he con-

gratulated the contestants and declared that he had never

witnessed an elocution contest distinguished by such general

excellence. He then announced the medal winners. Mr.

C. E. McMaster was given the medal in the first section with

Messrs. Denis, Walsh, Vickers and Touart following in or-

der mentioned. In the second section the medal went to

Master K. P. Leche with Masters Alvarez, Beary, Guerra

and Beall carrying off distinctions as respectively men-
tioned.

The College Orchestra as usual covered itself with

glory. While Messrs. Burns and Keith rendered their solos

in a most creditable manner.
The Judges for the contest were

:

Rev. William A. Kerrigan, Hon. Joseph N. McAleer,

Hon. Walter F. Walsh.

The program is given

:

FIRST SECTION

Charge of the Hussars Spindler

College Orchestra

Roger and I Trowbridge
L. L. Bordelon

Rienzi to the Romans Mitford

A. C. Denis

The Last String Anonymous
C. E. McMaster

Belshazzar Anonymous
A. J. Touart

The Leper N. P. Willis

N. L. Vickers
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Cavatina—Violin Solo Bohm
T. J. Burns

The Victor of Marengo Anonymous
T. S. Walmsley

The Black Horse and His Rider Sheppard

W. M. Walsh
SECOND SECTION

The Curse of Regulus Anonymous
B. D. Alvarez

Spartacus to the Roman Envoys Kellogg

P. D. Beall

The Battle Schiller-Lytton

A. T. Beary
The Message—Cornet Solo Brooks

N. L. Keith Ovalle

The Admiral's Dream Reville

L. V. Guerra

The Brave Fireman Rexford
H. T. Jones

The Brave Fireman Rexford
K. P. Leche

The Collier's Dying Child Farmer
H. A. Munson

Duett—Cornets and Clarinets Mendelssohn

College Orchestra Accompaniment

Death of Senator Morgan

As we go to press the news of Senator Morgan's death

is brought to our notice. We regret that time will not per-

mit us to speak of the virtues and merits of one who was
ever a staunch friend of Spring Hill. We trust, however,

that at some not very distant date we will be able to pay a

fitting tribute to the memory of the great Senator.

The Review, in the name of the Faculty and Students,

extends its sympathies to the family and relatives of the de-

ceased.
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SENIOR SOCIETIES

Sodality of the Blessed Virgin Mary

The sodality of the Blessed Virgin Mary, in the Senior

Division has just closed a most successful year. Besides a

marked gain in membership there was a noticeable better-

ment in the general tone of the sodality. And the eagerness

with which the boys of the Senior Division sought to join

this society is a sure sign that in their minds the sodality

stands high among the societies of the College.

The earnestness and good will manifested by all the

members were very striking, and their increase in fervor

and piety since the beginning of this scholastic year was
very pronounced. These happy results are attributable to

the devoted zeal of Fr. Frankhauser who has taken the

keenest interest in the Sodality since he was appointed its

director.

The total number of members this year was fifty-four.

The following boys received their diploma of aggregation on

the 24th of May, having joined since the first meeting of the

year held on Oct. 4th : C. Frederic, W. Schmitt, D. Weems,
R. Reid, F. Parslow, J. Parslow, C. Bordelon, A. Garland,

T. O'Connor, C. Laborde, B. Laborde, S. Bourgeois, W. Des-

Prez, J. Garber, V. Vila.

The Senior Academy

The Senior Academy has just closed one of the most
successful years in its history. The membership was large

and the meetings marked by great enthusiasm. The various

papers read before the academy were prepared with care

and the style of the compositions was masterful and pol-

ished. The declamations gave proof of good elocutionary

talent; while the farce given on Mardi Gras night showed
to advantage the dramatic powers possessed by members
of the Society. Two interesting debates on the exclusion
of the Japanese from the California schools and the much
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mooted question of Roosevelt's third term were ample fields

to display to advantage the oratorical ability contained in

the Academy. We can entertain no better wish for next

year's Academy than that it may maintain the standard of

excellence established by the Academy of '06-'07.

Senior Band

The Senior Band has fulfilled the prediction made in

our last number, that "of whipping itself into really profes-

sional form." This no doubt is due to the able leadership of

Professor A. J. Staub and the energetic officers, H. Touart,

D. Ory and R. M. Breard. A few weeks ago Robert Hoff-

man, an old Senior Band member, sent us a complimentary

copy of his "Dixie Queen." What a pity we did not have

time to get into line with "Dixie Queen," as undoubtedly our

rendition of the same would have made the author's ear

tingle

!

But cheer up ! musicians, the recruits from the Junior

Band will help us to perfect ourselves in the same next year.

Then, won't we blow our own horns

!

The College Orchestra

One of the pleasing features of the regular monthly

exhibitions, as everybody knows, is the music furnished

by the College Orchestra. The greatest interest is shown
by the faculty and students when some daring son of

Orpheus lets himself out on a violin, flute or cornet solo. It

is by these efforts that we can judge of the real progress

made. We need not be afraid of the departure of the

graduates. They are a great loss each year; but thj young-

er members have again shown that they will be able to take

the place of their seniors and uphold the traditional honor

of the College Orchestra.

This constant replacing of older members by younger

and less experienced ones is a great problem and it redounds

to the honor and praise of our professors of music that they
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bring the Orchestra year after year to the same high

standard.

The Choir

The Choir was an experiment this year. It brought out

the fact, however, that we have much promising material at

hand, which after a year or so of good handling will round

itself into professional caste. The society notwithstanding

the many difficulties thrown in its way reached a high de-

gree of excellence. This happy result is due entirely to the

persistent efforts of Father Snebelen, who in spite of the

inexperience of the majority of the members succeeded in

obtaining unlooked for results from an organization of such

recent establishment. The music rendered at High Masses

and Solemn Benedictions would have done credit to a body

of more experienced musicians.

Library and Reading Room

Were a stranger to enter the Senior Library on a recre-

ation day, he would find how well the Seniors verify the dic-

tum that "Reading maketh the full man."
The Librarian, Mr. L. Giard, is kept busy doling out

the later novels to all comers.

How the Seniors look forward to the hours of free

Study Hall, to read their favorite novel ! Great praise is due
the officers for the order maintained in the Library.

Billiard and Pool Room

What a God-send is the Pool Room on a rainy day or

when "nothing is doing!" How grateful we are to the

Officers of the same for their energy and tact in assigning

certain hours to the numerous members for the ever popular
game of Pool. The time allotted to the different players

may not be suitable to all, but say, boys, don't you think the

Officers have done their level best, so there is no kick

coming?
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Gymnasium

At the opening of Summer Order the valuable services

of Mr. F. E. Miller were discontinued. The regular class

was kept up till the departure of our instructor, and we have

no doubt that not a few expert gymnasts have been the out-

come of Mr. Miller's painstaking efforts. We have every

reason to thank our gymnasium instructor for his invaluable

services and we only hope that the same cordial relations

will exist between ourselves and Mr. Miller next year.

JUNIOR SOCIETIES

Sodality of the Holy Angels

Many new. members have joined the Sodality this year,

so that our small band has been greatly increased. All the

members have made the first Act of Consecration to Our
Blessed Mother and the majority have been found worthy

of making the Second Act. The Sodality has, indeed, had a

flourishing year.

The Altar Boys' Sodality

The Altar Boys have distinguished themselves through-

out the year by their good behavior at all times and in all

places. Their anxiety to serve Mass has been truly edifying.

At half-session an election was held, with the result

that A. J. Touart was re-elected to the office of Prefect;

P. D. Beall was chosen Secretary, and C. McMaster, Censor.

J. Toomey and B. Alvarez are still Acolytes.

The May Altar

We know what gorgeous altars the students of past

years erected to show their love for the Blessed Virgin, but

we claim that none surpassed—if, indeed, any equalled

—

that of 1907. It was truly a gem. Its perfect proportions,

its chaste beauty, and the exquisite taste displayed in de-
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tails as well as in the general conception, were an object of

admiration to all visitors and a powerful incentive to the

students to love Our Blessed Mother.

The officers of the study hall, Philip Beall, Paul Tur
regano and Philip Patout, as well as their assistants, Sidney

Braud and Charley Schimpf, deserve great praise for the

Altar they built and adorned. They deserve still greater

praise for their persevering fervor which prompted them to

keep the Altar looking as beautiful every day of the month
as it was on the first day.

The May Card, too, designed and executed by George

Batchelder, was a work of art, and we are proud to say that

no May Card had fewer bad notes on it than ours. Our
only hope is that it pleased her for whom we strove to keep

it spotless—Our Immaculate Queen.

The Junior Literary Academy

The Academy this year has added new lustre to its

crown of glory. The members won the admiration and es-

teem of every spectator who witnessed their half-session

drama, "Francesco Carrara." We have yet to hear one word
adverse criticism of the entire play.

The regular meetings were marked by enthusiasm and
an earnestness which bespoke a desire to improve in the dif-

ficult art of public speaking. An exciting debate was that

on the old but ever-interesting subject,
'

'Resolved, That base-

ball is a better game than football." It was decided that

the resolution was correct as it stood, and it was adopted.

The Academy picnic was a suitable closing of a useful

and enjoyable year.

The officers for the second term are : P. Beall, Presi-

dent ; A. Touart, Secretary ; G. Curry, Censor.

The Library

The love of reading has not died out in the Junior Di-

vision nor has it diminished. Few members have let a week
slip by without taking at least one book from the well-stock-
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ed Library, and at no time during the longer recreations was

the Reading Room empty of ardent readers.

No change has been made in the officers except that

B. Rios is now Vice-President in the place of Harry Alvey,

who was called home about two months ago.

The Junior Band

At the beginning of the year the Junior Band was the

butt of many a joke. As usual, most of the good players of

the preceding year went over to the Senior Band and Prof.

Suffich was left with the rawest kind of material from

which to make up a band. His patience and perseverance

triumphed and now the Junior Division is proud of the

Band. A. Touart, K. Leche and J. Toomey were the veter-

ans, and they were the mainstay of the Band. C. Schimpf,

B. Alvarez and F. Meyer deserve praise for the great

facility they have acquired in one year.

Present indications are that few will go over to the

other side next September, and if this proves to be true the

Junior Band will more than hold its own with the Senior

Band.

The Gymnasium

The Gymnasium was much frequented during the colder

months, but had to take second place when the baseball sea-

son began. Much good practice was had in it and plenty

of muscle and brawn was developed that had its effect in

the winning of the pins.

There was a splendid Gymnastic Meet, open to all the

schools of Mobile, held about Easter, and we are proud to

record the fact that H. Kevlin of the Juniors won the Silver

Medal. Had the decision rested with us Henry would have

received the Gold Medal, for the feats which he performed
were as daring, and required as much strength, as the most
difficult circus "stunts." However, he was a little off on

form and a boy from Wright's, whose style was profesional,

won out.
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A valuable addition to the Gymnasium has been made
since Christmas. It is a splendid Outdoor Gym and has sup-

plied a long felt want for the small boy. It consists of noth-

ing but swinging and climbing apparatus and, judging from
its continuous use, is much appreciated by all. In fact it

is the 'kids' paradise.

COLLEGE ATHLETICS

Baseball

Our baseball team was the pride of the College this

year. In the beginning of the season the outlook was not

very encouraging. The material at hand from which the

team was to be formed was not of the kind that we usually

call stars,—that is, it did not appear that it was.

Consequently the knockers came out in full force and

began operations with a determination to kill while the

prophets of evil—the kind that tell you, "Now I'm not knock-

ing, but"—wore long faces as they watched the trying out

process. It was enough to discourage any team, let alone a

team of players who were not playing their positions on past

reputation or in virtue of popular favor.

However, they lived through it all and practiced faith-

fully. By and by hard work and the able coaching of Mr.

Verneuille began to tell. The boys realized their defects as

well as anyone and set about correcting them. They saw
that if victory came it was to be only as a result of union

and system. The result was that the team put up a better

game of scientific ball than any Spring Hill team in the past.

This is a bold statement, it is true, and we ourselves would
not have ventured to put it forward as our own, had we not

repeatedly heard the same from the lips of Mobile gentle-

men who have played against Spring Hill teams for the past

ten years and more.

The record for the season shows that the team so much
despised when it first made its appearance on the diamond,
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finished the season with a little more than three-fourths of

the games played to its credit. It won a game from the

Mobile team of the Cotton States League and from a team

of professionals despite the fact that these latter put C.

Fritz of Southern League fame in the box to save the game
for them. A tie game was played with the Y. M. C. A.,

whose team is composed of the best amateurs of Mobile.

When the time came to play off the tie, the boys started off

with a vim that showed plainly that this time the result of

the game would not be doubtful. Their opponents, however,

could not bear the thought of defeat at our hands and walked

off the field in high dudgeon when the umpire of their own
choice gave a close decision to the College.

In a word, the team played a great game and is deserv-

ing of all the more credit for it because it played winning

ball in the face of much harsh criticism and carping.

Coach Verneuille's Effective Work

Undoubtedly the successful record of our College nine is

due to Mr. Lee Verneuille, last season's premier boxman of

the Cotton States League, who worked so hard and faith-

fully to round into shape the unexperienced material at his

disposal. With only two members of last year's College

nine as a nucleus around which to form a team and with a

traditional devotion to the hit and run game to contend

against, Coach Verneuille took matters in hand. After the

weeding out process was completed, he turned over to

Spring Hill one of the speediest and certainly the best bal-

anced team that has ever represented her on the diamond.

But this was not all. Coach Verneuille's greatest success is

yet to be told. Convincing the players of the futility of in-

dividual play to win games, he set about a careful process

of drilling the team into a definite system of play, commonly
called teamwork. Soon the team was moving like clock-

work, playing according to a definite code of signals and
following a definite plan of play. And as a result we can

point with pride to one of the most successful baseball sea-
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sons Spring Hill has ever witnessed and claim the proud

distinction of having trailed in the dust the colors of every

team that made its appearance on our diamond.

Coach Verneuille is to be congratulated upon his suc-

cess in giving to the College a winning team in spite of

the odds against him. We thank him for the interest he

manifested in the team and wish him a prosperous season

on the mound for Roanoke of the Virginia State League.

The Personnel of the Team

As remarked before, the salient feature of the team this

year was its even balance. A remarkable improvement,

however, was noticed in team work, base running and that

intangible something denoted inside play.

At the opening of the season slab artists were at a pre-

mium. In fact we might say there is a noticeable dearth of

good twirlers this year in the Senior Division. Of course

we had Touart back and he proved to be the mainstay of

the team. His work this year was a decided improvement
over last season, and this is saying a great deal. Hinton

has always had the requisites of a star twirler—amazing
benders, a surplus amount of steam and excellent control.

He lacked only the knowledge of using to best advantage

what he possessed. Coach Verneuille remedied this de-

ficiency and as a result Touart is now regarded as perhaps

the best pitcher who ever twirled for Spring Hill. Through-

out the season he was well-night invincible against all op-

ponents. This is saying a great deal when one recalls the

fact that he pitched the majority of the games and every

one of the heavy gamesr*

But one boxman would never satisfy the needs of a

team, so Coach Verneuille brought to light another twirler

of no mean ability in the person of our crack third baseman,

Bonvillain. He was always effective when on the mound.
Burns, another member of the pitching corps, is a good

tosser. When one looks up the dope sheet, it will be found

that he has not a single defeat chalked up against him and
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moreover it will be seen that one of his victories was a no-

hit game.

Last year when Kern graduated it was said we would

never have another catcher like him for years. But we think

the prediction failed to materialize. Reynaud has caught a

great game and has proved himself a worthy successor to

Kern. He is cool, heady, works his pitcher well, and in

throwing to bases he is easily the peer of Kern. He is also

a swatter of ability.

Ory was transferred early in the season from the re-

ceiving station to the first sack, where he has played a

steady, consistent game. He takes good care of everything

that comes his way.

Captain Lasseigne, our guardian of the keystone bag,

fielded his position in professional style and tore off plays

at times that were amazing. He is one of those who go after

everything and are not afraid to make an error. His only

fault is his eagerness to get the ball out of his hands before

steadying himself. He is a fiend with the willow, swatting

the sphere steadily to a .367 tune.

The difficult corner was superbly taken care of by Bon-
villain. An accurate thrower and sure fielder he was con-

sidered one of the safest men on the team.

With the exception of Touart, Danos was the only one of

last year's stars left to the team. The fast little short fielder

while falling off a bit in his stick work, improved on his

wonderful fielding and throwing of last year. He is looked

upon as one of the best short fielders the College has had
for years.

Keith and Vickers, two patch tenders, are "finds" of

Coach Verneuille. Besides being fast fly chasers they es-

pecially play gingerly ball on the ins. They are good base

runners and the best men on the team at the bunting game.

Both are safe men at either end of a "squeeze." Vickers

was also a valuable acquisition to the team as an infielder

and was brought in from the garden when Bonvillain was
on the rubber.

Breard, another new man on the team, was a reliable
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fielder, and though not a heavy hitter, time and again

smashed out a two-bagger in time of need.

Rifel was a fly chaser of no mean ability, but fell sick

just as he was getting into form and failed to regain his

strength in time to join the team before ttie close of the

season.

Out of eighteen games played the team is credited with

thirteen victories, while four games go to our opponents.

In one game honors were divided. We are proud of this

record and are willing to compare it with that of any other

College team in the South.

We give below the individual batting and fielding aver-

ages of the team. As a whole the team swatted at a .234

clip, which is very creditable considering the pitchers faced.

But this figure does not express what is of more importance,

viz., that each member of the team could be relied upon to

do something in a pinch. The fielding percentage of the

team is close up to the .900 mark. This is satisfactory when
it is remembered that the team was moving in fast company.

Batting and Fielding Averages

BATTING
Name g r ab h 2-bh 3-bh hr a

Lasseigne 18 19 68 25 5 1 .367

Reynaud 18 5 64 16 .250

Keith 11 7 40 30 1 .250

Touart 17 12 69 16 1 1 1 .232

Bonvillian 18 12 67 15 1 1 .224

Danos 18 13 67 14 3 2 1 .209

Riffel 6 2 24 5 .208

Ory 12 6 51 10 1 1 .196

Breard 11 3 39 7 10 .179

Burns 3 2 10 10 .100

Vickers 11 8 31 3 10 .097

FIELDING
Names g po a e av.

Burns, p 3 3 13 .1000

Ory, lb 12 114 17 3 .977

Keith, If 11 18 1 .947

Touart, p 17 25 17 5 .893

Reynaud, c 18 112 16 16 .888

Breard, rf 11 13 1 2 .875

Vickers, cf 11 20 16 8 .818

Danos, ss 18 49 41 22 .803

Bonvillian, 3b 18 12 31 11 .796

Lasseigne, 2b 18 32 35 20 .770

Riffel 6 4 3 .572
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S. H. C, 16; U. S. S. Paducah, 5.

Uncle Sam ordered the gunboat Paducah to Mobile for

Carnival and thus it was that a game was arranged with the

sailor boys on Feb. 12th, the last day of the Mardi Gras cele-

brations. Although the game was a walk-over for the Col-

lege still it was replete with many spectacular plays in which

both sides figured. The feature of the game was the pitch-

ing of Touart, who was already giving promise of what
might be expected from him in mid-season. In this game
he struck out nineteen men and allowed but five hits. An-
other pleasing feature of the game was the good feeling

manifested. The sailor boys were given a rousing welcome.

On their.entrance into the grounds they were cheered by the

entire student body and the Senior band greeted them with

some of their most lively strains. At the conclusion of the

game the visitors were tendered a banquet in the refectory.

On rising from table Captain Delaney in a few happy words
thanked the faculty and student body for the royal welcome
he and his team mates had received and assured us all they

would never forget the visit and game at Spring Hill. The
score

:

S. H. C. AB R H PO A E PADUCAH AB R H PO A E
Lasseigne, 2b....

3

3 2 2 3 Reske, c 3 1 3 2 5
Ory, c 5 1 2 21 Conklin, p 4 1 1 1 6
Rounds, cf 5 3 2 1 Gilmore, lb, 3b. .4 16
Touart, p 5 1 1 2 1 Delaney, 2b 3 10 4 4 1
Bonvillain, 3b...

5

1 2 1 1 Renchlar, ss 4 1 2 1 3
Danos, ss 5 10 11 Stoll, 3b, lb 4 116 3
Kelly, lb 4 2 5 2 Durkee, cf 4 10 2
Breard, rf 5 12 Dermond, If 4 1

Reynaud, If 5 3 10 Weir, rf 4 110
Total 42 16 12 27 7 7 Total 34 5 5 23 13 15

S H. C , 6; All Professionals, 4

On March 3rd was played probably the best and most
exciting game of the season. This same team of profes-

sionals had made its appearance once before on our diamond,

and owing to careless playing had walked off with our scalp

dangling from their belts. This time we were determined to

regain lost honors. In the fifth inning the Mobile pitcher
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was touched up for three singles and a double which netted

three runs and put the College to the good. The warm re-

ception handed Tuttle induced the professionals to pull in

C. Fritz of Southern League fame, this year with New Or-

leans, from center garden and put him on the slab, hoping

thereby to save the game. The score was evened up in the

sixth and on the struggle went. However, in the eighth in-

ning Keith first up for jthe College drove a hot one to short

field which the shortstop lapped too long to nail the runner

at first. Rounds drew a pass to first, Touart got the order

to advance both men a sick. He laid a nice one down in

front of the plate. Fritz fielded the ball but in making a

quick throw to third to catch the runner threw wide and
Keith and Rounds scampered home. Touart held the pro-

fessionals safe in the ninth and the game was ours.

The score by innings

:

12345678 9—R. H. E.

S. H. C 10 3 2 *—6 8 5

Professionals 1 2 1 0—4 5 2

Two-base Hit—Vickers. First on Balls—Off Touart 7,

Fritz 1, Tuttle 1. Struck Out—By Touart 5, Tuttle 3, Fritz

4. Double Plays—Wallace to Lauzon. Umpire—Mr. Shaw.

5. H. C, 8; Mobile, 4

We quote "The Mobile Register's" account of our first

game with the Mobile team of the Cotton States League,

played on March 14th

:

"Before a large crowd of fans the Mobile team of the

Cotton States League went down in defeat before the fast

Spring Hill College team yesterday afternoon. The game
was full of ginger from start to finish but owing to the

heavy hitting of the collegians was always inclining their

way. Owing to the heavy storm which swept over the field

at the beginning of the eighth inning, the game was called

at the outset of that session. The chances, however, did not

favor a Mobile victory even had the last two innings been

played.
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Mobile tried out three pitchers, Ray, Hayes and Welch.

The first two showed lack of form and were repeatedly hit

safely by the collegians. Welch pitched but one inning and

hence no opinion of his ability could be formed.

The features of the game were a fine catch of a line

drive by Adamina in left field and the consecutive hitting of

Spring Hill. Touart of the College twirled gilt-edged ball,

allowing only two hits and striking out eight men. Rey-

naud's receiving was the subject of much favorable com-

ment and his excellent throwing stopped all the visitors who
were inclined to pilfer bases. On the whole the entire Col-

lege team played well and showed the beneficial results of

Coach Verneuille's work. The score follows:"

S. H. C. AB R H PO A E MOBILE ABR H PO A E
Lasseigne, 2b....

3

2 1 1 4 1 Adamina, If 2 2
Keith, If 3 10 McCay, 2b 3 4 1 2
Rounds, lb 4 2 7 12 Bates, lb 3 115 10
Touart, p 4 1 1 2 Burden, 3b 4 12
Bonvillain, 3b...

4

1 1 Thornton, cf 3 1

Danos, ss 3 2 2 1 3 Ross, ss 2 2
Riffle, rf 3 110 Brant, rf 3 3
Vickers, cf 3 1 2 O'Brien, c 3 16 10
Reynaud, c 3 1 1 10 1 1 Ray, p...) 4 10

Hayes, p. f

Total 30 8 9 21 9 8 Total 27 4 2 21 6 2

S. H. C , 7; Elks, 4

On March 29th, the College lined up against the crack

Elks* team of Mobile and defeated them with ease. Bon-

villain was on the mound for the College and pitched a great

game, allowing only three hits and striking out seven men.

Capt. Lasseigne as usual took his two whacks out of the

horsehide. The home runs of Danos for the College and J.

Kearns for the Elks were features of the game. The score

by innings

:

12345678 9—R. H. E.

S. H. C 4 10 2 *—7 6 5

Elks 1 3 0—4 3 3

First Base on Balis—Off Bonvillain 2, Weinacker 3.

Left on Bases—Elks 7, College 6. Home Runs—Danos, J.
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Kearns. Struck Out—By Bonvillain 7, Weinacker 6. Um-
pire—Mr. Verneuille.

S. H. C, O; Mobile, 11

The second game with the Mobile team of the Cotton

States League March 28th proved a disastrous defeat for the

College. It was the worst drubbing administered to us this

season. However, in justice to ourselves we must say that

we were by no means so completely outclassed as the score

would suggest. We were beaten and the dose administered

was a decisive one. But Spring Hill had an off day and

played primitive ball. She failed to profit of three sure and

one doubtful chance to score, while ragged fielding and the

wildest sort of throwing tallied four or five times for Mobile.

We were very anxious to try conclusions a third time

with Mobile, but owing to the early opening of the regular

league schedule it was impossible to arrange a game.

The score follows

:

S. H. C. AB R H PO A E MOBILE AB R H PO A E
Lasseigne, 2b....

2

1 4 3 3 Boyd, rf 4 2 1

Keith, If 4 2 McCay, 2b 3 1 3 5 2
Ory, lb 4 19 4 Thornton, 3b 4 2 2 4 4
Bonvillian, 3b...

3

1 2 2 Kemmer, lb 5 8 2
Danos, ss 3 2 3 Breyette, ss 4 1 2 1 1
Reynaud, c 3 6 12 Brant, cf 5 3 12
Touart, p 4 1 1 Bates, If 5 1 2
Vickers, cf 3 I O'Brien, c 5 13 8 10
Breard, rf 2 110 1 Driver, p 5 10 1

Total 28 3 27 14 8 Total 40 1110 27 13 4

S. H. C , 2; Langanites, 1

Op April 7th the College defeated the Langanites in a

pitchers' duel between Burns for Spring Hill and Tuttle for

the visitors. Burns had the better of the argument, having

the visitors at his mercy throughout and not yielding a sin-

gle hit. His wildness, however, often got him into many a

pinch, but in each instance he settled down and extricated

himself gracefully from his plight, and had it not been for

an error would have had beside a no-hit game a shut-out also
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to his credit. After the second inning Tuttle, who had been

a trifle unsteady in the first two rounds, settled down and

kept the situation well in hand. The score was

:

12345678 9—R. H. E.

S. H. C 110 *—2 5 5

Mobile 0000010 0—1 1

First Base on Balls—Off Burns 11, Tuttle 3. Left on

Bases—College 5, Mobile 14. Wild Pitches—Burns 2, Tuttle

1. Struck Out—By Burns 6, Tuttle 11. Hit by Pitcher—
Lauzon. Umpire—Mr. Rasher.

S. H. C, 4; All-Stars, 2

On April 14th, the College annexed another game to her

long list of victories. Bonvillain was on the slab for the Col-

lege and pitched winning ball, holding the visitors safe at

all stages of the game. The feature of the game was the

heavy slugging of the College. The dope sheet credits

Spring Hill with four triples, three doubles and four singles.

Poor base running kept the score low for the College. The
score by innings and summary are given

:

12345678 9—R. H. E.

S. H. C 2 110 *—4 11 5

Mobile 1 1 0—2 3 1

Three-base Hits—Lasseigne, Ory, Danos, Touart.

Two-base Hits—Keith, Ory, Bonvillain. Left on Bases

—

Mobile 7, College 6. Struck Out—By Tuttle 2, Bonvillain 9.

First on Balls—Off Tuttle 4, Bonvillain 3. Double Plays—
Roos to Joseph to Langan, Parker unassisted. Umpire—Mr.

Rasher.

S. H. C, 1; Y. M. C. A , 1. (11 Innings)

The most exciting game of the season was played on

April 18th. In view of the rivalry existing between the two
teams there was a battle royal on and each foot of ground

was disputed throughout the eleven innings during which

the contest lasted. In the third inning Spring Hill took
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kindly to McGehee's delivery and worked a run across the

plate. When Gray took the mound the greatest pitchers'

battle witnessed on our diamond in many years was on.

Touart, however, had a shade the better of the argument,

and had it not been for a poor heave in the sixth would have

handed the Y. M. C. A. a basket of goose eggs. Touart

pitched the game of his life, yielded only two bingles in

eleven rounds, struck out eighteen men and did not issue

a single pass to first. Gray in eight rounds issued five

passes and was touched safely six times.

The game was always Spring Hill's way and we do not

hesitate to say that had not darkness put an end to the con-

test at the close of the eleventh inning Spring Hill would
now be wearing another scalp. We rest our assertion on

the fact that Touart was improving each inning, while on
the contrary Gray was weakening perceptibly under the

fierce pace set him by his opponent.

Capt. Lasseigne, Bonvillain and Breard distinguished

themselves in this contest with the stick, while Penny made
one of the best running catches ever seen on our diamond.

The score follows

:

S. H. C. AB R H PO A E Y. M. C. A. AB R H PO A E
Lasseigne, 2b 5 3 2 2 1 Beasley, cf 5 10 3
Keith, If 4 Penny, If 5 110
Ory, lb 4 12 5 1 Wallace, ss 4 13
Bonvillain, 3b...

4

2 1 1 McGehee, lb 4 6 2 1
Danos, ss 3 2 Gray, p, rf 4 2 2
Reynaud. c 5 17 Sheridan, 2b 4 2 2
Touart, p 4 3 1 Roos, c 4 14 1
Vickers, cf 4 1 1 Chamberl'n, rf,3b.4 13
Breard, rf 5 3 Hooper, 3b 4 111

Total 38 1 8 33 13 3 Total 38 1 2 33 9 2

League Notes

The three leagues in the Senior Division are just finish-

ing their schedules, and now taking a retrospect of the sea-

son we can safely say that the leagues have been successful.

Each league has played a large number of games and the

teams composing the leagues have kept the percentage col-
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umns pretty well evened up. Better still the quality of ball

played by each league has been of the highest class.

The First League's schedule is not as heavy as the other

leagues owing to the College nine games. The "White Sox"

under Capt. Danos took the lead at the opening of the sea-

son. The "Naps" under Capt. Ory after securing some new
material took a brace and evened up things. But either the

strain they had undergone was too great for them or else

the pace set by the "White Sox" was too hot for they have

taken a slump and at present writing are four games to the

bad, while the "World's Champions" have only to take two
more games to win the pins.

The Second League is just completing a schedule of over

thirty games. For a while "The Pelicans" under Capt. Nel-

son and the "Orioles" under Capt. Supple played about even.

The "Pelicans," however, struck a gait that the "Orioles"

with their poor base running could not maintain. Capt. Sup-

ple then put out his net for recruits. With the addition of

new material came spirit and ginger and the "Orioles" took

a winning stride that soon landed them high up in the per-

centage column only two games behind the leaders. But
the pace was too fast for the "Orioles;" they were run off

their feet and before they knew it the "Pelicans" were four

games to the good with only one more to hang to their belts

before wearing the pins.

The Third League also had a long schedule to play off.

The race for the pins has been an exciting one. The "Slug-

gers" under Capt. Galliand took the lead at the beginning of

the season, and held it by a narrow margin. "The Invin-

cibles" under Capt. Garber, never disheartened, played a

steady uphill game, and were finally rewarded towards the

close of the season by forging to the front with two games
to their credit. Too much confidence, however, was their

undoing. The "Sluggers" aroused themselves from their

slump and soon climbed back into the lead. The season is

near its close now and the "Invincibles" are three games be-

hind while the "Sluggers" have to capture only one more
scalp.
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Gymnasium Contest

We are pleased to quote "The Mobile Register's" ac-

count of the contest held in our gymnasium on Feb. 22nd.

The contest was the direct outcome of Professor Miller's

class work and was open to all schools and gymnasium
classse in Mobile. Professor Miller put forth his best ef-

forts to prepare the boys for the contest and to him is due

all the credit of pulling off one of the most interesting ath-

letic events in the history of Spring Hill. We also extend

our thanks to H. Popper & Son, New York, who were the

donors of the medals given on this occasion. Before quoting

"The Register's" report we must add a word of praise for

Messrs. H. and W. Kevlin, C. McMaster and E. Frederic who
so gloriously upheld Spring Hill's colors in this contest

:

"A comparatively small crowd of guests and a very

goodly crowd of college boys saw an extremely interesting

contest yesterday afternoon in the gymnasium of Spring

Hill College, where students of the College, of the Boys'

Club night school of the University Military School and of

the Jefferson street school met on ring and bar to determine

who of the lot was best by nine tests selected by each boy
for himself.

Assuming that every contestant would do things worth
doing, the judges agreed to Professor Miller's suggestion

that the method and manner with which each piece of work
was done should count for relatively most. Next in value in

each test came uniformity of performance as a special mark
maker. Each judge marked up each boy on each act and
made the boy's average thereby, and the three averages of

the several judges were averaged up to determine the final

standing of the boy.

In this way, it was finally determined that young Smith
of the University Military School was entitled to the gold

medal, H. Kevlin of Spring Hill College to the silver medai
and stocky young McPhillips of the Boys' Club to the bronze
medal.

Smith, who had the advantage of two years of private
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instruction in gymnasium work, was far and away the best

performer as to style and method. Now and then, in some re-

spects, others would surpass him, but for finish of work he

was distinctly the superior of anyone else. Taking difficulty

of performances as the criterion, the same remarks would

apply almost as forcefully to H. Kevlin, who seemed to se-

lect difficult performances whenever possible. The difficul-

ties he courted doubtless operated against finish and style

for his .work, though they won him enthusiastic applause

from all. Yielding to the temptation of difficulty for the

sake of greater glory, he perhaps needlessly augmented the

average superiority of the first prize winner.

Tha,t a prize went to the Boys' Club was no surprise,

for the club boasts some excellent performers. Much was
expected of both McPhillips and Fannin. The latter had

the special advantage of exceptional strength, and this en-

abled him to eclipse even Smith in ease and finish in some
movements. Fannin, however, spurred by the applause won
by Kevlin, attempted some of the most difficult parallel bar

work, and, failing, did not avail himself of the privilege of a

second attempt, but dropped out. He had been rated high,

and might perhaps have finished third or better. To Mc-
Phillips, also of the Boys' Club, fell the third honor. He
was not quite as finished as Fannin in some of his acts, but

there was a steadiness about his work and the evenness of

performance that told heavily in his favor, and though
Kevlin's work shone out conspicuously for brilliancy during

the afternoon, the margin of marks points between him and
McPhillips on the final marking was very narrow. Strength

played a goodly part in the work of Kevlin, McPhillips and
Fannin.

In all the crowd, but one voice disputed the judgment
of the judges, and that one ebullition of enthusiasm was
promptly silenced by Kevlin himself. "Not on your life," he
rejoined. "The decision was exactly right." And then all

the boys trooped into the dining hall and had a delightful

supper together and joineo in the hope that the contest

would prove the forerunner of many another.
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The work was on the horizontal bar, the parallel bars

and the flying ring, and a good deal of it was of a distinctly-

high grade. The larger boys all performed some feats

which, if seen on the vaudeville stage, would attract com-

ment and call for praise, and it is but just to adjudge some

of the very best work here and there to have been done by

those who did not come anywhere near the medals. Some-

times it was strength, sometimes it was skill, but there was
not enough of the finish shown by Smith, of the all-round

ability of Kevlin or the snap and consistency of McPhillips

among the others for the medal winner to be in grave danger

at any time.

The judges were Professor Battersby of the Young
Men's Christian Association physical culture department,

and Messrs. Sidney Lowenstein and E. E. Richard.

JUNIOR ATHLETICS

One thing the Junior Division has not lacked this year

—it is enthusiasm. There has been plenty of it in all our

sports. The football team overflowed with spirit and ardor

on the gridiron, while it was well seconded by the lusty

whoops of the Junior Rooters; the basket ball season was
jubilantly ushered in and every game was a new evidence

that the Junior spirit of manly sport was very much alive

;

and now in the beautiful Spring time, with the Blues and
Reds pitted against each other on the "Diamond," the Peli-

cans against the Dixies, the Greens vs. the Yellow Kids, is

there any need of words to show that here as well as on the

gridiron and in the "Courts" genuine enthusiasm holds the

Juniors' hearts.

Nor is this a thing to be lightly passed over. As the

rosy cheek, the happy face, the brawny muscle are signs of

a good state of health, so must this enthusiasm in out-door

sports be taken to be a good gauge of soundness, not only in

body, but also in mind and heart—in fact it is a good ex-
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ponent of the condition of College spirit. So we take this

occasion to congratulate all the Juniors, who have shown

such manliness in the shape of courage and earnest effort

in the athletic events of the year. Yes—and let us not for-

get the gentlemanly way in which most of them tried to

show this spirit is no less deserving of praise.

But as not every recreation day is full of sunshine, so,

too, our high spirit has sometimes been obscured by clouds.

Now mark well: "We come not here to blame," but we
would draw a false picture of this year's sports in our divis-

ion if, we were to outline all the good things, only. We
praise the vigorous enthusiasm, but we must at the same
time confess it has not been altogether unselfish and reason-

able. The very intensity of that enthusiasm which shed its

bright light on the campus this year has caused the vapors

of grumbling and discontent to rise and gather in a cloud

to obscure its own brightness; and too often the distant

thunders have been heard.

We understand that all should desire to win and do

their best to carry away the pins ; still, why should one be

selfish in his endeavors? Why expect to have everything

come his way? His team must be the first, he must get all

the good players that he casts his eyes upon ; if he is losing

he will not play any more or will begin to grumble with the

umpire and finally with his own team-fellows. Surely this

is not right. It is selfish to think that you must never be

worsted in a contest; it is cowardly to be afraid to face a

huge difficulty and the hard struggle: in a word, it is un-

gentlemanly to let our enthusiasm carry us so far that fair-

ness and honesty are banished from our sports.

Juniors, 5; Barton Academy, O

Under this heading comes the belated account of the

Junior football team's victory over Barton Academy. A
game had been scheduled before Christmas between the

Juniors and Barton's second team, but for some reason or

other known to Barton, the game was cancelled. The
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"Kids" were thirsting for a scrap, so they offered to try-

conclusions with Barton's first team, after the Christmas

vacations. The challenge was accepted and a battle royal

it proved to be.

Barton was recognized to be one of the strongest teams

in Mobile and still fresh were her laurels won from New
Orleans and Pensacola High Schools and various other in-

stitutions. The Junior team was as yet uncrowned with

an outside victory and Barton, still flushed with success,

was a fair flower to pluck for her wreath.

The game was the fastest and snappiest ever seen on

the local field and was replete with spectacular exhibitions

of heavy line plunging, fast end dashes, beautifully executed

forward passes and on side kicks. It was a hard fought bat-

tle, each side exhibiting a surplus amount of pluck and
dash, but the Juniors always had the better of the argument.

Even though it was hotly contested, the game was always

their way, and only once did the enemy get within striking

distance of the coveted spot. This was due to a fumble made
near the close of the second half, dangerously near their

goal line. In the scramble Barton fell on the ball, but the

Juniors stiffened up their defense and Barton was unable

to budge them. The Juniors took the ball and marched
down the field for another touchdown and nothing but the

whistle saved Barton. The ball was on the twenty-yard line,

and Barton was weakening perceptibly under the fierce on-

slaught of the "Kids," who were responding nobly to the

cries of their rooters for another touchdown.

The first and only touchdown of the game came near

the end of the first half, but would have come earlier had
the Juniors kept up the bucking game. In the first half

Barton seemed powerless before the bucking of A. Touart,

Danos and J. O'Connor, who never failed to jam through

the line. For some reason or other Spring Hill's quarter

failed to grasp this point until near the close of the half,

when he began a constant hammering at Barton's line and
on successive bucks carried the ball for thirty yards and a

touchdown, Danos carrying the ball over on a cross-buck.
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Danos failed to kick goal, and the score stood: Juniors,

5 ; Barton, 0.

In the second half the teams showed an entire reversal

of form. Barton braced up and successfully stopped Spring

HilPs bucks, not once yielding any appreciable ground. The
Juniors, whose interference on end runs in the first half

had been ragged, remedied this defect and pulled off plays

that netted fifteen and thirty yards at a clip.

On the whole, the game was a brilliant exhibition of

the college sport, and the "Kids" were more than pleased

with their one touchdown. We might add that the score

well indicates the relative strength of the two teams.

Junior Basket Ball Leagues

As mentioned in our last number of The Review, the

enthusiasm manifested in basket ball was never so pro-

nounced before in the division; and not until the season

ended did this enthusiasm die out. The four leagues which

were organized before Christmas finished their schedules

after the vacations. The race in each league was most ex-

citing and the pins were warmly contested.

The First League teams under the captaincies of Mc-
Master and D. Neely, had a see-saw race. Almost every

even number of games played found the two teams tied for

honors. However, towards the end of the season McMas-
ter's Penguins froze out Neely's Pelicans, and with a change

of temperature took a brace and picked in rapid succession

the last four feathers from the benumbed bird of the warm-
er clime.

At the opening of the Second League it was a runaway
race for Chappuis' "Browns," but they were pitted against

a team that had no acquaintance with discouragement and
surrender. Depressed though not disheartened at his first

reversals, Captain Schneider kept his hardy warriors cheer-

ed, revived their drooping spirits and led them, with defeat

staring them in the face, to a glorious victory by capturing

nine successive games. It was a grand finish and an excel-
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lent example of what the unyielding, determined, never-die

spirit can accomplish.

The race in the Third League was similar to that on the

Second. Beary's ""Comets' ' fairly distanced Bauer's "Stars"

at the get away. But Captain Bauer got to work, trimmed
some of his lights and soon found himself in the center of

a milky way in the court firmament. With his collection of

all-stars he soon outshone the "Comets" and added by right

of conquest this additional lustre to his already bright con-

stellation.

For some reason or other the Fourth League changed

their names after Christmas. Holland dubbed his sturdy

warriors the "Lions," while Thompson styled his braves

the "Tigers." We cannot assign any reason for the change

but presume the doughty captains wished thereby to warn
the spectators of the battle royal that was on, and what to

expect when Greek met Greek. In the deadly struggle that

ensued honors were about even. Towards the close of the

struggle Thompson's "Tigers" saw an opening and made a

lightning sprint for the throat of Holland's exhausted kings

of the forest, and bore them down to the earth in honorable

defeat.

Junior Field Day

St. Joseph's day, March the 19th, will go down as a red

letter day in the athletic annals of the Junior Division.

The field games held on that day were without prece-

dent in the division for ideal conditions of weather, for the

large number of entries, the heat with which each event

was contested and above all for the exciting race for the

Medal or Grand Prize in the several divisions. Unlike other

years and past field days, each member of his division was
a good claimant and had a good look in for the medal or

grand prize as the case might be, and made his claim good

;

and not until the last man in the last race breasted

the tape, were the medal or grand prize won or even an in-

dividual position determined. Again the meet was so clever-

ly managed that the whole program was disposed of before
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noon, whereas in former years it took much of the after-

noon to run off the unfinished events.

The following is the program and the names of the win-

ners of prizes. The medal man and the winners of grand

prizes were ipso facto out of the race for the ordinary

prizes

:

FIRST DIVISION

100-yd Dash—1st, B. Alvarez ; 2nd, M. Walker

440-yd Dash—1st, B. Alvarez ; 2nd, M. Walker

220-yd Dash—1st, B. Alverez; 2nd, M. Walker
Hammer Throw—1st, A. Veltin ; 2nd, H. Kevlin

Broad Jump—1st, B. Alvarez; 2nd, M. Walker
High Jump—1st, M. Walker; 2nd, C. Schimpf

Pole Vault—1st, H. Kevlin; 2nd, M. Walker
Shot Put—1st, A. Veltin; 2nd, M. Walker
The Medal for the highest number of points scored was

won by Sebastian Patout, who, when the smoke of battle

had rolled away, found 29 points chalked up to his credit.

B. Alvarez and M. Walker gave the winner a hard fight for

the Medal, scoring 27 and 23 points, respectively.

SECOND DIVISION

100-yd Dash—1st, Murray; 2nd, Schatzman
220-yd Dash—1st, Murray ; 2nd, Schatzman
440-yd Dash—1st, Murray; 2nd, Schatzman
High Jump—1st, Gallagher; 2nd, Murray
Shot Put—1st, Murray ; 2nd, Bauer
Broad Jump—1st, Murray; 2nd, Bauer
In this division the fight was most exciting for the

Grand Prize. J. Alvarez finally succeeded in forging ahead
of J. Murray by one point. The count was 20 to 19.

THIRD DIVISION

100-yd Dash—On account of a foul the prize was
awarded to E. Kevlin

220-yd Dash—1st, Thompson; 2nd, Eichold

50-yd Dash—1st, Thompson; 2nd, Bird

Broad Jump—1st, Thompson; 2nd, Eichold

Running Broad Jump—1st, Thompson; 2nd, Lawless
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E. Kevlin won the Grand Prize in this division with 21

points to his credit. Thompson took second with 16 points.

FOURTH DIVISION

50-yd Dash—1st, McHardy ; 2nd, Frederic

100-yd Dash—1st, Bartlett; 2nd, Frederic

220-yd Dash—1st, Bartlett; 2nd, Frederic

Running Broad Jump—1st, Roycroft; 2nd, Bartlett

Broad Jump—1st, McHardy; 2nd, Roycroft

In this division D. McNamara finally succeeded in tak-

ing the Grand Prize by the narrow margin of one-half

point from N. McHardy.

RELAY RACES

1st Division—S. Patout's team ; 2nd, B. Alvarez's team

2nd Division—1st, Murray's team; 2nd, J. Alvarez's

team
Third Division—1st, Thompson's team; 2nd, Kevlin's

team
4th Division—1st, McNamara's team; 2nd, Frederic's

team
The officers of the day were:

Clerk of the Course, P. D. Beall

Starter, P. J. Turregano

Judges of the Finish : A Beary, S. Brand, A. Bloch

Inspectors of the Course : K. Leche, J. Ransdell

Field Judges : C. McMaster, M. Schneider, 0. Patout.

The Leagues

The Spring season of the First League was a good one.

This is due to the fact that the teams were evenly matched.

From the very outset it was a good fight and neither side

was able to secure a lead of more than two games. First it

was the Reds that forged to the front, and then the Blues

would catch up with their opponents and pass them. Next
the Reds would take heart, play together and get another

lead ; but before they were too far the Blues would unite and
displace them. But only one side can win, and when both
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sides tied, and it was announced that there were but eleven

games more to be played, the Reds proceeded to take six

straights. Try as they might, the Blues could not rally, but

to their credit and as an example to future teams be it said,

that they never once. showed the white feather. They did

not win, but they did the next best thing—they stuck to the

game till the last man was out in the last inning of the last

game. Now who will say that this is not harder to do or

less deserving of credit than winning out ? To Captain Mc-

Master of the Blues is due more than an ordinary share of

the credit that accrues to his side for the great fight they

made because he set the example of pluck and the never-say-

die spirit that was caught up by his men.

That the Reds won is attributable to nothing else than

to hard practice and industry. They never played one care-

less game in the whole season. They were generally picked

to be the weaker team at the beginning of the season,—and
maybe they were; but each player improved as the season

went along and the score-book shows that they hit and field-

ed better at the end. The most remarkable case of progress

was that of Charley Schimpf, who played first base. He
was brought up from the Second League, where he had been

captain, and was regarded as the weakest fielder and hitter

on the Reds. That was four months ago. But today he is

considered—and the scorebook shows it to be true—the best

first baseman and one of the three best hitters in the Di-

vision.

Mat Schneider's was the level head that planned the

campaign and won the pins. Walker's wing swung mightily

and caused many a man to die at the bat, but what good
could it have done without receivers like M. Neely or Tom
McDonough? Or without the hard hitting of Veitin, or

the timely hitting of Schimpf, or the work of Bauer at short,

Gomez in the field, Kevlin at second—in a word, without the

splendid team he had behind him.

As The Review goes to press the Second Leaguers are

still contending for honors—and the pins. What the out-

come will be can hardly be a matter of doubt as Schatzman's
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Dixies have but one game to win while Toomey's Pelicans

must win four. As a wag has put it: "Schatzman's 'Old

Reliables' have killed and picked Toomey's 'Birds' and will

bake them next game." But we will see.

During most of the season the Pelicans had the lead,

but when Schatzman was appointed captain things began to

change. The Dixie's took the lead and have kept it ever

since.

Great praise is due O'Flinn and Alvarez for their good

pitching. If anything can save the day for the Pelicans it

is their steady work.

In the Third League it was a walk-over for Kelly's

"Kids" for they won with nine games to the good. However,

"Toby's Trusties" did their best. "Toby" signed about

eighteen men at various times, but luck—also Willie Christ

—was on the other side and he could not win. He is surely

the hard luck captain of the year. But he never gave up

—

just like "Toby" isn't it?

The Green Babies and the Yellow Kids are still battling

for the pins and many and loud are the shouts and screams

that arise from the "nursery leaguers." Eichold is wheeling

the carriage of the Green Babies and Adoue is shaking the

rattle for the Yellow Kids. Which will win out ? With both

teams even and five games to be played, there is no telling.

We might venture an opinion, but we fear to offend one side,

and then The Review might lose some subscribers.

The Track League

The Track League which began last Fall met with an
untimely death. It was not, however, for lack of enthusiasm

but simply because the best men of the League met with ac-

cidents which compelled them to withdraw.

Five successful meets were held and when the points

were counted, Captain Kevlin and his team had 164 to their

credit, as against 153 for Captain Beary's side. We trust

that the boys will be more fortunate next year and that they

will be able to hold ten meets so as to deserve pins.
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ALUMNI NOTES

Rev. Father H. C. Semple, S. J., a student of Spring

Hill, '64, and later Minister and Professor of Rhetoric

Class, now stationed in New York, paid the College a visit

of a few days during March.

While attending the Medical Convention in Mobile, Dr.

Walter F. Scott, '99, visited the College frequently. Dr.

Scott is now practicing in Birmingham. The Review wishes

him success, and likewise his brother, John F. Scott, '04,

whom the Doctor reports to be prospering in the beet sugar

industry in California.

The Review extends congratulations to Hubbard Mc-

Hatton, '03, of Macon, Ga., who, on April 3rd, 1907, was
appointed by the trustees of the new School of Agriculture

at Barnesville, Ga., to fill the chair of Scientific Agricul-

ture.

Ed. Draper, '02, A. M., '06, M. D. Penn., '07, has been

successful in the competitive examination for internship

and has been appointed to St. Joseph's Hospital, Philadel-

phia. Congratulations to Dr. Draper.

Mr. Sherwood Hall, an alumnus of war times, '62 and
'63, formerly of Mobile, now of Grand Rapids, Michigan,

accompanied by his wife, paid a flying visit to his Alma
Mater on March 19th.

P. Segueira, '95, of Rama, Nicaragua, visited the Col-

lege May 5th, 1907. Owing to the disturbed state of public

affairs in South America, he has located in Mobile, and is

now connected with the Munson Steamship Co.

Messrs. M. J. Vickers, '77, P. Prieur, '95, J. D'Aquin,
'95, J. Hooper, '04, P. Norville, '04, H. R. Murray, '98, were
members of the Class initiated by the Knights of Columbus
in Mobile, May 5th, '07.

Mr. G. A. Poetz, '78, of Mobile, Ala., passed to his eter-

nal reward after a prolonged illness. The Review extends

its most heartfelt sympathies to his bereaved family.
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Judge Paul Leche, '78, of Donaldsonville, La., was
chosen delegate at large from the State Council, to repre-

sent the Louisiana Knights at the National Convention of

the Knights of Columbus, to be held next August at Norfolk,

Va.

Messrs. J. E. Burguieres, '91, J. B. Levert, Jr., '94, J. B.

Rapier, '95, F. V. Becker, 03, H. A. McPhillips, '00, have

joined the ranks of the Benedicts. The Review heartily

congratulates them and wishes each and every one of them a

long and happy wedded life.

The following clipping from the Mobile Register speaks

for itself

:

Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Hickley have issued invitations to

the marriage of their daughter, Helen Mercedes, to Mr.

August J. Staub, Jr., Saturday morning, June 15, at 9:30

with a nuptial mass, St. Joseph's Chapel, in Spring Hill

College, Spring Hill, Mobile County, Alabama.
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Judge Paul Leche, '78, of Donaldsonville, La., was
chosen delegate at large from the State Council, to repre-

sent the Louisiana Knights at the National Convention of

the Knights of Columbus, to be held next August at Norfolk,

Va.

Messrs. J. E. Burguieres, '91, J. B. Levert, Jr., '94, J. B.

Rapier, '95, F. V. Becker, 03, H. A. McPhillips, '00, have

joined the ranks of the Benedicts. The Review heartily

congratulates them and wishes each and every one of them a

long and happy wedded life.

The following clipping from the Mobile Register speaks

for itself:

Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Hickley have issued invitations to

the marriage of their daughter, Helen Mercedes, to Mr.

August J. Staub, Jr., Saturday morning, June 15, at 9:30

with a nuptial mass, St. Joseph's Chapel, in Spring Hill

College, Spring Hill, Mobile County, Alabama.
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